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SuvttvtARY

The optimal design of bioprocesses producing high-volume, low-cost products is

conditional upon the availability of flexible unit models accounting for interactions. High-

presstue homogenization is a key operation in many bioprocesses. Unfortunately, the

principal model describing homogenizer performance is inadequate. While it includes the

two key operational parameters (lressure and the number of disruptor passes) explicitly, it

relies on two parameters which a¡e both system- and culture-specific (i.e. their value

depends on the homogenizer and valve (the system) and the cha¡acteristics of the feed

culnue).

A new model for the disruption of. Escheríchia coli by high-pressure homogenization is

developed in this thesis. Disruption is calculated by combining a homogenizer-stress

distribution with a cell-strength distribution. The stress distribution includes the key

operational parameter, namely homogenizer pressure, and three system-specific

parameters. The strength distribution is assumed Gaussian, and is therefore cha¡acterized

by two parameters (the mean effective strength and the distribution variance).

To allow meaningful comparisons of the model predictions and experimental data, a novel

technique for measuring disruption is developed. The technique employs an analytical

disc centrifuge which gives a direct measure of disruption. It is exEemely accurate at high

levels of disruption and does not suffer the disadvantages of traditional direct techniques

such as the electronic particle counter (which is subject to fouling) and microscopy (which

'is tedious).

Model p¿¡rameters were determined by the non-linear reglession of single-pass disruption

versus pressure data obtained from twenty-one different E. coli B cultures (in excess of

180 data points). Cultures of different strength were obtained using two fermenters and by
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varying the time for which a given culture had experienced glucose exhaustion (i.e. the

time into the stationary phase). The three system-specific parameters and the disribution

va¡iance were constant despite large variations in the culture characteristics. The mean

effective strength is a culture-specifrc parameter and gives a meaningful indication of the

relative resistance of a particula¡ culture to disruption. The wall structure of each culture

was analyzed by reverse-phase, high-pressure liquid chromatography to determine the

fractional peptidoglycan crosslinkage. Cell size was determined by image analysis.

Correlations of mean effective sEength with peptidoglycan crosslinkage and average cell

length were developed.

The model was extended to predict disruption with multiple homogenizer passes without

the introduction of additional paxameters (apart from the number of homogenizer passes).

Multiple-pass predictions a¡e made by repeated application of the homogenizer-stress

distribution on the strength distribution. The model successfully predicted the disruption

of two different strains of. E. coli (strains B and JM101) grown on two different carbon

sonrces (glucose and glycerol) with multiple homogenizer passes at three Pressures (24,45

and 66 MPa). Successful predictions with a single pass at a variety of pressures were also

made.

The model is the first to allow true a priori predictions of disruption for a specified

homogenizer system and E. colí strain. This is possible as the key parameter (mean

effective strength) is correlated with measurable cell properties. The requirement for

culture-specific parameters is therefore removed. The model also has the advantage that

system and culnue variability act on distinct parts of the model (the stress and strength

distributions, respectively). V/ith further work it will be possible to determine the effect

which other key operational parameters (e.g. temperature and concentation) have on the

stress distribution, and hence on disruption. It will also be possible to develop correlations

for other strains and to establish the stress distibutions for various homogenizer systems.
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CunprER 1

INTRODUCTION

The commercialization of a vast array of new products is a feature of the modern

biotechnology industry (fhayer, 1991). Products have traditionally been of high-added-

value and consequently the engineering challenge is to scale-up existing laboratory

procedures rather than to optimize the process. However, this situation is changing as new

products with potentially-large ma¡kets demanding a low-cost product emerge. T¡pical

proteins in this category a¡e the somatotropins and the insulin-like growth factors. The

somatotropins a¡e targeted at a highty-elastic market demanding a high benefit-to-cost ratio

(e.g. porcine somatotropin, Petrides ¿/ al., (1989)). The insulin-like growth factors must

compete with recombinant insulin for ma¡ket share as a tissue-culture additive. In both

instances unit cost will deærmine flowsheet andpossibly company viability.

Engineering considerations in such an environment mirror those in traditional chemical

industries, where simulation is widety employed for process design, evaluation and

optimization. Its benefits are widely recognized @iegler, 1989). Simulation packages

specifrcally designed for the biochemical industry are available (Evans, 1988; Petides et al.,

1989; Gritsis and Titchener-Hooker, 1989). These are, however, first-generation packages

with resticted capabilities. Their deficiencies result primarily from the lack of sophisticaæd

models for biochemical unit operations. The importance of considering unit interactions in

bioprocess design has been identified (Fish and Lilly, 1984). A noticeable deficiency in

simulation is the existing models which fail to account for such interactions and which rely

on system- and culture-specific parameters. Bioprocess optimization is conditional on the
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development of improved models and the formation of appropriate databases of host and

protein properties (Gritsis and Titchener-Hooker, 1989).

Escheríchia coli has been extensively studied and a sophisticated understanding of its

genetics has evolved. Strongly-inducible promoters are readily available and cloning

techniques a¡e well established. Unfortunately, E. colí suffers from several disadvantages

as a host. Most significantly, it does not excrete proteins to the culture medium with the

exception of a small class of proteins such as toxins (Hirst et al., 1984) and hemolysins

(Goebet and Hedgpeth, 1982). Consequently, many products of commercial interest a¡e

located intracellularly. Bacillus subtilis has the advantage that proteins are naturally

secreted, and consequently it may become a prefened host @rrington and Mountain, 1990).

However, its genetics are not as fully understood as those of E. colí and it suffers the

disadvantage that proteases are often also secreted (Errington and Mountain, 1990). The

lack of a procaryotic glycosylation mechanism has resulted in increased use of

Saccharornyces cerevisiae andmammalian-cell culture ([Iarris, 1989). S. cerevisiae has the

disadvantage that only small proteins are.sgç¡ete{ and that incorrect glycosylation may resull

Mammalian-culture techniques a¡e considerably more complex than for microbial systems

and are cha¡acterized by low cell densities and consequently low overall productivities. For

proteins not requiring gtycosylation, S cerevisiae andmammalian cells offer little economic

advantage over E. coli atpresent. With the development of highly productive fed-batch

fermentation protocols for E. coli and the lack of a suitable alternative, initial Process

designs for low-cost high-volume proteins are tikely to be based on E. coli as the selected

hosl The problem posed by intacellular product location must therefore be addressed.

Resea¡ch directed at the excretion of proteins from E. coli has met with limited success.

Georgiou et at. (L985) obtained high levels of the periplasmic protein B-lactamase in the

culture medium by judicious host choice under immobilized conditions. Essentially, the host

became "lealq/" due to protein over-expression. The secretion of cytoplasmic human growth

hormone (hGH) to the periplasm has been reported (Hsiung et a1.,1986; Chang et al., L987;

nIntmduction Oraptcr I



Matteucci and Lipetsky, 1986), but this was not accompanied by excretion to the medium.

Hsiung et al. (1989) obtained excretion of hGH from the periplasm to the cultrue medium by

the use of bacteriocin release protein (BRP). The use of BRP has also been shown to aid in

the release of a-amylase and B-lactamase from the periplasm to the cultrue medium (Yu and

San, 1992). Kato et al. (1987) describe an excretion vector for hGH giving mature protein

in the culture medium without the use of BRP. Other fusion proteins have also been

described which may be excreted by E. coli without the use of BRP. Abrahmsen et al.

(1986) describe a human insulin-like gro\ilth factor (IGF-I) fusion protein which is excreted

from E. coli and can be purified directly by IgG affinity chromatography. Subsequent

cleavage of the staphylococcal protein A fragment gives native IGF-I.

Clearly, proteins can be excreted from E. colí ín some instances. A major requirement for

excretion is that the protein is soluble within the cytoplasm. In a soluble form, the product

may be subjected to proteolytic degradation. Further, low expression levels are usually

required to ensure solubility and prevent the formation of an insoluble protein inclusion body

(Schein, 1989). This requirement for low expression levels may adversely impact upon

process economics. In some cases, the process simplification resulting from protein

excretion may inadequately compensate for the loss of fermenter productivity. Further, a

signifrcant resea¡ch lead time is required to develop excretion vectors for a new product. In

some cases, excretion may not be possible. Where excretion is possible, some proteins may

be degraded by the highly aerated and sheared extracellular environment in the fermenter

(Fish and Lilly, 1984). These considerations suggest that an efficient method of releasing

intracellular protein from E. coli into the broth will be necessary for large-scale processing,

particularly for first-generation processes. These techniques will usually rely on fracturing

the cell wall.

An understanding of wall structure is necessary if disruption processes are to be

meaningfully discussed. The E. coli cell wall is therefore examined in the following

section. Methods for large-scale protein release are reviewed in section 7.2. Itis shown that
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high-pressure homogenization is the most commonly-employed method. þ, ,o,"a,

fundamental models accounting for unit interactions are required if biochemical processes are

to be optimally designed. The mechanism of disruption during homogenization is therefore

discussed in section 1.3, and previous homogenizer modelling work is reviewed in section

1.4. Itis shown that existing models are inadequate as they require system- and cultr¡re/

specific parameters. Consequently, the disruption that will be obtained for a specific

microorganism in a specified system (i.e. homogenizer and valve) cannot be predicæd unless

a culture with @isely the same history has been previously examined- lA new model'-)
which overcomes the need for culture-specific parameters is required. The culture

cha¡acteristics influencing homo genizer performance a¡e therefore identified in section 1.5.

A new model which removes the requirement for culture-specific parameters is then

developed in chapter 2.

l
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1.1 The Cell Wall of Escherichia colí

The cell wall of E. coli is composed of two primary layers: the outer membrane and the

peptidoglycan ormruein layer @grue 1.1). h addition to the wall, a cytoplasmic membrane

composedprimarily of phospholipids maintains concentration gradients between the cell and

its surroundings. This membrane offers no mechanical strength and disrupts due to the

osmotic pressure difference between the cell and its environment after removal of the wall.

It is therefore neglecæd in the discussion and modelling of disruption.

FIGURE 1.1: Simptiful strutatre of tfr¿ uøt[ of F-scÁ¿ri¿ñ.iø co[i. sfrouting tfrz

re[øtionsfrþ u¡ítfr tñ¿ cytopfasnia neníran¿ (After Ki¿tscñ¿[ * ø[., 1956).

The outer membrane is a complex and incompletely-characterized structure. It consists

primarity of a lipid bilayer containing transmembrane proteins, phospholipids and

lipopolysaccha¡ide (LPS). Lipopolysaccharide contains a hydrophobic region (Lipid A, also

known as endotoxin as it causes a toxic response in mammals) that has fatty acids linked to
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diglucosamine phosphate (Hancock, 1984). It is anchored in the outer membrane by

binding to outer-membrane proteins and by non-covalent crossbridgrng of adjacent LPS

molecules with divalent cations such as Mg2+ and Ca2+ (Hancock, 1984). The exact

organization of LPS in the outer membrane has not been determined (Tntzopulos et al.,

1989). A lipoprotein complex connects the lower portion of the phospholipid bilayer to the

peptidogþan layer. The peptidoglycan or murein layer consists of a series of glycan chains

composed of N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) and N-acetylmuramic acid (NAM) linked by Þ-

l,4-glycosidic bonds. Glycan chains have an average length of 30 disaccha¡ide units

(Glauner, 1938) with a significant fraction of chains only 10 units long fiIöltje and Glauner,

1990). Chains a¡e crosslinked by peptide bonds formed between a meso-diaminopimelic

acid (m-A2pm) residue on one chain and a D-alanine @-Ala) or a meso-diaminopimelic acid

residue on an adjacent chain, as shown in Figure 1.2. Significant structural variation occurs

because of the existence of seven different peptidyl moieties (table 1.1).

TABLE l.l: Qeptílyí noi¿tí¿s ß in fþure 7.2)founl in tfi¿ sttltctu.re of
lEscñ¿ricñia cofi peptilogtycøn (Ho[tje ønl ç[auner, 7990).

N¿,un AurNo AcrD SnQunNc¡
D - L-Ala - D-Glu
Tri - L-Ala - D-Glu - m-,{rpm

Tetra - L-Ala - D-GIu - m-Aepm - D-Ala
'IÞtra-Gly4

- L-Ala - D-Glu - m-Azl¡m - Gly
Penta - L-Ala - D-Glu - m-&pm - D-Ala - D-Ala

Penta-Gly5 - L-Ala - D-Glu - m-A"pm - D-Ala - Gly
Tri-Lys-Arg - L-Ala - D-Glu - L-Lys - L-Arg

The exact a¡chitecture of the E. coli bacterial cell wall remains a matter of some debate.

Early models proposed peptidoglycan as a monolayer, with each disaccharide unit 1.03 nm

long and the glycan chains parallel and t.25 nm apart (Braun et al., 1973). More recent

studies using X-ray and electron diffraction have suggested that adjacent chains are only

0.45 nm apart, with peptide side-chains perpendicula¡ to the plane of the polysaccharide

chains (Formanek, 1983; Formanek, 1986). Furthermore, the peptidoglycan of E. colí is
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no longer proposed to be a monolayer (Glauner et al., 1988). Leduc et al. (1989a)

demonstrated that peptidoglycan is 6.6+1.5 nm thick for exponentially-growing cells and

8.8+1.8 nm thick for stationary cells. These values correspond to 2-3 and 4-5 layers of

polysaccharides, respectively. Labischinskí et al. (1985) present alternative packing

aÍangements for peptidoglycan. In these topologies, the peptidoglycan is multi-layered and

all polysaccharide chains are parallel.

Glycan
Chain

Peptide
Moiety

Cross-
link

FIGURE L.3: tPro6ø6te peptílog[ycan s.rroftteffi¿nt sfroating tñ¿ refatiotuñ.þ

1etueeng[ycan cfiohs anl pøptil"e crossíinfu (After I{öttje anl Çhunar, 7990).

These considerations plus evidence that polysaccharide chains are aligned perpendicular to

the main (or long) axis of the bacterium (Verwer et a1.,1978) support the topologies. A

possible relationship between gtycan chains and peptide crosslinks is shown in Figrre 1.3.

The possible methods for disrupting the cell wall andreleasing the intracellular contents will

now be reviewed.
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1.2 Releasing Intracellular Protein

ffh" release of an intacellular protein to the cr¡ltr¡re medium necessitates bneakage of the cell

wall, or permeabilization of the outer membrane for proteins located in the periplasmif

Laboratory-scale techniques have previously been reviewed (Hughes et al.,l97I). Many

methods a¡e available at the laboratory scale, including ultrasonication, the French Press

(Hughes et al., L971) and the Hughes Press (Hughes et al.,l97t). Techniques applicable

for large-scale disruption are summa¡ized in Figrre 1.4. These will now be discussed.

LARGE-SCALE
DISRUPTION

I

MECHANICAL

I

NON-MECHAMCAL

BeadMills

Homogenizers

PHYSICAL

Decompression

Osmotic Shock

Thermolysis

CTIEMCAL

Antibiotics

Deærgents

Solvents

ENäß,IA'TIC

Chelating
Agents

Chaoüopic
Agents

Lync
Enzymes

Autolysis

Cloned-Phage
Lysis

FIGURE L.4: Íecñ.niquzs a.ppticøíte for tfr.e førge-scak

lisruptíon of mbroorganisns (After Tlimpenng, 7967).
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I.2.L Non-Mechanical Methods

In explosive decompression, a cell suspension is mixed with pressurized subcritical or

supercritical gas for a specified time. Gas enters the cell, and expands on release of the

applied pressure causing disruption. The technique has been used with yeast cells and has

the advantage that supercritical ca¡bon dioxide is capable of extacting off-flavours (Lin ef

al., L99l;Lin et a1.,1992). E. colí have also been disrupted at the laboratory scale using

decompression (Fraser, 1951). The technique has the advantage that it is extremely gentle,

resulting in large debris and consequent ease of debris removal where the desired product is

soluble. This is also a disadvanøge, as the technique inherently has a low efficiency.

Attempts to disrupt E. coli JM101 containing recombinant inclusion bodies were

unsuccessful (autlør's experience ín conjunction wíth Bíoàng Inc, Arlington, MA, USA).

The technique proved too gentle to release the inclusion body, although soluble proteins

were released-

In osmotic shock, cells a¡e first equilibrated in a medium of high osmotic pressure (e.g. lM

sucrose) which is then suddenly diluted. Water rapidly enters the cell, increasing the

internal pressure and causing lysis. The technþe is resticted ûo weakened cells (Hughes ef

al.,l97t). Mild osmotic shock has been used to release proteins from E. coli without

affecting cell viability (Neu and Heppel, 1965). It is usually considered only for sma]l-scale

operation due to the high cost of additives and the increased biological oxygen demand

(BOD) of process waste.

Thermolysis on a large scale may become increasingly cofitmon. Cells a¡e heated to 50-55oC

to disrupt the outer membrane and release periplasmic proteins (Katsui et al., 1982;

Tsuchido et a1.,1985). At 90oC, Watson et al. (1987) report breakage of the cell wall and

release of cytoplasmic contents within 10 minutes. Thus, the technique may be optimized

for differential protein release. In addition, it can be operated to kill the host, thereby

reducing process-validation requirements downsüeam of the fermenter. An additional
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advantage arises if the product is resistant to the temperature used. In such cases,

preferential protea,se deactivation rnay occur.

Chemical permeabilization of the outer wall membrane is an attractive method for the

differential release of proteins (Asenjo and Patrick, 1990). The outer wall of E. coli canbe

permeabilized by a variety of chemical treatments, as reviewed by Naglak et al. (1990) and

Hancock (1984). Agents such as ethylenediamine tetr¿-acetic acid (EDTA) disrupt the outer

membrane by chelating divalent cations which cross-bridge adjacent LPS molecules. The

membrane remains continuous after treatment, exhibiting no obvious fracture (Hancock,

1984). Ryan and Pa¡ulekar (1991) obtained enhanced excretion of p-lactamase by

immobilizd Escheríchia colí through periodic exposure to EDTA. The treatment had the

added advantage that an increase in p-lacømase production occurred due to the stabilization

of plasmid-bearing cells. Detergents such as sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and Triton X-

100 may also be used to permeabilize the cell wall. They possess a high affinity for

hydrophobic species and therefore solubilize the cytoplasmic membrane and outer wall

fragments (Schnaitman, t97l). An obvious disadvanøge of detergents is their potential to

foul downstream microfiltration and ulnafiltration membranes. Non-polar solvents (e.g.

toluene) also permeabilize the hydrophobic regions of the outer membrane, thereby allowing

soluble protein release. Chaotopic agents such as urea or guanidine have been employed as

they solubilize proteins from the membrane. Under harsher conditions than those for

permeabilization, cell lysis and release of c¡opla.smic contents may occur.

The release of intacellula¡ proteins from E. coli at 4oC using a combined treatment of

guanidine-HCl and Triton X-100 has been reported (Hettwer and V/ang, 1989). Protein

release va¡ied in a complex manner with detergent and guanidine-HCl concentr¿tion. The

process was characterized by low yields and a loss of enzyme activity through denaturation.

Observations using electron microscopy suggest that protein release occurred in response to

solubilization of the cytoplasmic membrane and molecular alteration of the outer wall. The

peptidoglycan layer was not disrupted. Subsequent studies demonstrated that the technique
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could also be employed under fermentation conditions (Naglak and'Wang, 1992). Protein

release in excess of 757o after t hour was obtained at37"C using 0.4M guanidine-HCl plus

0.5VoTnton X-100.

The addition of B-lactam antibiotics to a growing culture of. E. colí causes cell lysis at high

concentration. These antibiotics act on a class of proteins known as the penicillin binding

proteins. Their action has been reviewed by Spratt (1980). The use of antibiotics on a large

scale has not been reporæd.

Autolysis is an easily scaleabte but poorly-understood method of protein release (Hopkins,

1991). The process relies on the production of lytic enzymes by the host which degrade the

cell wall thus increasing its porosity and eventually causing lysis. Autolysis occurs in

response to solvent shock, pH shock and thermal shock under milder conditions than those

employed for lysis (Hopkins, 1991). It is affected by a large number of va¡iables (Hughes

et al., L97l). The technique has been employed to prepare autolysed yeast and yeast

hydrolysates for several decades (llopkins, 1991). Leduc and van Heijenoort (1980) report

the use of osmotic shock to induce E. colí autolysis in the laboratory. The autolysis of

gfowing E. cotí cultures triggered by low concentrations of moenomycin and cephaloridine

has been examined (Iæduc et al., t982; van Heijenoort et al., t983). Autolysis in ha¡vested

exponential-phase E. coli occrrs in response to low levels of EDTA or osmotic shock

(Leduc et al.,1982; van Heijenoort et al.,1983). Tuomanen et al. (1988) report that non-

growing E. coli a¡e resistant to autolysis induced by penicillin and chaotropic agents. At

present, the large-scale autolysis of E. coli is unreported. This may change as a better

understanding of the processes evolves.

The cloned-phage lysis of E. coli is likely to receive increased use for large-scale disnrption.

Sanchez-Ruiz (L989) examined the lysis of. E. coli t5224 using the cloned phage þ)K174

gene E. Lysis efficiency was monitored by the release of cytoplasmic B-galactosidase. An

eighty percent (807o) fractional release of protein was obtained2.3 h after induction. The
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mechanism of lysis is not fully understood. Lubiø et al. (L984) propose that the gene

product interacts with the regulation of the host autolytic system. One of the disadvantages

of phage lysis is that cellula¡ contents may be signifrcantly altered @ngler, 1985).

The addition of foreign lytic enrymes rnay also be used to cause cell lysis. The disruption of

yeast cells by enzymatic lysis has been extensively studied (Andrews and Asenjo,1987;

Hunter and Asenjo, 1988; Hunter and Asenjo, 1990). Lysozyme catalyses the hydrolysis of

þ-L,4-glycosidic bonds, and may therefore be used to disrupt cell walls containing

peptidoglycan (White and Ma¡cus, 1988). In practice, gram-negative bacteria a¡e less

susceptible to lysozyme than gram-positive bacteria as the outer lipopolysaccharide (LPS)

layer shields the peptidoglycan from the enzyme. For E. colí,lysozyme should be employed

in conjunction with a chelating agent (e.g. EDTA) which disrupts the outer LPS layer

(Salusbury, 1989). In all cases, enzymatic lysis has the advantage that it is specific and mild

(Engler, 1935). It also results in large cellula¡ debris which can be easily removed by

centrifugation or filtation. Lysozyme derived from egg white is relatively cheap (Hopkins,

1991) although the introduction of protease activity may be a concern if the enzyme is not

sufficiently pure. Immobilization of lysoryme may further reduce process operating costs

(White and Ma¡cus, 1988). In some cases, the addition of lytic enzyme may complicate

downstream processing (Hopkins, 199 1).

Huang et al. (1991) have developed a novel technique for product release from yeast. A

combination of physical, chemical and enzymatic methods was employed to allow

differential product release.

The use of non-mechanical methods as a conditioning step before mechanical disnrption is

likely to receive increasing use. Vogels and Kula (1992) used a short treatment with lytic

enzyme or heat before mechanically disnrptingBacilhts cereus. Greatly-improved disnrption

and a more favourable debris size distibution resulted when pretreatnent was employed
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1.2.2 Mechanical Methods

Mechanical methods such as the bead mill and the high-pressure homogenizer a¡e the

preferred choice for the large-scale disruption of microorganisms (Kula and Schütte, 1987).

This is pa¡tly historical, as non-mechanical methods for large-scale protein release have

received scant attention.fnot many processes, however, mechanical methods will remain the

first choice. This is partly due to the cost of chemicals and enzymes necessary for non-

mechanical lysis on a large scale, and their relatively low efficiency for E. coli. As well, the

addition of detergents and chaotropic chemicals may complicate subsequent downstream

units (Hopkins, 1991) and inactivate the desired product (White and Ma¡cus, 1988).

Further, whenever the desired product is expressed as an insoluble inclusion body,

mechanical disruption is the prime alternativfln such cases, the aim is to minimize the

debris size to allow collection of the inclusion bodies by centrifugation (Hoare and Dunnill,

1939). Enzymatic or chemical lysis is impractical as large quantities of enzyme 4¡!
detergent and long residence times will be required to achieve an acceptable debris size.

a
Bead milts andþomogenizers also offer the advantages of continuous operation, short

residence times to minimize product degradation and contained

1987).

Bead mills were originally designed to wet-grind pigments for the paint industry (Hopkins,

l99l; Kula and Schütæ, 1987). The mill consists of a horizontal chamber surrounded with

a cooling jacket. An agitator shaft rotates within the chamber, and is fitted with impellers

(discs, rings or pins) which üansfer the kinetic energy of rotation to small glass beads within

the chamber (Kula and Schütte, 1987). Cell disruption occurs in the contact zones of the

grinding beads @unge et al.,1992). Disruption efficiency is affected by many operating

variables, including agitator speed, bead size and suspension feed rate (Kula and Schütte,

1937). Two operational regimes have been identified, and a¡e differentiated on the basis of

whether or not disruption correlates with specifrc energy input (Bunge et al., L992).

oneratioj (Keshavarz et al.,
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High-pressure homogenizers for cell disintegration are modified machines originally

developed for the food and pharmaceutical industries (Hopkins, 1991; Kula and Schütûe,

L9S7). The homogenizer is preferred for the large-scale disruption of non-filamentous

organisms (Hopkins, 1991). Given this preferred status, it is likely that the homogenizer

will receive increased use in first-generation processes. A detailed examination of the unit

operation and existing models for the high-pressure homogenizer is therefore appropriaûe.
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L.3 The Mechanism of Disruption During
Homogenization

The traditionat high-pressure homogenizer consists essentially of a positive-displacement

pump which forces a cell suspension through a spring-loaded or hydraulically-controlled

valve rurangement (Figure 1.5).

Homogenizer Block

Valve

Valve
Seat

F.EED

Impact
Ring

Homogenate
Discharge

Valve Rod

FIGURE 1.5 : Cross'sectíon of ø fr.þfr.'pressure fiotnogenizer

s ñouitrg uø[o e orrong effi¿nt (ÆP''/' Ç øufin 159v{-{fÐ.

As the fluid is compressed, the valve opens and suspension accelerates radially through the

slit. The valve lift is low for small homogenizers, typically 10 to 20 pm at high pressure.

As a result, high radial velocities (of the order of 200 to 300 m s l) occur near the valve

entrance. Upon leaving the valve, fluid flows radialty and strikes an impact ring. The

suspension then exits the valve assembly and flows to either a second valve or to discharge.
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A common small-scale (55 L h-1) machine is the APV-Gaulin 15M homogenizer which has

a single-acting simplex pump capable of operatin g at75 MPa. For large-scale processing,

homogenizers with multiple pistons providing an almost constant pressure in excess of 100

MPa a¡e available (e.g. APV-Gaulin's 30-CD).

Much of the initial work into the mechanism of homogenization was concerned with the

disruption of fat globules. Energy density, depending on the pressure drop and the time

scale of the process, is identified as the most significant variable affecting fat globule

disruption (Walsta, 1969). Phipps (L971,I974a) suggests that shattering effects, shearing

between valve faces, cavitation and turbulence are not responsible for disruption.

Experimental studies suggest that disruption is complete in a zone nea¡ the valve enüance

(Phipps, 1974b). Viscous shea¡ stresses operating at the inlet to the valve slit a¡e believed

important (Phipps, I975). Pandolfe and Kinney (1983) suggest that turbulence and

cavitation are the only imporønt mechanisms. There is general consensus that impingement

on the impact ring does not contribute to the disruption of fat globules (McKillop et al.,

1955; Pandolfe, L982; Pandolfe andKinney, 1983).

Initial attempts to explain the disruption of microorganisms relied on the studies of milk-fat

globules. Clearly, the stess field is related to the rate and magnitude of the pressure drop,

and these factors have been cited as a major cause of disruption in microorganisms

@rookman, L974; Brookman, 1975; Kelemen and Sharpe,1979). However, Brookman's

(1975) results may be interpreted in terms of a shea¡-stess mechanism @ngler, 1979). The

application of shear stress has been shown to disrupt human erythrocytes (Williams,1972).

These lack a rigid wall and therefore are particularly shear sensitive. In many homogenizers,

flow conditions in the valve may be turbulent (Phipps, 1975) and the buffeting of cells by

small-scale eddies has been proposed as an agent for disruption (Doulah et al., 1975).

Given the extremely high velocities at the slit entrance, local cavitation in the fluid may occur

in certain homogenizers. Cavitation is important in disrupting cells during ultrasound

treatment (Doulatr, 1977), and may be important in homogenization. Recent studies using a
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specially-constnrcted impingement device identify impact of the fluid leaving the valve slit on

the impact ring, and the resultant stresses, as a major cause of disruption (Engler, 1979;

Engler and Robinson, 1981). Engler (1979) concludes that rapid release of pressure, by

itself, does not cause signifrcant disruption of yeast. Normal stresses are only 2O7o as

efficient as impact (Engler and Robinson, 1981). The importance of impact for the

disruption of yeast has been confirmed using a high-pressure homogenizer. Keshava¡z

Moore et al. (1990) show that disruption efficiency is significantly degraded by removing

the impact ring or increasing its diameær. This conmsts with the observation that disnrption

efficiency for fat globules is not reduced by removal of the impact ring.

While impact appears to be the dominant mechanism in yeast disruption, it is likely that a

combination of the above stresses is responsible for the disintegration of cells during

homogenization.
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L a 4 Previous Homogenizer Studies and
Modelling

r ¡-1-1 = k, N Pa

U-\.J r

A precise and detailed understanding of the homogenization process is not available. This

has limited the extent to which the unit operation has been mode[ea[fxisting models a¡e

empirical and require system- and culture-specific parameters (i.e. the palameters depend on

the particular homogenizer and valve (the sysem) and the characteristics of the feed material

(the culnue)les indicated earlier, this is unacceptable if simulation and optimization a¡e to

make signifrcant contributions to the design of biochemical processes.

Follows et al. (1971) examined the release of enzymes from yeast by homogenization.

Enzymes were released at va¡ious rates depending on their location within the cell. Soluble

enzymes were released at the same rate as total soluble protein. Enzymes located outside the

cell membrane were released faster, while enzymes contained within cellular components

were released at a slower rate.

The most-widely accepted model for homogenization was developed by Hetherington et al.

(L971). Yeast disruption in a Manton-Gaulin homogenizer was examined. Soluble protein

release was described by a kinetic-rate law as follows,

-(1.1)

where \ is the fractional release of soluble protein, N is the number of homogenizer passes

and P is the homogenizer pressure. The rate constant, kr, varied with temperature and the

exponent, a, equalled 2.9. Gray et al.(1972) subsequently determined the exponent a;s2.2

for E. coli grownon a simple synthetic medium using glycerol as the ca¡bon source. There

is some evidence to suggest that the exponent, a, may vary with Pressure @unnill and Lilly,

1975; Engler and Robinson, 1981).
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Augenstein et al. (L974) examined the release of a shear-sensitive enzyme from Bacílhu

brevis by high-pressure homogenization. The two competing processes of release and

degradation were identified. The rate constant of each process was a function of

homogenizer pressure. A plot of enzyme activity in the broth versus an empirical

"homogenization factor" revealed a distinct maximum. The homogenization factor, 0", is

defined by equation (1.2) and is simply a measure of the total cellular disnrption by analogy

with equation (1.1).

0" = ¡g P1'8 -(r.2)

Equation (1.1) was modifîed by Sauer et al.(1989) who examined the disnrption of

recombinant and non-recombinant E. colí in a Microfluidizer@. The Microfluidizer operates

on a different principle to the high-pressue homogenizer. Essentially, two süeams of cell

suspension are impacted at high velocity. Sauer et al. (L989) deærmined disruption to be

dependent on the type of strain, growth rate and concentration of the cells, disruption

pressure, and the number of passes through the disruptor. An additional exponent, b, which

varied linearly with cell concentration and dilution Íate \ilas introduced, producing a modified

equation.

hl 1 l=k"NbÉ -(1.3)

[1-RoJ

No systematic effects of growth rate and concentration on the exponent a and constant kt

were determined. Average values for these pafameters are presented for specific strains at

specific growth rates (i.e. for specific cultures) which allow the disnrption to be described to

+20Vo.

Equation (1.1) was used by Ha¡rison et al. (I99L) to describe the release of soluble protein

from Alcalígenes eutrophus by high-pressure homogenization. The release of DNA, \,
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was seen to be slower than soluble protein release, and was modelled by equation (1.4) for

pressures between 30 and 70 MPa.

t(tt-C = k¡ (N-o'7Ð Pa' -(1.4)

The disruption of A/caligenes eutrophus was seen to be a two-stage process. The primary

'rupture' stage involved a point break in the cell envelope. The second'disintegration' stage

involved further breakage of the wall and a reduction of the cell debris size. Disruption was

highly dependent upon growth phase, with exponential-phase cells showing an increased

dependence on operating pressue. Disruption was not significantly affected by an increase

in size of more than3}Vo. This increase in size was accompanied by a change in cell shape

and the accumulation of solid intracellular poly- p-hydroxybutyraûe (PHB) granules.

The model proposed by Doulah et al. (1975) represents the only attempt to establish a

mechanistic model for cell disruption. Cells are assumed to be buffeted by turbulent eddies

and consequently oscillate. 'When the kinetic energy of oscillation exceeds an effective cell-

surface energy, disruption occurs. The maximum diameter of a spherical cell surviving

homogenization, dn', was related to pressure by equation (1.5)

¿,, * # -(1.5)

where T represents some effective wall strength, and P is the homogenizer operating

pressure. No method for predicting cell-wall strength was presented. Further, the model

does not yield a first-order response to multiple passes and does not allow for 1007o

disruption after repeated passes unless the wall is weakened by repeated Passes through the

homogenizer @ngler, 1985).

Keshavan-Moore et al. (1990) presented an expression for stagnation Pressure at the impact

ring (eq. (1.6))
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P,-#- -(1.6)

-(r.7)

where h is the slit width and Y is the distance between valve exit and impact ring. The

disruptionof yeastinanAPV-Gaulin l5Mhomogenizer operating at46MPawasexamined

The constant k, in equation (1.1) was correlated against stagnation pressure for several valve

geometries (h varied) and several impact ring diameærs (Y varied). As previously indicated,

this work stresses the importance of impact as an agent for the disruption of yeast cells.

Engler and Robinson (1981) correlated the disruption of Candida utilis agunst stagnation

pressure for an impingement device, where stagnation pressure is given by equation (1.7).

r, = |po2

The stress created within a fluid upon impingement equals the dynamic pressure of the fluid

acting against the plate. A reasonable approximation assumes this stress acts on the

impacting cell, thereby justifying the correlation of disruption with this parameter. Note that

for a high-pressure homogenizer, velocity, u, is inversely proportional to slit width, h.

Hence equations (1.6) and (1.7) are equivalent for constant Y.
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L.5 Factors Affecting Homogenizer
Performance

ffn" disruption, or the volume fraction of cells destroyed, cannot be predicted for a given

system (i.e. homogenizer and valve) with the current models. Both equations (1.1) and

(1.3) provide a good description of disruption data, but require culture-specif,rc constants

which are difficult to relate to measurable feed cha¡acteristi"fff,i, point is emphasized by

Engler (1985) who writes :

"There ís not enough ínformation availøble to pred¡ct a priori the relative

resistance of varíow organisms to meclnnícal dísruptíon."

The problem is mo¡e acute than the above statement implies. The relative resistance of

different organisms cannot be predicted, but neither can the relative resistance of different

cultures of the same organism. Engler (L979) shows that Candída utilis cells grown at a

higher specific growth rate were more easily disrupted than those grown at a lower rate. For

E. coli, Gray et al. (1972) report that cells grown on a synthetic medium are more easily

disrupted than those grown on a complex medium containing yeast extract. Lilly (1979)

states that exponential-phase E. coli a¡e easier to disrupt than stationary-phase cultures.

Sauer et al. (1989) presented values for the exponent a (eq. 1.3) varying between 0.6 and

1.77 depending in an undetermined manner on the strain of. E. coli and its gtowth rate.

Va¡iation in the constant k, was greater, varying over an order of magnitude between

0.27xL0-3 and 16.0x10-3 MPa-". Unexplained dependencies on strain, growth phase and

media in a given system, such as these, must be eliminated and rigorous models developed if

simulation is to be employed. The need for a betær homogenizer model has been stressed by

Gritsis and Titchener-Hooker (1989) :
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"The only models existing to describe thís key operatíon are at best semí-

empirical by nature and are not based on afirm understanding of the meclanisms

whích result in disruptíon."

(-
f_It 

has been recognized that the key cell-relaæd prirameters affecting disnrption are the degree

of watl cross-linking and the size and shape of the cell (Kelemen and Sharpe, 1979;

Nesa¡atnam et al., 19821. Engler, 1985). In addition, populations of bacteria such as E. coli

are heterogenous due to the presence of dividing cetn þf,e degree of heterogeneity may also

be an important parameter affecting disruption. Engler and Robinson (1981) suggested that

bud sca¡s in yeast may introduce local areas of different strengttt in the wailþacker (1973)

has shown that dividing Sacchøromyces cells are more sensitive to ultrasound than non-

dividing cells. Population heterogeneity is also identified as important by Kelemen and

Sharpe (1979). A suspension of Lactobacillw caseí was homogenized at low pressure. No

further disruption was obtained when the culture was homogenized a second time at low

pressue. This suggested that disruption is a non-random process related to some physical

characteristic of the population.

No systematic study of the effects of wall structure, cell size and population heterogeneity

has been published. Such a study is certainly possible, particularly for E. colí as the wall

stn¡cture is well understood. V/e will now briefly review the influence of these parameters

on the ease of disruption for E. coli.

1.5.1 lVall Structure

The structure of the E. coli wall was reviewed in section 1.1. Normally, cell-wall strengh

is attributed solely to the peptidoglycan layer. Schwa¡z and Leutgeb (1971) demonstrated

that exponential-phase E. coli cultures possess a much lower degree of peptidoglycan

crosslinkage than stationary-phase cultures using paper chromatography. Subsequent

studies employing a more accurate chromatogtaphic technique (Glauner, 1988) confirmed
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considerable changes in peptidoglycan structure during the tansition from exponential phase

to stationary phase (Pisabarro et al., 1985). In particulat, the degree of crosslinkage

increased significantly. The formation of a novel cross bridge between two adjacent meso-

diaminopimelic acid residues in the peptidoglycan (Figure 1.2) is responsible for the major

portion of this increase (Glauner and Schwarz, I983i Glauner et al., 1988). This

chromatographic technique also reveals the existence of trimers, thereby confirming the

multi-layered a¡chitecture of peptidoglycan. Trimers are essentially three disaccha¡ide units

joined together by peptide bonds. The frequency of these trimers is higher in slow-growing

or stationary-phase bacteria than during exponential growth, implying a denser or thicker

peptidoglycan layer (Pisabarro et a1.,1985; Tuomanen and Cozens, 1987). This increase in

thickness has been measured using elecEon microscopy (I-educ et a1.,1989a).

Stationary-phase bacteria therefore have a thicker and more highly crosslinked peptidogþan

layer. Verwer et al. (1980) report that the peptide crosslinks in E. colí a¡e broken in

preference to the glycan chains during ultrasonication. A thicker wall with a higher degree

of crosslinkage will therefore be ha¡der to disrupt mechanically.

The peptidoglycan layer may not be the sole determinant of cell-wall strength. l*duc et al.

(1989b) found nine different proteins associaæd with the peptidoglycan layer, including five

lipoproteins. The outer membrane of. E. colí can maintain the cell shape under certain

circumstances (Henning, 1975), and it has been proposed that lipopolysaccharides are

organized in a network which may serve as the skeleton of the cell wall (Zorzopulos et al.,

1939). Studies demonstrate that the amount of lipoprotein covalently bound to the

peptidoglycan sacculus is higher in slow-growing or stationa¡y bacteria than during

exponential growth (Pisabarro et a1.,1985; Tuomanen and Cozens, 1987; Driehuis and

'!V'outers, 1987). The effect of the outer membrane on wall strength may need to be

accounted for when modelling any disruption step f.or E. coli.
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1.5.2 Cell Size

E. colí are rod-shaped. Individual cell diameters vary by 87o within a population of slowly

growing E. colí B/r (Trueba and V/oldringh, 1980). The va¡iability is lower at higher

growth rates. For E. colí KL2 strain MC4100 /ysÁ, diameter variation during the cell cycle

is less and possibly negligible (Nanninga et a1.,1990). From a modelling perspective, cells

within a given population of E. coli may be assumed to have the same diameter.

The average cell diameter of an E. colí population increases as the culture growth rate is

increased (Grover et al., L977; Pierucci, 1978). Likewise, average cell length increases for

faster-growing populations (Grover et a1.,1977; Pienrcci, 1978). Despite these variations,

the general form of the volume distribution is independent of growth rate (Kubitschek,

1969). Nesaratnam et al. (1982) studied the disruption of Klebsiella pneumoníae by

ultrasonication. They suggested rnur@* were easier to disrupt at high gowthrates hcause

of increased cetl sizlïre sarne dependence of disruption ease on size may be expected for
)

E. coli.

L.5.3 Population Heterogeneity

a
As indicatedþeptated cells may be easier to disrupt during homogenization than non-

dividing ceUs. þis fact is intuitive, as the division site may act as a stress concenEation

point. The percentage of constricted cells in a population depends on growth rate. Faster-

growing populations of E. coli B/r possess a higher fraction of constricted cells

(Kubitschek, 1969). When a population enters the stationary phase following log growth,

the fraction of constricted cells decreases (Wanner and Elgi, 1990). A study by de Jonge et

al. (1989) shows peptidoglycan crosslinkage,lipoproæin content and average glycan-chain

length remain constant throughout the cell cycle. This indicates that dividing cells will have

the same wall cha¡acteristics as non-dividing cells. The only heterogeneity is therefore due

to stess concentration at the septation site.
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t-
I In summary, faster-growing or exponential-phase populations of E. coli possess a lowert_

degree of peptidoglycan crosslinkage, larger individual cells and a higher fraction of

constricted cells. They should therefore be easier to disrupt.lffrir correlates with the')
increased disruption ease of exponential-phase cultures reporæd by Lilly (1979).

In the next chapter a new model for the disruption of E. coli by high-pressure

homogenization is developed. In subsequent chapters the model is verified by varying the

culture-specific parameters (wall structure, size and septated fraction) and its predictive

ability is tested. It will be shown that the model includes the most significant variables

affecting the disruption of E. coli in a given homogenizer. The model developed in this

thesis is the first to allow true d priori prediction of disruption for a given system using

measurable feed cha¡acteristics.
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Existing models for high-pressure homogenization were reviewed in the preceding

chapter. The major deficiency of the principal model of homogenizer performance is that

the two parameters (namely a and kr) va+ in an uncorrelated fashion with the properties

of the feed cells. A further complication is the va¡iation of these same parameters with the

homogenizer valve, or system, used. As indicated, Keshavan-Moore et al. (1990) have

made some progress by correlating the fïrst-order rate constant (k, in eq. 1.1) with valve

design for baker's yeast disrupted at 46 MPa with up to five passes. However, no

successful correlation of the key parameters with cell properties for a given homogenizer

has been reported. Diffrculty in deducing such a correlation is an artefact of the structure

of equation (1.1). The model is derived from descriptive rather than prescriptive

considerations. The key parameters have no physically-identifrable basis. Therefore,

correlation of the key parameters with system and culture variables is exceedingly

difficult.

In this chapter a new model for high-pressure homogenization is proposed. The key

considerations underpinning this model are :

Disruption is opposed by the cell wall. This wall possesses "strength", which may

be defined as an ability to resist an applied disruptive stress. A given population

contains cells with a distribution of strengths. This distribution is a population

characteristic, and is independent of the particular applied stress distribution.

a
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a The homogenizer applies a continuous distribution of stresses to a population of

cells during homogenization. If the stress applied to a given cell exceeds its

strength, disruption results. The form of this distribution is a cha¡acteristic of the

system (i.e. homogenizer and valve), and is independent of the particular culhue

used.

This approach separates the system- and culture-specific factors affecting disruption.

Therefore, it is possible to maintain the system-specific parameters constant while seeking

a correlation of the key culnre-related parameters with culture properties, and vice versa.

This is preferable to the traditional approach, where system and culture variability

influence the same parameters.

The key requirement for the success of this approach is a knowledge of approximate forms

for the stress and strength distributions. These will now be proposed. In section 2.3, the

distributions a¡e combined to give the final homo genizer model for a single pass through

the homogenizer. In section 2.4, the model is extended for multiple passes without the

introduction of additional parameters. This extension underlines the advantage of the

selected approach. In section 2.5, the underlying assertions of the model are stated.

Finally, the experimental aims and the thesis structure are outlined.
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2.L The CeIl Strength Distribution

Cells are assumed to possess a distribution of effective strengths, fs(S), where strength, S,

is defined as the ability to resist an applied disruptive stress. In the absence of evidence to

the contrary, it is proposed that the distribution of effective strengths, fs(S), is normal or

Gaussian. This postulate is plausible considering the large number of bonds involved in

providing strength. The effective-strength distribution is therefore expressed as equation

(2.r),

-(2.r)

where S is the mean effective sEength and o2 is the distribution va¡iance.

As indicated in section 1.5, a population of. E. coli is heterogeneous due to the presence of

septated cells. Septated cells may be weaker than non-septated cells. The division site

will act as a stress concentrator. Therefore, an alternative choice assumes a bimodal

distribution of effective strengths. Equation (2.2) presents the form of a bimodal-normal

distribution, where x, is the volume fraction of the population which is septated.

r5(s)=#*[#]

;ä".r[9r",,].#'.r[*r",.]fs(S) = -Q.2)

The distribution of effective strengths is cha¡acterizedby either two (S and o) or five

parameters (Sr, Sn, xs, os and on). These parameters describe the strength cha¡acteristics

of the culture. They will vary with the cell parameters identified as important in section

1.5, namely cell size and cell wall structure. The parameters will correlate with these

properties.
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2.2 The Homogenizer Stress Distribution

As outlined in section 1.3, impingement of cells on the impact ring appears to be the

dominant mechanism of disnrption. The exact processes occurring during impingement

have not been cha¡acterized. Despite this lack of detailed knowledge, the choice for the

stress distribution, fp(S), should reflect the physics of impact. Vervoorn and Austin

(1990) studied the impact of small cylinders (a reasonable approximation to the geomelry

of E. coli ) against a plane surface. They reported that the cumulative fraction of impacts

with a force gteater than F, fD(F), could be adequately represented by an empirical

function of the following form,

1 - fp(F) =
1 -Q.3)

L+

where F,,, is the median maximum force registered at impact (i.e. the force at which 507o

of the impacts have a maximum force greater than Fn'). Equation (2.3) is proposed as an

adequate approximation for a homogenizer. The stress distribution imposed on the cells is

therefore given by equation (2.4),

zF r-5
(.qJ

fD(s) -Q.4)

where fp(S) is the fraction of events with a disruptive stress greater than S, d is a general

coefficient to be determined and Srn is the median maximum stess experienced. A power-

law dependence of S, on homogenizer pressure (eq. (2.5)) is proposed. This assumption

is justifiable, as the median maximum disruptive stress should increase with

homogenization pressure regardless of the exact mechanism of disruption.

Sm = mPn -Q.s)

Combining these considerations produces the final form for fD(S), equation (2.6).
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fD(s) -Q.6)

Equation (2.6) rclates the fraction of events with a disruptive stress greater than S to the

disnrptive stress and the homogenizer pressure, P. The distribution is characterized by

three parameters: m, n and d. The parameters will be independent of the properties of the

feed cells provided equation (2.6) is a close approximation to the tme homogenizer-stress

distribution (i.e. m, n and d will be constant for a given system).
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2.3 Disruption : Single Homogenizer Pass

Sections 2.L and 2.2 give forms for the cell-strength disnibution and the homogeníznr-

stress distribution, respectively. Throughout this thesis, equation (2.1) is assumed to

represent the effective-stength distribution due to its simplicity compared with equation

Q.2). T\e effect of neglecting culture heterogeneity is addressed in chapter 7.

Equation (2.6) is an expression for fD(S), the fraction of events with a disruptive stress

greater than S. This may be viewed as the probability that a cell of strength S is disrupted

druing homogenization. Combination with the cell-strength distribution, equation (2.I),

therefore allows disruption to be calculated. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

V/ith reference to the strength distribution, the fraction of cells with an effective strength

between S and S+dS is fs(S) dS. Multiplying by the probability of disruption, fo(S), glves

the fraction of these cells disrupted during homogenization (eq. (2.7)).

dD(S) = fs(S) fD(s) dS -Q.7)

An expression for the total disruption of a bacterial population (i.e. the volume fraction of

cells destroyed) is deduced by integration.

oo

þ= -(2.8)

The postulated distributions, equations (2.1) and (2.6), may be used in conjunction with

equation (2.8) to determine disruption at a given pressure. Estimates of the five

parameters are required. However, the parameters are best considered in two gloups :

Culture-related (S and @;

System-specific (m, n and d).

J totsl rs(s) ds
0

a

a
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2.4 Disruption : Multiple Homogenizer Passes

Repeated application of a stress distribution on the effective-strength distribution allows

disruption to be predicted for multiple homogenizer passes. Logically, if fD(S) is the

probabitity of disruption, then l-fD(S) is the probability of surviving one homogenizer

pass. Equation (2.9) therefore gives the fraction of cells of strength S not disrupted, dQ(S).

dO(S) = l-dD(S) = [1-fD(S)]fs(S)dS -Q.e)

The probability of surviving N homogenizer passes is (l-fp(S))N. ttt" fraction of cells of

strength S surviving N homogenizer passes is given by equation (2.10).

do(s) = tl-fD(s)lN fs(s) ds -(2.10)

Integration provides the total fraction not disrupted in a given population (1-D). Thus,

total disruption for N homogenizer passes is provided by equation (2.11).

oo

-Q.TT)

The concept behind equation (2.I1) is illusEated in Figure 2.2. The extension to multiple

passes is logical and no additional parameters have been introduced apart from N.

Equation Q.LI) clearly reduces to equation (2.8) for N=l.

Equation (2.1t) emphasizes the utility of separating the system-specific and culture-

related parameters. The separate physical effects are readily identifiable. Clearly,

equation (2.I1) will only predict the correct disruption for muttiple homogenizer passes if

the selected strength and stress distributions are independent and a close approximation to

the tme distributions.

D = 1 - Jorr-rorsllNrr(s) ¿s
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Ð

2.5 Model Assertions

It is appropriate to state the assertions regarding the proposed model :

The homo genizer stress distribution, equation (2.6), is independent of the

properties of the feed cells. The parameters m, n and d are system-specific and

culture-independent. Their values a¡e thus uniquely determined by factors

affecting the stress distribution (e.g. valve configuration and homogenizer type)

regardless of the type of feed material.

Equation (2.1) is a reasonable approximation to the true effective-strength

distribution. It is a measure of a population's ability to resist disruption, and is

therefore independent of the particular stress distribution acting.

iiÐ The effective-stength distribution for E. colí will be affected by cell size and wall

structure. The mean effective strength of the population, S, will correlate with

these properties.

iv) The effective-strength distribution has a fixed standard deviation for a specified

strain of. E. coli (i.e. o is constant). No logical reason exists to justify a counter

assumption.

The model includes a large number of parameters, reflecting the combinational nature of

the problem. Each of the parameters is physically meaningful. Provided the preceding

assertions are valid, four of the five parameters become constant in the most important

practical application. This corresponds to the case of a fixed homogenizer (m, n and d

constant) disrupting a specific strain of. E. coli (o constant). Va¡iability in the feed stream

is characterizedby a single parameter : the mean effective cell strength of the population,

s.

iÐ
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In section 1.5, three key factors were identified as affecting cell strength for E. colí,

namely wall structure (specifTcally peptidoglycan crosslinkage and amount of bound

lipoprotein), cell size and culture heterogeneity. The effect of culture heterogeneity on

strength is neglected by assuming that equation (2.1) is an adequate approximation to the

true strength distribution. Mean effective súength, S, should therefore correlate with wall

structure and cell size. Given such a correlation, and the four system- and strain-specific

constants, disruption can be predicted with zero degrees of freedom.

In summary, the following are required to allow the prediction of disruption :

a)

b)

c)

values of the system-specific parameters (m, n and d);

the distribution variance, &, which is assumed to be a strain-specific parameteç

a correlation of S with measurable cell properties.
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2.6 Thesis Structure

Absolute verif,rcation of the model would require numerous tests with an infinite variety of

homogenizers, valves and bacterial srains. This is obviously not practical given realistic

time and equipment constraints. Therefore, the experimental work undertaken in this

study aims to verify the previously-stated assertions regarding the model, and to

emphasize the model's predictive capabilities. In addition, the effect of including culture

heterogeneity explicitly as a model parameter is considered.

To prove the value of the model and the selected approach, a single system and a single

bacterial strain are employed. The influence of culture variability on disruption is

cha¡acterized and a correlation for mean effective cell strength in terms of physically

measurable cell-population cha¡acteristics is obtained. The model is then employed to

successfully provide true predictions of disruption data for two bacterial strains grown on

nvo different carbon sources, with multiple homogenizer passes at several pressures.

The overall thesis structure is illustrated in Figure 2.3. A prime requirement for

successfully modelling homogenization is a sensitive and accurate measure of the

dependent variable: disruption. Existing techniques are accurate at low levels of

disruption. Unfortunately, the absolute error of the measurement increases as complete

disruption (D=lÙÙVo) is approached. Our prime concern as biochemical engineers is to

ensure a high level of disruption. However, existing measurement techniques are

inadequate for this important practical regime. To overcome this deficiency, a novel

method of measuring disruption was developed and compared with traditional techniques.

This is explained in the following chapter.

Thereafter, in chapter 4, a series of disruption studies are outlined for a range of. E. colí

cultures. The data ¿rre regressed to the proposed model to determine the system- (m, n and

d) and strain-specific (o) parameters. The results support assertions (i) and (iv) by
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confirming that the system- and strain-specific va¡iables (m, n, d and o) are independent

of culture va¡iations. Assertion (ii) is supported implicitly, as the stress distribution is

continually varying with pressure.

Correlations for mean effective stength (S) with peptidoglycan crosslinkage and mean

cell lengfh are determined in chapær 5. The correlations allow the mean effective süength

of a culture to be predicted.

In chapter 6, the results are employed to æsliç.! the disruption of E. coli with multiple

homogenizer passes. The model is shown to accurately predict disruption for two

different strains of. E. coli grown on two different ca¡bon sources. It should be noted that

the model parameters a¡e obtained (in chapters 4 and 5) for one strain of E. coli grown on

glucose. The excellent prediction obtained for multiple passes confirms the fundamental

significance of the selected strength and stess distributions.

Equation (2.1) does not account for any effect which culture heterogeneity has on the

effective-strength distribution. In chapter 7, the possibility that septated cells are weaker

is examined using a culture with an abnormally-high septated fraction. The results

suggest that dividing cells are weaker, but also show that the model description is not

significantly improved by using a bimodal strength distribution (eq. (2.2)).

Finally, the model is compared with traditional models in chapter 8. Model capabilities

and timitations are discussed, and a¡eas requiring further work a¡e identifred.
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ANALYSIS OF DISRUPTION

A sensitive measrue of disruption, the dependent variable, is required if homogenization is to

be modelled. Further, the uncertainty associated with the measurement must be quantified

so that a meaningful comparison of experiment¿l data with the model predictions can be

made. In this chapter, existing methods for analyzing disruption a¡e briefly described. A

novel method, using an analytical disc centrifuge, is then developed and uncertainties

associated with the novel method are quantified. The method is compared with Eaditional

techniques and the final protocol is summaíued"
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3.0 Traditional Techniques

Engler (1985) provides an excellent summary of techniques for measuring disruption.

These may be divided in ¡ro classes: direct and indirect. Direct methods count the number

of cells surviving homogenization, normally using a microscope or an elecüonic particle

counter. For bacteria, the electronic particle counter lacks sensitivity and is easily fouled by

cellula¡ debris if disrupted samples are analyzed. Microscopic observation is tedious if a

large number of samples are to be assayed. For these reasons, indirect techniques are

generally preferred- Such æchniques rely on measuring the increase in cytoplasmic contents

in the medium after disruption. Typically, the total release of soluble protein or the activity

of an intracellular enzyme in the medium might be measured. For dilute cell suspensions,

the fr¿ctional release of soluble protein, \, it given by equation (3.1),

Rn
Cn-Co

C--Co
-(3.1)

where C is the concenûation of soluble protein in the aqueous phase of the medium and the

subscripts h and o denote disnrpted (or homogenate) and undisrupûed samples, respectively.

C,,, is the maximum possible concenfration of soluble protein in the aqueous phase and

corresponds to complete disruption. Soluble protein concentration may be measu¡ed using

either the Folin-Lowry (Lowry et al., 1951) or Bradford (1976) assays. Equation (3.1)

includes Co as a correction for protein release prior to homogenization. In most cases the

correction will be negligible, Írs Co = Q.

Equation (3.1) is only applicable for dilute suspensions. For concentrated cell suspensions,

the aqueous volume fraction increases during disruption as the cytoplasmic contents mix

with the suspending medium. Hetherington et ø1. (\97I) describe a sample dilution

procedure for determining the aqueous volume fraction. A volume of diluent, Vu, is added
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to a volume of homogenate, Vn. The aqueous volume fraction, y¡, is then given by equation

(3.2)

-(3.2)

where Cu is the concentration of soluble protein in the aqueous phase of the diluted sample.

The aqueous volume fraction is applied as a conection to equation (3.1), giving equation

(3.3).

c*o c" - (l-yo) 
"..n ". [o*J

-(3.3)

Engler and Robinson (1979) found the dilution procedure was unsatisfactory for samples

containing partially denatured material, as protein solubility changed with dilution. They

developed a mass balance approach for measuring disruption, using Kjeldahl nitrogen

analysis of the homogenate supernatant. The fraction of cells ruptured may be estimated

using equation (3.4)

v cN
-(3.4)RK o

where C* is the total Kjeldahl nitrogen content of the supernatant, CNo is the Kjeldahl

nitrogen content of whole cells, pu is the aqueous-phase density, C" is the suspension

concentration, yo is the aqueous volume fraction of the undisrupted cell sample, p" is the cell

density and M" is the intemal moisture content of cells. Engler (1985) concludes that the

technique is probably less accurate than the dilution technique because of several

assumptions in the derivation. It does, however, offer the advantage that it is relatively

insensitive to protein denaturation.
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Disruption may also be analyzed using a spectrophotometer. Absorbance measurements of

homogenate supernatant at a wavelength of 260 nm will give an estimate of the amount of

soluble protein and DNA present" A crude measure of disruption is therefore obtained from

equation (3.5),

-(3.s)

where Aruo is the absorbance at 260 nm und Rorro is the fractional release of absorbing

material.

The techniques described rely on measu¡ing the release of intracellular components. The

fractional release, R, is calculated from equations of the form

p= Ril
R; -(3.6)

where R' is the actual concentration of the assayed component in the aqueous phase of the

homogenate (h) or fully disrupted (m) samples. The fractional release is then equated to the

volume fraction of cells disrupted: the disruption. In some instances this is invalid. This is

illustrated, for example, by Ha¡rison ef ¿/. (1991) who showed that DNA release was a

poor measure of disruption compared with direct microscopical determination for

Alc alt ge ne s eutrop hus.

A further limitation of indirect techniques a¡ises from the uncertainty in the calculated

fractional release at high levels of disruption. From equation (3.6) the following may be

written,

ôR=.(H.H)
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where õR' is the absolute error in the measured quantity, Rr. Equation (3.7) illustrates that

at high levels of disruption (R+1), the absolute error in R tends towa¡d the sum of the

relative enors in the two measured concenüations. Hence, if concentration measurement is

accurate to!2Vo, complete disnrption will be reported as t0È47o. Clearly, the upper limit

is not physically meaningful. At low levels of disruption, the error tends towa¡d zero. High

levels of disnrption will be the desired result in any homogenization process. However, this

is the region of greatest uncertainty in the measurement. Consequently, the accuracy of a

model at high levels of disruption cannot be proven with great certainty using indirect

techniques for measuring disruption. By conüast, direct techniques will be characterized by

an equation of the form

D = L-b
xo

= 1_0 -(3.8)

where ?(¡ is the volume of intact cells remaining in the homogenate sampl", T-is the volume

of cells in the feed sample and Q is the volume fraction of cells surviving the disruption

process. The following equation may be written for the uncertainty in the calculated

disruption, õD.

ôD=ô0=0 + -(3.e)

At high levels of disruption, the fraction of cells surviving will tend to zero. Consequently,

õD+0 as D+100Vo. Complete disnrption will therefore be reported as 100t07o for direct

mea$uements of disruption.

In the region of interest, namely high levels of disruption, a direct measure of disruption is

clearly desirable. This is particularly true if model predictions are to be compared, with any

certainty, to experimental measurements of disruption. Unfortunately, the existing direct

õxn õXo

X¡ xo
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measurements (microscopy and electronic particle counting) a¡e unsuitable for measuring

disruption @ngler, 1985). A new direct method is required.

Bulk suspension optical density or absorbance at 600 nm is often used as an assay for cell

concentration. It is, however, of limited use in analyzing the concenfiation of cells in a

disrupted sample. This limit¿tion occurs due to the presence of cellula¡ debris in the

homogenate sample. Debris increases the absorbance of the sample above the level

corresponding to the true cell concentration. This increase is not readily characterized, as it

depends on the size of the debris and hence the disruption conditions. To obtain a true

measurement of cell concentration in a disrupted sample, the debris must therefore be

separated from the undisrupted cells. Such a separation is achieved in the analytical disc

centrifuge, which will now be described.
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3. I The Disc Centrifuge

The Joyce-Loebl analytical disc centrifuge monitors the settling of a suspension in a

cennifugal field (Joyce-Loeb1, 1985). Primarily, it is used in particle-size analysis. With

reference to Figure 3.I, arotating disc is loaded with "spin fluid". The sample, containing

the particles to be sized, is layered onto the inner radius of this annulus. All particles thus

start at nearly the same radius, and experience a net centrifugal force due to the rotation of

the disc.

Time of Sample
fnjection Time t

Disc Rotation
*

Disc Rotation
*

FIuid Detector

Sample
Sediments
to Outerwall Spin Fluid

& Sample

Chart Cha¡t

FIGURE 3.1 : Íñ¿ Joyce-Loeít lkc centrifuge.

The time t¿ken for a particle of Stokes diameter d, (¡tm) to reach the detector, t, neglecting

the initial particle acceleration, is given by equation (3.10) (faylor et a1.,1986),
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-(3.10)

where Ap is the density difference between the particles and the fluid, co is the disc angular

velocity, r¡ is the fluid viscosity, ro is the particle sta¡t radius (t{) and ru is the detector

radius. Largeparticles reach the detector first. Resolution is excellent, a consequence of the

squared dependence of time on diameter. The disc centrifuge measures the absorbance of

the spin fluid at r¿, so â plot of absorbance versus time is obtained. This may be presented

as a plot of absorbance versus Stokes diameter through equation (3.10).

The high resolution of the instrument is the key to its utility in analyzing disruption. 'When

"sizing" a homogenate sample \¡¡ith the instrument, intact cells reach the detector before the

smaller cell debris. A curve of absorbance versus diameter therefore reveals a distinct cell

peak. Integration of the portion of the size distribution corresponding to intact cells, and

comparison with the feed curve, allows disruption to be calculaæd.

1

Homogenate

Homogenate
Sample 2

Feed
Cells

FIntact Cells

\

Celt
Debris

I
q)
I
cË¡
¡i

?,¡

Stokes Diameter +

FIGURE 3.2 z Size úistríûutíons letenninel using tñ¿ lisc centrifuge

for unlisruptel ce[ß anl fionogenote sømp[es.
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Figure 3.2 demonstates the concept of using the disc centrifuge to determine cellula¡

disruption. The area under the curve for homogenate sample 1 is approximaæly four-frfths

of the area under the feed curve. The disruption is therefore approximately 20Vo. Similarly,

the disruption for homogenate sample 2 is approximately 807o.

In the next section, an expression for disruption in terms of the disc centrifuge output is

defined. In subsequent sections, a reliable protocol for assaying cell samples is developed,

uncertainties in the calculation are quantified and discussed, and the technique is compared

with an indirect method for determining disruption.
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3,2 Calculating Disruption

Equation (3.8) is the general equation for calculating disruption from direct measurements of

total cell volume in a sample. This may be re-written as

d
snal'

I rr{a,) aa,
d'. h

D 1 b
xo

1 -(3.1 1)
d

S¡E¡

.{
f3(d,) dd,

o

where f3(dr) is thevglgme¡frgl.ggncy_diggib¡ tion of cells remaining in either the homogenate

(h) or feed (o) sample, and dr,rrrn and d*n"* are the minimum and maximum Stokes

diameters of intact cells. In the integration, only the portion of the distribution

corresponding to intact cells is considered. For homogenatê samples, it is therefore

necessary to subtract the debris disüibution from the measured size distribution. This may

be done using either numerical or graphical deconvolution of the debris and cell distibutions

(section 3.4).

The analytical disc centrifuge provides a curve of absorbance versus diameter. This must be

related to the frequency distribution of the cells if equation (3.11) is to be used to calculate

disruption.

Ideally, absorbance is proportional to the cross sectional area of particles in the light beam.

For a narrorw range of particles absorbance is proportion4 to the second moment or alea-

frequency distribution (Oppenheimer, 1 983).

f2(dr) &, - ¡.
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This ideal behaviour ceases to hold when the particle size approaches the wavelengûr of light

(Allen, 1968). The breakdown of the laws of geometric optics is accounted for by dehning

the particle extinction coeffrcient, K", ^ ,

K" = ld be obscured Ideally -(3.13)

Equation (3.I2) therefore becomes (Oppenheimer, 1983)

f2(d,) uu, - å -(3.r4)

Oppenheimer (1983) states that a plot of A/I(" versus particle size therefore represents an

area distribution for particles with a nrurow range of sizes. Husong (1990) notes that the

range of particle sizes in the detection zone, õdr, varies with time. The range of particle

sizes is shown to be proportional to the mean particle size in the detection zone, ä, (et.

(3.1s)).

õd, $0,*d. -(3.1s)

It follows that absorbance, corrected for the extinction coefficient, is proportional to the third

moment or the volume-frequency distibution (eq. (3.16)).

-(3.16)

An identical conclusion is reached by Allen (1987) and Treasu¡e (1964).

The validity of equation (3.15), and hence equation (3.16), is subject to the following

considerations when sizing cells :

A
R;f3(dr) oc
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Ð cells are rod-shaped and may preferentially align themselves during sedimentation.

Hence, a fixed Stokes diameter may correspond to a range of physical sizes. A

range of particles with differing optical properties may be present in the detection

zone at any time;

ü) particles do not staÍ at precisely the same radius;

äi) equation (3.L2) assumes a narrow range of particle sizes in the detector at any time,

so that higher-order tenns can be neglected. The disc centrifuge has a large circula¡

detection region (= 1 mm diameter), and therefore integrates a significant fraction (=

25Vo) of the cell distibution at any time.

It is therefore appropriate to write equation (3.17) for a na¡row distribution of paficles,

f3(d.) * A 
Ë

-(3.17)

-(3.1 8)

where p is an exponent whose value depends on the validity of equation (3.15) subject to the

preceding limitations þ{ implies that equation (3.15) is correct when the correct extinction

coefFrcient is employed). Equation (3.11) may therefore be written as

Jh

dgmx

dsiln

dd,
h

D = 1-
d

smar

where J is the dilution factor of the homogenate (h) or feed (o) sample.

4
KeI

dm

Jo A dd,
o

The application of equation (3.18) requires the extinction coeffrcient for cells. Using Mie

theory, Allen (1968) derives functional relationships for the extinction coefficient for several
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cases including those of a totally reflecting and a non-absorbing sphere. Oppenheimer

(1983) provides a relationship for the extinction coefficient for polystyrene in water (\),

which was used previously to size inclusion bodies (Taylor et aI., 1986). No study of the

extinction by bacteria has been reported. Equation (3.19) has been fitted to the white-light

data for polystyrene reported by Oppenheimer (1983).

Kp = 3.25 dr2'ss d, < 0.5 pm ) -(3.19)

Kp=¡ds-0.945 dr>o.5Pm Ì

Substituting this into equation (3.18) with p=l provides the final equation for disruption (eq.

(3.20)). The exponent value of p=1 has been selected as it reduces the variation in the

polystyrene extinction coefficient over the range of cell sizes (1.0 < ds < 1.4 pm). The ratio

5/d, may therefore be viewed as an approximately constant extinction coeffrcient K'.

dm

I
d

J

dsmü

b
xo

IAJ

h A
h

D 1 1 -(3.20)

o dd,
o

Disruption may be calculated in the following manner :

"Size" the homogenate and undisrupted samples using the disc centrifuge to obtain

curves of absorbance versus time;

Obtain a plot of abso¡bance versus diameter using equation (3.10) to relate time to

Stokes diameæç

correct the curve with the modified extinction coefficient, K'=Vdrl

deconvolute the debris and undisrupted cell peaks;

integrate the corrected curve according to equation (3.20) to calculate the disruption.

-9"
Ko

dm

a

a

a

a

a
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The calculated disruption will be subject to several sources of error. For an instnrment in a

temperaturc-confolled environment, these will be :

a)

b)

c)

the use of an incorrect extinction coefficient for cells, K'=Vdri

uncertainty in deconvoluting the cell distibution from the debris;

random uncertainties in the sizing technique and experimental procedure.

At first glance, the use of an incorrect extinction coefficient appears to invalidate the

technique. This would be true if particle size is the parameter of interest. Fortunately,

equation (3.20) relies on the ratio of two integrated distributions. The lack of an accurate

extinction correlation therefore will have a negligible effect on the final result provided that

the homogenate and feed distributions a¡e simila¡. In such cases, the extinction-coefficient

effects will cancel when the ratio is taken. This is illustrated in section 3.5.

The use of equation (3.20) to calculate disruption requires a reproducible method for

obtaining plots of A versus d, from the disc centrifuge. A reliable protocol will be

developed in the next section. In section 3.4, the uncertainties in the calculation will be

quantified and discussed. In section 3.5, disruption will be assayed using the disc

centrifuge and the measurements will be compared with the results of an indirect method.

The final protocol for calculating disruption using the disc centrifuge will be summa¡ized in

section 3.6.
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3.3 'Sizing' E. colí with the Disc Centrifuge

The successful application of equation (3.20) to calculate disruption demands a reproducible

method of obtaining plots of A versus dr. The following problems had to be overcome in

order to develop a technþe for'sizing'bacteria with the disc centifuge :

hydrodynamic instabilities in the disc;

alærations in the sample resulting from the analysis;

alterations in the sample resulting from a delay before analysis;

non-linearity of the plot of absorbance versus diameter with sample concentration.

These problems will be considered sequentially.
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3.3.1 Hydrodynamic Instabilities

A rotating fluid annulus, such as in the centrifuge disc, is unstable as the fluid can mix

without any change in potential energy (Brugger, 1976). As a result, particles introduced to

the top of the rotating spin fluid (Figure 3.1) will rapidly mix throughout the fluid in a

random manner. Under such conditions, the plot of absorbance versus time will be

meaningless and resolution will be zero.

Brugger (1976) addresses the problem of instability in a disc centrifuge, and suggests that a

spin fluid density gradient sufficiently large to overcome all disturbing influences is

necessary. It was suggested that stable sedimentation is obtained only in the region of the

density gradient, and that under the conditions of a successful run, the density gradient

extends throughout the spin fluid.

A density gradient can be established in the disc centrifuge by using a "buffer fluid". The

buffer fluid is chosen to have a lower density than the spin fluid. A small volume (t)"ically

l-2 mL) is injected onto the surface of the rotating spin fluid. It is then mixed into the

annulus by temporarily accelerating the disc with the machine boost action (Joyce-Loebl,

1985). Ethanol-waær mixtures are comrnonly used as buffer fluids for a water-spin fluid. It

is possible to use water as the buffer fluid, if the spin fluid is denser than water (e.g.

glycerol-water mixtures). The sample is injected after the density gradient is established,

and is usualty suspended in the same fluid as the buffer fluid. As bacteria are analyzed in

this work, phosphate buffer (20 mM sodium phosphate, 30 mM sodium chloride, pH 7.0) is

used in place of water for sample suspensions.

A range of conditions were tested for a water-spin fluid with a 20Vo ethanol-water buffer

fluid, and a L07o glycerol-water spin fluid with a waúer-buffer fluid. Ink was included in the

buffer fluid to test mixing into the spin fluid. The following problems could be associated

with unsuccessful runs :
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(a) V/ith insufficient boost, the density gradient extends to a certain point within the spin-

fluid annulus and then stops. Settling particles behave well until this abnrpt density

discontinuity is reached and then begin to turbulently mix into the rest of the spin fluid-

This.resemöles the phenomenon of secondary streaming described by the manufacturer

(Joyce-Loebt, 1985).

(b) Also with insufficient boost, a condition where the density gradient is not stable can

arise. This leads to continued mixing between the buffer layer and the spin fluid

during the course of the test. Mixtures containing different quantities of ethanol and

water will posses different refractive indlq-es, so that any change in the composition of

the spin fluid at the detector will result in a variation in the baseline.

The second phenomenon is clearly illustrated in Figure 3.3, which is a plot of raw machine

output (proportional to absorbance) as a function of time. Each plot represents the machine

baseline at a disc speed of 8000 r.p.m. using the following scheme :

krject 20 mL of water spin fluid and begin data collection;

Inject 1 mL of 20Vo vlv ethanol in water 180 seconds lateç

Give three boosts (with the boost button set to 80) 200 seconds after starting data

collection. The machine is allowed to re-synchronize between boost actions.

The three peaks at approximately 200 seconds in Figure 3.3 correspond to depression of the

boost button. The variation in refractive index is clearly shown. The difference in the two

plots is possibly attributable to slight variations in the boost action.

Conditions which give a stable density gradient were determined using ink tracers. The

resulting methods are summa¡ized in Table 3.1.

a

a

a
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TABLE 3.1 t Conlitíons resuftíng in a ñylrolynanboffy-støí{e spin ftuil
uitñ. a lensity grølient e4tenling tñ.rougñout tfr¿ annuûts.

Method I Method II Method III
Spin Fluid
(sF)

20 nù- Waær 20 mL L07o wlw
Glycerol-Waær

15 mL l07owlw

Glycerol-Water

Buffer Fluid
(BF)

1.5 mL 207o vlv

Ethanol-Water

1.5 mL V/ater 1.0 mL'Water

Sample

Volume and

Suspension

0.5 mL 20Vo vlv

Ethanol-

Phosphate Buffer

0.5 mL

Phosphate Buffer

0.5 mL

Phosphate Buffer

Disc Speed 8000 r.p.m. 8000 r.p.m. 8000 r.p.m.

Gain 6.0 6.0 6.0

ro (cm)

(eq. (3.10))r
4.Ot 4.Ol 4.30

ro (cm)

(eq. (3.10))

4.82 4.82 4.82

n a (cP)

(eq. (3.10))

T.L4 1.36 1.36

ap b (Lg --3)
(eq. (3.10))

106 84 84

Time=0s Iniect SF Iniect SF Iniect SF

Time = 60 s IniectBF Iniect BF Iniect BF

TÍme = 90 s Boost 70 Boost 70 Boost 70

Time - 150 s Boost 70 Boost 50

Time - 210 s Boost 20 Boost 20

Time - 300 s Iniect Sample Iniect Sample Iniect Sample

a X)Vo spin fluid + lÙVo buffer fluid at 20C using a Brookfield LVT viscomeær.
b Difference between cell and fluid (907o spin fluid + 107o buffer fluid) densities.

Cell density is assumed to be 1100 kg r-3.
t Calculated using only the spin fluid volume.

The time lags between each successive boost action ensured that stability within the spin

fluid had been achieved prior to the next action. The schemes are reproducible, and provide

a straight baseline as shown by Figure 3.4. Sample injection would occur at 300 seconds

(t{). Peaks prior to this time are attibutable ûo the boost action.
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3.3.2 Sample Variation due to the Methods

Two spin fluid types have been tested, IÙVow/w glycerol-water and water, with water and

2ÙVovlv ethanol-water buffer fluids respectively. The sample is suspended in either ethanol-

phosphate buffer (Method I) or phosphaæ buffer (Methods II and Itr). The use of ethanol is

of concern when sizing bacteria, as it is a known dissolver of lipids in high concentration.

To test of the effect of buffer fluid type, E. colí cells were suspended in the two types of

buffer fluid (20Vo ethanol-phosphate and phosphate). The samples were 'sized' using the

disc centrifuge at various times after suspension using the appropriate standard conditions

(Method I or Method II conditions in Table 3.1). The data were processed as described in

section 3.2 to generate size distibutions. Some of the results are presented as Figures 3.5

and 3.6. Figure 3.7 is a plot of modal Stokes diameter as a function of immersion time for

the two tested buffer fluids.

The results clearly illustrate that E. coli cells reduce their Stokes diameter in response to

exposnre to 207ov/v ethanol-phosphate. Immersion in phosphate buffer does not affect the

size distribution of the bacteria, so methods II and Itr a¡e preferred to method I for sizing

cells. Method III has the advantage that it is simpler to implement (1 boost only) and is

slightly faster due to the lower volume of spin fluid. It is preferred for routine disruption

analysis.
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3.3.3 Sample Variation due to Delayed Analysis

Methods II and III allow a sample of. E. coli to be analyzed within 10 minutes.

Considerable delays may result if a large number of samples ate to be assayed. It is likely

that samples will change during storage, even at 5oC. This will be particularly true for

disrupted samples, where viable cells may metabolize the intracellular components released

by disrupted cells. A method of fixation is therefore required to prevent cell growth during

storage.

Formaldehyde and glutaratdehyde at low concentration are colnmon agents for fixation. The

effect of these fixatives on sample 'size' was investigated to compare the two chemicals.

Stationary-phase E. colí were centrifuged and the pellet was resuspended in phosphate

buffer (20 mM sodium phosphate, 30 mM sodium chloride, pH 7.0, 20"C) to an optical

density of approximately 0.5 at 600 nm. Various concentrations of either formaldehyde or

glutaraldehyde were added to samples of the suspension, which were then sized using

Method tr (Table 3.1).

Figure 3.8 shows that the calculated size is independent of the selected formaldehyde

concentration. Figure 3.9 shows that size is sensitive to glutaraldehyde concentration. Cell

size increases with glutaraldehyde concentration. It is reasonable to conclude that

formaldehyde should be used in preference ûo glutaraldehyde when samples are to be stored

prior ûo analysis. $ concentration of 0.02Vo will therefore be added to samples.
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The preceding test merely illustrates that formaldehyde is preferred to glutaraldehyde. It

does not prove that samples will not change with storage. In all tests, the following protocol

is therefore employed :

add 0.02 Vo f.ormaldehyde immediately to feed and homogenate samples which a¡e to

be assayed using the disc centrifuge;

analyze the feed sample and a sample disrupted at a low pressure (e.9.7 MPa) fusÇ

store teated samples at 5oC until analysis;

analyze the remaining samples;

repeat the analysis of the feed and disrupted sample;

compare the two feed and disrupted sample size distributions to ensure that the

samples have not changed signifrcantly during storage.

In the numerous disruption tests described in subsequent chapters, no evidence of sample

variation was discovered with up to two days storage when the preceding method was

employed. Considerable change was noted over the same period when formaldehyde was

not added.

a

a

a

o

a
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3 .3.4 Concentration Non-Linearity

Sample concentration is a critical parameter in using the disc centrifuge. This is a

consequence of the derivation of equation (3.20), where the ouput from the disc centifuge

was assumed proportional to absorbance. Allen (1987) st¿tes that this is true provided that

less than l07o of the incident light is cut off by the particles. For narrow distributions such

as cells, a significant fraction of particles will be in the detection zone at any time (up to

257o). Sample concenEations must therefore be extremely low to ensure that less than lÙVo

of the incident light is attenuated. Joyce-Loebl (1985) state that "the concentratíon shouldbe

as low as possíble consistent with it beíng high enough to cøuse adequate optical

attenuation". To test the effect of sample concentration, stationary-phase E. coli were

centrifuged and re-suspended in phosphate buffer to give samples with varying optical

densities. These were sized using method III (Table 3.1). The resulting size distributions

(normalized to the highest concentation) are shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.
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A snong dependence of size distribution on concentration exists. Thisdependçnce may be

üry_ !q _e-i,ther excessive attenuation of the light source or slight streaming. At high levels of

attenuation, the ouþut from the disc centrifuge drops below the true optical density (Allen,

1987). As a result, the amount of material will be underpredicted at high concentration.

This trend is apparent in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. However, the distribution also appears to

shift slightly with concentration. This may be due to slight nea¡ the leading edge

of the settling particles (Ioyce-Loebt, 1985). Such a phenomenon will reduce the time taken

for particles to reach the detector, and consequently indicate an increased particle size.

Streaming is suppressed by lowering the concentration (Taylor et a1.,1986), as the leading

edge of the settling particles creat€s a lower density discontinuþ in the fluid. The tends in

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 may therefore be due to small-scale streaming. No visible streaming

was apparent when sedimentation was viewed using the instrument's inbuilt sfroboscope.
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Regardless of the precise reason for the concentration dependence, Figures 3.10 and 3.11

demonstrate that the initial sample absorbance (600 nm) must be below 0.1 (this is a practical

limit as detection becomes difficult below this). Even at this concentration, slight non-

linearity exists. To minimize this, all samples should ideally be analyzed at the same

concentration. In analyzing disrupted samples, the debris will increase the bulk sample

absorbance above that for whole cells. To ensure that concenEation effects are minimized,

the following procedure is therefore adopted :

dilute the undisrupted sample with phosphate buffer to a bulk absorbance of 0.1;

analyze using the disc centrifuge, noting the maximum ouÞut from the instrument,

A-*pi

dilute the homogenate sample with phosphate buffer to an absorbance of 0.1;

analyze using the disc centrifuge, noting the maximum output from the instrument,

At"*¡i

adjust the concentration of the homogenate sample so that A,no,h = A,noo;

analyze the homogenate using the disc centrifuge at the modified concentration.

Although the above procedure is quite tedious, it ensures that the cell concentrations in both

the feed and homogenate samples will be approximately the same. Errors due to

concentration dependence will therefore be minimized.

a

a

a
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3.3.5 Summary of Section 3.3

The following poina relate to the analysis of disruption throughout this thesis :

Method III (Table 3.L) ensures that a stable density gradient is established for sizing

E. coli. It is routinely used in this work for analyzing disruption;

b) Signifrcant variation in size distribution occr¡rs when method I (Iable 3.1) is used to

size E. coli because the sample is suspended in 20Vo ethanol. This method is not

used;

c) All samples for analysis a¡e fixed with 0.02Vo formaldehyde. The protocol outlined

in section 3.3.3 is followed to minimize any s¿ìmPle variation with storage;

Samples a¡e diluted to a bulk absorbance of less than 0.1 at 600 nm before analysis.

To minimize concentration dependence when analyzing disrupted samples, the

protocol outlined in section 3.3.4 is followed.

The preceding points ensure that reproducible 'size' distributions þlots of A versus dr) are

obtained using the disc centrifuge. This is a requirement if equation (3.20) is to be used to

calculate the disruption. Several sources of error remain in ttre calculated disruption. These

are quantifred in the next section.

d)
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3.4 Uncertainty in the Calculated Disruption

As indicated in section 3.2, the calculated disruption will be subject to several sotuces of

error. These will be

a)

b)

c)

the use of an incorrect extinction coefficient for cells, K'=Vdri

uncertainty in deconvoluting the cell disüibution from the debris;

random uncertainties in the sizing technique and experimental procedure.

d)

e)

In addition, the following sources of error may be identified from section 3.3

error in the calculation of the Stokes diameterresulting from inacctuate viscosity and

density data. For example, the density of intact cells is assumed to be 1100 kg m-3

in Table 3.1;

error resulting from concentration non-linearity. This will be minimized by the

protocol outtined in section 3.3.4, but is difFrcultto compleæly eliminate.

As indicated in section 3.2, the use of an incorrect extinction coefficient will have little

impact on the final value of disruption, as the effect will approximately cancel when the ratio

is taken in equation (3.20). This is also true for errors in the calculated Stokes diameten

(enor (d)). Errors (a) and (d) will therefore not be included in the overall estimate of

uncertainty for the calculated disruption. The influence of these neglected errors will be

demonstrated in the next section.

Disnrption is defined by equation (3.20):
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The ouþut from the disc centrifuge can be presented as a plot of drA ç (=AÆ(') versus dr.

X¡ is therefore simply the a¡ea under the homogenate curve which corresponds to

undisrupted cells, while 2¿o is the corresponding area for a feed sample. Figure 3.12 shows

the size distribution for a typical homogenate sample, with undisrupted cells and cellular

debris clearly distinguishable.
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The following technique is employed to estimate 2¿n:

the minimum separating the debris and cell curves is locaæd at (x',y');
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a a lower estimate of the atea,XhL, is obtained by constructing a baseline between

(x',y') and (d.-"*,0);

an upper estimate of the area, ?(hu, is obtained by constructing a baseline between

(x',y') and (x'+0.1pm,O);

the area corresponding to undisrupted cells, X¡, is taken to be the a¡ithmetic average

of ,(hu and ?(r¡,.

A lower estimate of disnrption, D¡, is obtained from equation (3.21),

4,=1- -(3.21)

where õ2¿/2¿ is the fractional uncertainty in the average homogenate (h) and feed (o)

distributions resulting from factors other than those already included in Xnu (i.e. ûechnique

reproducibility factors). Similarly, an upper estimate of the disruption is obtained from

equation (3.22).

1 Xnr
Xn

-(3.22)Du = 1-

Disruption is then taken to be the arithmetic average of Du and D\,. The uncertainty is simply

taken to be half difference between the upper and lower estimates (eq. (3.23)).

o

a

D=D*õD=
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To estimate the uncertainty in the disruption, õD, estimates of the technique random error,

õXJX, are required for the feed and homogenate curves (eqs. (3.21) aulrd(3.22)). To estimate

this, a sample of undisruptedB. colí was 'sized'six times using the disc centrifuge. As the

sample consisted entirely of undisrupted cells, deconvolution was unnecessary. The

uncefainty in the integrated a¡ea of a plot of A/K' versus d, was +I.47o (one standard

deviation). It is reasonable to set the technique reproducibility to +I. Vo for both the

homogenate and feed samples, as deconvolution errors are included in the estimate of ?(rru

and 2¿,¿. Hence :

Þh
Xn

%
xo

.47o1 -(3.24)

Equation (3.24) does not include errors resulting from sample variability with storage and

concentration effects, discussed in section 3.3. While the protocol developed in section

3.3.4 will ensure that the disnrpted sample is at approximately the same concentration as the

feed sample, it is unlikely that the precise concentration will be achieved. To quantify the

error introduced in any given series of assays, the feed distribution is therefore sized at

several concentations about the mean value. A more accurate estimate of the uncertainty in

the feed area can therefore be obtained by estimating the error from the multiple

distributions. In all tests, equation (3.25) is therefore used

% = Ma:< (1.47o, o"*p) -(3.2s)
xo

where o"*p is the experimentally determined standard deviation of the integrated feed areas

for a given series of tests.

Equation (3.23) is unlikely to provide minimum and mæcimum bounds on the calculated

disruption, but rather an estimate of the standard deviation of the measure. This follows as
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õXnlX¡ and õyJyo correspond to one standard deviation and the deconvolution error is

likely to be underpredicted using the preceding method. In comparing the experimental

measurements with model predictions, õD is therefore assumed to represent one standa¡d

deviation. The number of standard deviations separating model predictions and experimental

values is given by equation (3.26).

D.t", DexDf= -(3.26)
ôD

Equation (3.23) is employed as it is simple to encode and the effect of different factors such

as the deconvolution error is clear. It provides an uncertainty which is simila¡ to that

calculated by the direct addition of relative and absolute uncertainties. Although errors are

likely to be independent, quadrature addition has not been employed. Direct addition

compensates for the fact that concentration and storage factors have not been included in the

estimate of ô4/2¿n.

A method for measuring disruption using the disc centrifuge has now been developed, and

the uncertainty associated with the measurement quantified. Techniques for obtaining

reproducible plots and minimizing storage and concentration errors have also been

developed. To test the developed method, a comparison with a traditional technique is

waranted. In the next section, disruption is quantified using the disc centrifuge, and the

measurement is compared with the indirect technique of measuring soluble protein release.

It is shown that the disc centrifuge is superior when accuracy at high levels of disruption is

required- Furthermore, the influence of the extinction coeffrcient on the calculated disruption

is demonstrated to be negligibte.
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3.5 A Comparison of Techniques

To prove the disc cennifuge as a useful tool for analyzing disruption, it is necessary to

compare its performance with a more traditional method.

Disrupted samples were obtained using an APV-Gaulin 15M-8TA high-pressure

homogenizer equipped with a ceramic cell disruption (CD) valve. The detailed experimental

description is provided in subsequent chapters. The specific samples analyzed in this section

a¡e those in chapter 6 (Fermentation 6). The sole point of interest here is the comparison of

the disc centifuge measurements with a more traditional method. Disrupted samples were

analyzed using the disc centrifuge with the protocols developed in the preceding sections

(Method III, Table 3.1). Disnrption was calculated by equation (3.20). Soluble protein

measurements on homogenate supernatants (Bio-Rad protein assay, Bio-Rad Laboratories

Ltd., Sydney, Australia) were also conducted. The fractional release of soluble protein was

calculated by equation (3.1). This was assumed to equal the disruption. The concentation

of cells in the feed suspension was quite low (chapter 6) so that correction for the aqueous

volume fraction in soluble protein measurements was unnecessary. The results of the

analysis a¡e summa¡ized in Figures 3.L3 and 3.14. Also shown is the curve obtained by

regressing the disruption data obtained using the disc centrifuge to the kinetic model (eq.

(1.1)). This curve is shown to emphasizethe trend in the data.

Figures 3.13 and 3.14 clearly show that the disc centrifuge provides a reasonable measure of

disruption. The comparison with soluble protein measurements is excellent. The data

obtained using the disc centifuge show a smooth trend. This is in conüast to the soluble

protein measurements, which exhibit a greater degree of scatter, particularly at high levels of

disruption (it should be noted that the regressed line does not represent the true disruption).

This stresses the advantage of direct methods for measuring disruption compared with

indirect methods (as emphasizeÀby the analysis in section 3.0).
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Furttrer, the disc centrifuge does not suffer the limitations of the taditional direct techniques

outlined ea¡lier.

In section 3.4,the uncertainty associated with calculating disruption by equation (3.20) was

quantified. The final estimate of the true dismption and the uncertainty associated \pith the

measuement is provided by equation (3.23). As stated in section 3.4, this estimate of the

uncertainty does not include the errors associated with using an incorrect extinction

coefficient, and any error in the calculated Stokes diameter. It was stated that these errors

are negligible, as the effects will cancel when the ratio of a¡eas is taken in equation (3.20).

To illustrate this assertion, disruption was calculated for samples homogenized at pressures

of 6.9 MPa, 4L.4 INlPa and75.9 MPa using various extinction coefficients. The extinction

coefficients t€sted were as follows :

Ð the actual coefficient used in the definition of disruption, K"=K'=Vdri

ü) the extinction coefficient for polystyrene, K"=\;

üi) a constant extinction coeffrcient, which is equivalent to stating that fr(dr) * A.

The results of the disruption calculations a¡e shown in Table 3.2. Also shown is the

uncertainty for each measure, determined using equation (3.23) with the appropriate

extinction coefficient Disruptions calculaæd from soluble protein measurements are shown

for comparison. The uncertainty is calculated from equation (3.7) with ôR'7R'=1.4Vo. TÍns

is considered conservative, as six repeat measurements of soluble protein Eave a.technique

standa¡d deviation (ôR'/R') of 2.07o. The lower value is used to compensate for the direct

addition of uncertainties in equation (3.7).

Table 3.2 emphasizes that the use of an incorrect extinction coefficient has a negligible effect

on the calculaæd disruption compared with the calculated uncertainty.
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TABLE 3.2 : Ífre effect of tñz egtin¿tiorL coeffrciant on tfr¿ cahu[atel lisruptíon.

DISRUPTION (7o)

Pressure

(MPa)
Disc Centrifuge Soluble

ProteinKe=Kt K.=K' K. = Const

6.9 2t.9+3.3 20.7+3.3 22.4+3.3 t7.6+0.5

4t.4 79.6+r.5 79.O+1.6 79.9+1.5 79.7+2.2

75.9 96.9+0.3 96.8+0.3 97.0+0.3 96.0+2.7

The trend in errors is also highlighted, with the direct technique showing greatly improved

accuracy at high levels of disruption.
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3.6 Summary

When modelling disruption, a measure of the volume fraction of cells destroyed (the

disruption) is required. The technique should be accurate at high levels of disruption, the

regime of most practical importance. Indirect techniques are traditionally employed for

measuring disruption, but suffer the following disadvantages :

Disruption is inferred from measurements of the release of cytoplasmic contents. If

the conænts are denatured after release, the disruption \Ã'ill be underestimaæd. While

denaturation is of concern, it should be included explicitly in the model and not

implicitty through a reduced disruption value.

Indirect measurements may not equate directly with disruption (e.g. DNA release

from Alcaligenes eutrophus is a poor measure of disruption, Harrison et ø1.,

(1eeO)).

The lowest accuracy occurs in the regime of greatest practical interest, namely high

levels of disruption.

Proteins will oxidize. The biuret reactive protein in a given sample, and hence the

apparent disruption, will decrease with storage.

At high cell concentrations, a sample dilution procedure is necessary if soluble

protein measurements are employed. The solubility of denatured protein changes

with dilution, so incorrect results may be obt¿ined-

O

a

a

The mass balance approach developed by Engler and Robinson (1979) overcomes the

problems of variable solubility and protein oxidation, but is probably less accurate than the

dilution procedure because of several assumptions in the derivation.

Direct techniques of measuring disruption do not suffer the preceding limitations. In

particular, accuracy is greatest at high levels of disruption. However, existing direct

techniques, such as microscopy and the electronic particle counter, are unsuitable for
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analyzing a great number of samples. A novel method, using the analytical disc centrifuge,

has been developed. The following procedure is used to determine disruption with the disc

centifrrge :

treat the feed and disnrpted samples tvnth0.027o formaldehyde;

analyze the samples using the disc cenfüfuge (Method III, Table 3.1);

process the machine output to give a plot of A/K' versus E;

deconvolute the debris and cell peaks (section 3.4);

integrate the portion of the cuves conesponding to undisrupted cells;

estimate the disruption and the associated uncertainty as outlined in section 3.4.

To ensure that sample va¡iation during storage is minimized, the procedure outlined in

section 3.3.3 should be followed. Further, concentration effects during analysis are

minimized by following the procedrue in section 3.3.4.

The technique provides a direct measure of disruption. It does not suffer the limitations

associated with indirect methods. It is extremely accurate at high levels of disruption despite

the need to deconvolute the debris and cell peaks. Consequently, meaningful comparisons

of the model predictions with experimental data can be made. It has also been shown that

the particular choice of extinction coeffîcient, which is employed to relate the cenEifuge

ouþut to the volume of cells, has little effect on the calculated disruption. While the

technique is a significant advance over existing methods, it suffers the following

disadvantages:

It is less accurate than indirect methods at low levels of disruption;

The procedure is more time consuming than indirect measurements;

The disc centrifuge is a relatively expensive instnrmenl

Fornrnately, these disadvantages do not reduce the effectiveness of the method for analyzing

disruption. It is therefore employed throughout this thesis.

a

a

a
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CHnprBn 4

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

A new model for the disruption of E. coli by high-pressure homogenization was developed

in chapter 2. Disruption is described by five adjustable parameters, which may be classified

as either system-specific or culture-related. Based upon certain premises summarized in

section 2.5, four of the five parameters (the system- and strain-specific parameters) are

constarit for a given system and strain. In this chapter, the disruption of twenty-one cultures

of. E. colí B is examined. Widely-varying resistances to disruption were ensured by varying

the time for which each culture experienced glucose starvation. The cultures were

homogenized, and disruption versus pressure curves obtained using the anal¡ical disc

centifuge (chapter 3). The data were regressed to the proposed model to determine the four

system- and strain-specific parameters and the mean effective strength, S, for each culture.

In the next chapter, mean effective sEength is correlated with measurable cell properties.
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4.0 Introduction

A new model for homogenization was developed in chapter 2. Disruption for a single

homogenizer pass is given by equation (2.8) (or eq,. (2.11) with N=1). As stated, the values

of five parameters are required. These may be grouped as follows :

Cultue-related, describing the strength distribution (S and o);

System-specific, describing the stress distibution (m, n and d).

The two culture-related parameters may be further classified as either sfrain-specific (o) or

culture-specific (S). In section 2.5, a series of assertions were made relating to the model.

Accepting these assertions, the four system- and stain-specific parameters become constant

and disnrption is described by the single adjustable culture-specific parameter :

the mean effective cell stength of the non-septated sub-population, S.

a

a

a

This corresponds to the case of a fixed or known homogenizer disrupting a specified sEain

of E. coli. It was also proposed that S should correlate with measurable cell properties.

In this chapter, experimental disruption data are obtained for va¡ious cultures of a single E.

colí strain disrupted with a specific homogenizer. A non-linea¡ regression of the data is

presented. The aim is to determine the system- and strain-specific parameters, and to verify

that they a¡e indeed constant. The mean effective strength, S, for each culture is also

obtained from the regression. These values of süength a¡e correlated with peptidoglycan

crosslinkage and average cell length in the following chapter. In addition to investigating the

proposed model, data a¡e regressed to the kinetic model (eq. (1.1)) for comparison.
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4.1 Experimental

A series of cultures with widely varying resistances to disruption is required to verify the

proposed model. As indicated in chapter 1, such cultures may be obtained by varying the

growth media, growth rate or growth phase.

The effects of varying growth media a¡e diffrcult to predict in advance. Cultures with widely

differing strengths cannot be guaranteed. Further, only one type of culn¡re is obtained from

each fermentation. Any reasonable experimental design is therefore fermentation intensive.

Growth rate is simply controlled with a chemostat. Unfortunately, such equipment was not

available for the tests described in this thesis. The present tests therefore relied on different

cultures obtained by varying the growth phase. Specifically, fermentations were conducted

and samples were withdrawn at various times after exhaustion of the glucose supply. This

approach has the advant¿ge that several different cultures may be obøined from a single

fermentation. It is also easily implemented with batch fermenters. In addition, a single

fermentation was conducted with excess glucose. Consequently, cultures spanning the

range of phases from'approximately exponential'to 'latp stationary'were obt¿ined. This is

a simple approach, as cells will stengthen themselves during stationary phase as indicated in

chapter 1. A range of culnre strengths is therefore guannteed.
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4.1.1 Fermentations

A series of fîve (1-5) fermentations was conducted. The first three fermentations (1-3)

employed al6L (working volume) Chemap type CF2000 fermenter. Wild We E.coli B

(P903, Department of Microbiology, The University of Adelaide) were inoculated from a

shake flask into 16 L of modifred Cl minimat media (Iable 4.1) to give an initial absorbance

(Aeoo) of approximately 0.002.

TABLE 4.1 : Conposition of tñ" fennentation nuliun.

Coupoxpnr CouposrrroN
(g L-1)

D-Glucose

NH4Ct

KH2P04

N9HPOa

K2S04

MgSOa.TH2O

FeSOa.TH2O

MnSOa.H2O

ZnSOa.TH2O

CuSOa.5H2O

Trisodium citate

207o anttloatri

3.r25
)a)
2.38

3.9

L.82

0.625

0.02

0.0051

0.0086

0.00076

0.088

0.03

tCnemical Antifoam is I-anquell2l? @iamond-shamrock Aust. Pty. Ltd.)

After glucose exhaustion (noæd by a sudden increase in dissolved oxygen concentration), 4

L samples of broth were withdrawn from the fermenter at predetermined times (Iable 4.2).

These were cooled to 20oC in a large beaker using a coil with recirculating ethylene glycol.

Cooled samples were homogenized as soon as possible (Table 4.2).
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I.D
Growth

Raæ

G -1)

Final
Densrty
(A600)

Sample
I.D

Withdrawal Time

(min)t

Delay Before
Homogenization

(min)tt

1 r.20 3.8 1a

1b

Lc

1d

5

20

50

70

25

30

35

30

2 1.25 4.0 ?â,

2b

2c

2d:

-5
0+

10

20

30

45

50

65

3 r.28 4.0 3a

3b

3c

3d

5

15

30

60

4
55

55

n
4 t.44 3.9 4 Excess Glucose 15

5 t.45 3.5 5a

5b

5c

5d

5e

5f
5g

5h

0+

45

105

180

2N
300

390

480

30

30

35

40

30

30

30

30

TABLE 42: fe,nnentøtion løtø.

Referenced to glucose exhaustion.

Time between sample withdrawal and the commencement of homogenization.

The fourth fermentation was conducted to obtain ne¿r exponential-phase cells. The protocol

previously described was employed, however the glucose concentration was doubled.

When the broth reached an optical density (AeOO) of.2.9, the temperature set point of the

fermenter was altered to 5oC. Additional $owth occurring while the broth was cooling

yielded a final optical density of 3.9 (Table 4.2).

T

TT
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The fifth fermentation twas caried out in a 150 L Bioengineering fermenter. A totål of 100 L

of media was inoculated from shake flask to give a starting optical density of 0.005. After

glucose exhaustion, 10 L samples were withdrawn at varying times (Iable 4.2) andcooled

to 20oC prior to homogenization.

In all fermentations, the pH was controlled at 6.9 by automatic addition of 4M NaOH.

Temperature was controlled at 37oC. Minor foaming occurred. Because of the low cell

densities obtained, the fermenter's mechanical foam breaker was sufficient to control this

without need for additional chemical antifoam.
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4.L.2 Homogenization

Samples were homogenized using an APV-Gaulin 15M-8TA high-pressure homogenizer

(Figure 1.5) with a ceramic cell disruption (CD) valve seat (Figrre 4.1). The machine is

fitted with a second stage which remained set to zero pressure during all tests. All batches

were homogenized over a range of pressures to a maximum of 75 MPa. The feed

temperature for all fermentations except number 4 was 20"C. Fermentation batch 4 was

homogenized at 5oC to minimize growth in the presence of excess glucose.

1.48 0.4r 0.21

4.25

FIGURE 4.1 z Ceff Disntption (CD) ñomogenizer aø[ue seat.

(Droutn to sca[e: ø$ linetuions øre in nm).
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The homogenizer pressrtre measurement using the frtted pressure gauge is uncert¿in due to

the pulsing nature of the single-acting simplex pump. hessure üansients for all samples

were obtained using a SchaevitzP-LÛ4l (Lucas Schaeviø Ltd., Slough, Berkshire, U.K.)

pressure transducer fitted to the machine. This transducer was machined into the

homogenizer block nea¡ the pressure gauge.

Feed and homogenate samples were úeated with formaldehyde (0.02Vo v/v) and stored at

4oC prior to disruption analysis. In addition, 400 mL of feed material was retained for

analysis of cell size and cell-wall properties, as detailed in the next chapter.

4.L.3 Analysis

Homogenate and feed samples were analysed using the analytical disc centrifuge, as

described in chapter 3. Disruption, and the associated uncertainty, were calculated as

outlinedin section 3.4. All disruption meÍNurements rvere completed within two days of the

fermentation. Stored samples exhibited no quantifiable change during this period.
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4.2 Results

During any typical homogenization, a nominal pressrue will be set using the fitted gauge.

This will then be the reported "homogenizer pressure". Horilever, this pressure is uncertain

due to the pulsing nature of the single-acting simplex pump. In the present tests, a pressure

was set using the gauge. An accurate pressure transient was then measured using the

attached transducer. For modelling pulposes, the homogenuer pressure is reported to be the

maximum average pressure recorded during the Eansient. This is accurately known and is

approximately 3.2MPahigher than the nominal average gauge Pressure.

Figure 4.2 presents a series of typical pressure transients for the homogenizer.

Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between the nominal gauge pressure (Pr) and the

maximum average pressure (P). The two pressures a¡e related by equation (4.1), which was

determined by least-squares regression of the available pressure transients.

P = 1.015 P, + 3.2 -(4.1)

As expected for the disruption tests, different samples produced widely-varying results.

Stationary-phase samples proved the ha¡dest to disrupt, whilst those withdrawn near the

point of glucose exhaustion and therefore near exþonential phase were more easily

disrupted- Disruption data a¡e presented in the next section.
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4.3 Model Regressions

The disruption data were regressed to the kinetic model and the model developed in chapter

2. In all cases, weighted regression was employed. \Veighting factors were determined

from the uncertainty calculaæd for each data point (section 3.4). In all cases, error in the

reported homogenizer pressure was assumed negligible.

4.3.1 Kinetic Equation

The most-widely employed model for describing disruption data is the kinetic model,

equation (1.1),

-(1.1)

where a and k, are culture-specific parameters. In the above equation, disruption (D) has

been substituted for soluble protein release (Rn). Disnrption data were regressed to the

linearized log-log form of this equation. The parameter values are summa¡ized in Table 4.3.

The experimental data and fitted curves a¡e shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.7. Figure 4.8 is a

parity plot comparing the regressed and experimenal disruption values.

¡t ¡--l-¡ = k, N Pau-D/ ,
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TABLE 4.3 z Cøhutotel oatu¿s for ø úú4 in e.quntbn (1.1).

SAMPLE
I.D.

CONSTANTS

a k/ (MPa a)

1a

1b

1c

1d

1.04

1.18

1.60

1,.79

0.051

0.021

0.0028

0.0012

2î
2b

2c,

?À

1.11

0.954

t.t4
1.25

0.033

0.065

0.024

0.0r2

3a

3b

k
3d

1.01

L.L7

1.16

1.40

0.045

0.020

0.020

0.0068

4 0.635 0.38

5a

5b

ft
5d

5e

5f
5g

5h

0.701

1.18

1.38

r.47

1.64

r.73

1.7r

1.65

0.24

0.020

0.0072

0.0050

0.0023

0.0014

0.001s

0.0019
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4.3.2 Proposed Model : First Regression

The proposed model calculates disruption through equation (2.8),

oo

þ= fD(s) fs(s) ds

where the strength and stress distributio+s ¿ue given by equations (2.1) and (2.6),

respectively.

{
-(2.8)

-(2.r)

-(2.6)

r5(S)=#",.r[#]

A FORTRAN program using the IMSL routine DRNLIN (modified Levenberg-Marquardt

method) was coded to perform a non-linear regression of the model to the experimenøl data.

Within the program, the integtal was evaluated numerically using Simpson's method, with

the limic of inægration set to 5+6o.

As stated, the values of five parameters are unknown. These may be gfouped as follows :

Cultue-specific, describing the stength distribution (S ) ;

Srain-specifrc, describing the süength disnibution (o);

System-specific, describing the stress distribution (m, n and d).

For the currents series of tests, the assertions presented in section 2.5 state that the four

system- and strain-specific parameters are constant (m, n, d, and o). The most general test

of this is to determine the five parameters for each separate culture by non-linear regression.

a
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The four'constant'parameters can then be compared to see if they remain truly constant as

asserted. A slight modifrcation of this stategy was employed. The data from each

fermentation run were regressed separately. Each culture was allowed to assume unþe

values of S and o. The values of the remaining parameters (m, n, d) were constrained to be

identical for a given fermentation batch. The results of the non-linear regression are

summarized in Table 4.4.

Good agreement between the model and the experimentally-determined disruption data was

obtained. Figure 4.9 is a plot of the number of standard deviations separating the

experimental and regressed values (t, eq. (3.26)) as a function of homogenizer pressure.

Most regressed values lay within three sta¡da¡d deviations of the experimental disruption.

The regression results demonstrate an excellent similarity in the parameters (m, n, d, and o)

between fermentation batches. In particular, the assertion that m and n are constant for a

given system and independent of the particular culnue is conflrrmed beyond doubt. The

effect of the va¡iation in d is minor given the high value of this exponent. There is no

signifrcant correlation of o with s (e.g. o decreases with increasing S for fermentation 1, o

increases with increasing S for fermentation 2, o is approximately constant for fermentations

3, 4 and 5). It is likely that the va¡iation in o is random and reflects minor differences

between the disruption curves. The proposal that o is constant therefore appears reasonable

in the absence of a practical alternative.
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TABLE 4.4 z Cahu[atel coefficizn* for tñe praposel nole[ using uteþfitel
[eas t - s quør es non- [in¿ar r egr es sion (firs t fugress ion).

Ferm.
I.D.

m n d Samp.
I.D.

Trre

(min)t

o
(-)

S

(-)

1 t2.6 0.393 8.03 la 5 4.44 38.72

1b 20 4.7s 43.46

1c 50 2.6L 49.16

1d 70 1.08 50.24

2 12.7 0.393 6.99 2a -5 3.78 39.93

2b 0+ 4.53 38.38

2c 10 7.24 4r.42

2d 20 8.55 45.84

3 12.9 0.395 6.34 3a 5 3.73 40.98

3b 15 4.Ll 44.30

3c 30 4.t4 44.88

3d 60 3.88 47.29

4 12.7 0.393 7.77 4 xs cltt 3.85 3r.23

5 t2.6 o.393 7.92 5a 0+ 3.82 35.9r

5b 45 3.80 45.02

5c 105 3.58 47.90

5d 180 3.81 48.46

5e 240 3.s9 49.60

5f 300 3.29 5r.t7

5s 390 3.73 5t.29

5h 480 3.77 5t.47

t tir" of sample withdrawal after culh¡re glucose exhaustion (Table 4.2).

tt E*cess glucosepresent.
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4.3.3 Proposed Model : Second Regression

The results of the previous section suggest that four parameters are constant. The non-linea¡

regression was repeated with the additional constraint that the four system- and strain-

specific parameters (m, n, d, and o) are identical for all cultures. The mean effective

strength was allowed to vary for each culture. The regression results are summarized in

Table 4.5.

Figure 4.10 presents a parity plot for the data. Figwe 4.11 plots the number of standard

deviations, t, separating the experimental and regressed values, against homogenizer

pressure. The expression for t is given by equation (3.26). Figure 4.12 illustrates the

model fit to selected experimental data, and shows the regressed kinetic curves (eq. (1.1))

for comparison.

Figure 4.10 confrrms that the model describes the experimental data with good accuracy.

For the specified homogenizer and strain, disruption is cha¡acterizdby a single adjustable

parameter, S. A comparison of Figures 4.9 and 4.11 reveals a slight loss of accuracy by

constraining the system- and strain-specific parameters to be constant. The greatest loss in

accuracy occurs at low homogenization pressures. hactically, this'is the region of least

interest. A simple explanation of the deviation is available. Eror in the pressure

measnrement is neglected in the estimate of uncertainty. Although such error will be

minimized by using the pressure transducer, it is unlikely to be compleæly eliminated. Any

error in the pressure measurement will have the greatest influence at low pressures, where

the gradient of the disruption versus Pressure curve is gteatest.

Figure 4.10 clearly demonstrates that the model has no particular tendency to over- or under-

describe disruption. Comparison with Figure 4.8 indicates that the kinetic model (eq. (1.1)

consistently over-describes the experimental data at low levels of disruption.
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TABLE 4.5 z Cahu[atel coefficiøts for tñz proposú nøl¿[ usiltg ueþñtel
faas t -s quør es non - [inear r egr es s ion (S econl fugr ess ion).

m n d o
(-)

Samp.
I.D.

Time

(min)t

s

(-)

t3.3 0.383 7.30 s.09 la 5 38.09

1b 20 43.3t

1c 50 48.51

1d 70 49.39

2a 5 40.2I

2b 0+ 39.02

2c, 10 43.26

2d 20 47.86

3a 5 4t.57

3b r5 44.89

k 30 45.41

3d 60 47.62

4 xs cltt 29.78

5a 0+ 34.23

5b 45 44.20

ft 105 47.28

5d 180 48.03

5e 240 49.15

5f 300 s0.68

5s 390 50.92

5h 480 51.38

T fi." of sample withd¡awal after culture glucose exhaustion $able4.2).
Tt E*cess glucosepresenl
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4.3.4 Proposed Model : Stress Discontinuity

Figure 4.11 suggests a bias in the model with homogenizer pressure. Further, it suggests

the bias is pronounced for pressures in excess of 35 MPa. This may be due to a change in

the form of the sûess distribution function at approximately this pressue. Figure 4.2 clearly

shows a change in the pressure-mnsient shape as operating pressure is increased. Such a

variation will result in a change in the sEess disnibution function with pressure.

Another possible cause is a transition in valve hydrodynamics (e.g. from turbulent to

laminar) as pressure is increased. The total pressure drop across a homogenizing valve is

given by equation (4.2),

P *(r*n'Lo)= +kr -(4.2)

lo"?

where k is the inlet loss coefficient, k' is the exit loss coeffrcient, k" is the overall loss

coefficient and P, is the pressure loss due to friction across the valve face (Phþs, 1975).

The inlet loss coefficient is generally assumed to be 0.5 for sharp inlets and 0.2 if some

rounding is introduced. The exit loss coefficient is normally assumed to be unity. The

pressure loss due to friction depends on the valve velocity profile. For low-pressure milk

homogenizers operating at low Reynolds numbers and small gaps (S 100pm) Phipps (1975)

determined equation (4.3),

-(4.3)

where the Reynolds number is given by equation @$ and m is the dimensionless gap

width (eq. (a.5)) (Phipps, 1975).

(pç\ ,r[,_(kll
tç4,1- 

=;E
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Nn" -(4.4)

-(4.s)

(P < 35 MPa) -Ø.6a)

h
2\o

Equations (4.2) nd (4.3) have been previousþ used to model the 15M homogenizer at high

pressure (Keshavarz-Moore et a1.,1990). The tansition from lamina¡ to turbulent flow is

generally assumed to occur at a Reynolds number between 500 and 1000 depending on the

gap (Keshava¡z-Moore et a1.,1990). This is based on a study by Kawaguchi (1971), who

demonstrated that the reduced Reynolds number (z N¡") provides a better criterion for

distinguishing between laminar and turbulent flows. The study was conducted with large

gaps (minimum 1 mm) and showed laminar flow for reduced Reynolds numbers below

approximate|y 2. The data presented in this chapter was obtained using a homogenizer

operating at a reduced Reynolds number of approximately 2.4 at 35 MPa (Table 4.6). This

value has not been confirmed experimentally. The only published experimental study on the

mechanics of the 15M homogeniz.er is by Brookman (1974). However, the measurements

of valve lift do not satisfy continuity as lift apparently increases with pressure at constant

flowrate.

The reduced Reynolds number suggests a transition in flow dynamics is possible at

approximately 35 MPa. This result, and the change in pressure-transient shape illustrated in

Figure 4.2, provides justification for a discontinuous stress distribution, giving equation

(4.6).

m=

Pamctcr Estimation Cbaptcr 4
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V¡,nr¡,nr.n V¿,r,un Couunxrs

\ 4.25 mm Valve OuærRadius

Rt'o 3.84 mm Valve Inner Radius

1ì 1.2 mPa.s Homogenate Viscosity

gt 165 L h-l Average Valve Flowrate

p 1000 ke m-3 Homogenate Density

N*" 1,580 Reynolds number, eq. (4.4)

kL 1.104 Overall Loss Coeffrcient

P 35 MPa Homogenizer Pressure

fn 0.0015 Solving eqs. (4.2) and (4.3)

z Nno 2.4 Reduced Reynolds Number

TABLE 4.6 : Cahuføtíon of tñt relucel qçy*ffi numben

t Based on valve open for 0.33 sec per sec with an average flowrate of 55 L h-1
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4.3.5 Proposed Model : Third Regression

Disruption data were regressed to the model to test the effect of infoducing a discontinuous

stress distribution as in equation (4.6). The strain-specific patarneter (o), and the six

parameters in equation (4.6) were constrained to be the same for all data. The integration

limits were set to 5+6o. The mean effective strength, S, was allowed to vary for each

culfi¡re. Table 4.7 summa¡izes the regression results. Figure 4.13 is a plot of the number of

standard deviations separating the regtessed and experimental values for the modiFred model.

It is analogous to Figure 4.11.

Figrrre 4.13 shows that the intoduction of a sEess discontinuity provides a betær description

of the experimental daø. For pressures in excess of 35 MPa the regressed value is within

three standard deviations of the experimental value for vir¡¡ally all daø. There is no obvious

bias in the model. The description at lower pressures remains less acctuate. It is possible

that at pressures below 35 MPa the homogenizer stress distribution is not accurately

described by equation (a.6). Error at low pressures also results from uncertainty in the

pressure measurement as stated in the previous section. Clearly, data obtained at low

pressure were adverseþ affecting the model description at high Pressures when a stress

discontinuity was not included.
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TABLE 4.7 : Coeffbiznts for tfi¿ molef uitñ. ø lisconti.nuous stress

lis trifiution leternin¿l 6y non- [ínu.r [oøs t - s quores ut eþ frtel r egru s íon,

ßra¿Letel poraffi¿ters (tn, n ønl l) corresponl to Í,ressures íefoat 35 1WPø.

m n d o
(-)

Samp.
I.D.

Tïnþ
- . .¿
(mrn)r

s
(-)

t2.6
(18.8)

0.393

(0.284)

7.85

Q.27)

3.82 La 5 39.36

1b 20 43.93

Lc 50 48.90

1d 70 49.72

2a -5 4r.42

2b 0+ 40.27

2c 10 44.24

2d 20 48.37

3a 5 42.59

3b 15 45.82

3c 30 46.05

3d 60 48.15

4 XS GItT 3L.52

5a 0+ 35.87

5b 45 45.06

5c 105 47.87

5d 180 48.52

5e 240 49.56

5f 300 5t.o2

5e 390 51.26

5h 480 51.56

1 Time of sample withdrawal after culture glucose exhaustion (table 4.2).

Excess glucose present.rt
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4.4 Summary

Twenty-one (21) cultures of. E. coli B, with widely varying resistances to disruption, have

been homogenized in a 15M-8TA high-pressure homogenizer. The disruption results have

been regressed to the model developed in chapter 2, namely :

oo

þ= -(2.8)

where f5(S) and fD(S) are the strength and stress distributions, respectively, and are given

by the following equations.

J rorrl rs(s) ds

r5(s)= ***ldr", ]
-(2.1)

fD(s) d
(mPn)d

-(2.6)
S + (mPn)d

The model parameters are surrunarized in Table 4.8 and are constant for the specifred system

and bacterial strain. The regression results provide sfrong support for assertion (i) in

section 2.5, namely that the homogenizer stress distribution is independent of the properties

of the feed culture. Further, assefion (iv), that o is constant, is supported.

With reference to the parameters in Table 4.8, a stress discontinuity was introduced at 35

MPa This was considered necessary for the present system, as the pressure Eansients from

the single-acting simplex pump change shape with increasing pressure, particularly at low

pressures. The stress discontinuity may also correspond to a change in flow

hydrodynamics in the valve.
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TABLE 4.8 : fu[ole[ pørømeters leterminel 6y non-[inear rqression.

P¿,n¡.prnrnn EQN. Vllun
o 2.1 3.82

m 2.6 18.8

12.6

P<35MPa
P>35MPa

n 2.6 0.284

0.393

P<35MPa
P>35MPa

d 2.6 7.27

7.85

P<35MPa
P>35MPa

With the specifred püiìmeters, an excellent description of disruption d¿a is obained.

In addition to the parameters in Table 4.8, aunique value for S was obtained for each culture

from the regression (Iable 4.7). Disruption is therefore described by the constants in Table

4.8 and a single adjustable parameter, S. In the next chapter, mean effective strength is

correlated with measurable cell properties, thus permitting disruption to be predicted wittr

zero degrees of freedom for the specified homogenizer and bacterial strain.

Paramctcr Estimation Chaptcr 4
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CH¡,prBn 5

STRENGTH CORRELATIONS

Cultues with widely-varying strengths were homogenized in the preceding chapter. The

disruption data were regressed to the proposed model to determine the four strain- and

system-specific constants. In addition, a value of the mean effective strength was

determined for each culture. In this chapter, the cultures are analyzeÀ, to determine the

peptidogþan composition and average cell size. An empirical correlation of mean effective

strength with peptidoglycan crosslinkage and average cell length is determined. An

alternative correlation is obtained from statistical thermodynamics. This development offers

Iittle numerical improvement over the empirical correlation, but provides the advantage that it

is based on a modelling approach and an understanding of wall structure. In conjunction

with the constants determined in chapter 4 and the model developed in chapter 2, the

correlations may be used to p¡edicl disruption for the specified sfrain and system. This

removes the requirement for culture-specific parameters. The predictive capabilities of the

model a¡e illustrated in the next chapter.
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5.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, model parameters were obtained for the specified homogenizer

system disrupting E. coli B. In addition to the four strain- and system-specific constants, a

unique value of mean effective stengh, S, was obtained for each culture. These values are

summa¡ized in Table 4.7, anddemonstrate that effective strength increases during stationary

phase. Cells are also characterized by an increasing resistance to disruption during this

phase. The regression results therefore suggest that mean effective strength is a good

indicator of the ability to resist disruption.

In section 1.5, the following cell cha¡acteristics were identified as affecting a population's

resistance to disruption :

wall structure, or murein crosslinkage and amount of bound lipoproæin;

cell size;

population heterogeneity.

The effect of heterogeneity on strength is neglected by assuming that the Gaussian

distribution (eq. (2.1)) provides a reasonable approximation to the true stength distribution.

Hence, mean effective strength should correlate with changes in wall structure and cell size.

The wall stnrctu¡e of. E. coli was reviewed in section 1.1. Considerable changes in murein

structure occur as cells enter stationary phase (section 1.5.1). These changes have been

characterized by various microbiological researchers using reverse-phase, high-performance

liquid chromatography. In sections 5.1 and 5.2, the technique is employed to cha¡acterize

the wall structure of the cultures disrupted in chapter 4. Average cell length and diameter a¡e

also determined by image analysis. In section 5.3, an empirical correlation of mean effective

strength with the culture properties (wall structure and size) is developed. An alternative

correlation is obtained from søtistical thermodynamics in section 5.4.

a

a

a
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5. 1 Experimental

A series of five fermentations was described in the previous chapter. Briefly, wild-type E.

coli B were gro\iln in modified Cl minimal media in either a 1.6 L or a 100 L (working

volume) fermenter. Samples were withdra\iln at various times after glucose exhaustion

giving cultures with a range of strengttrs. A fraction of each homogenizer feed sample (4$g

mL) was retained for analysis of the cell properties. These retained samples were stored at

4oC until the completion of a given set of homogenization tests (< 90 min). It is unlikely that

cell-wall structure altered significantly during storage, as the samples had been allowed to

stand at20"C prior to homogenization (Table 4.2). Any change in wall strucflre due to

autolysis occurred prior to homogenisation. The analyzed cell-wall material was therefore

assumed to be equivalent ûo cell-watt material passing through the homogentzs.

5.1.1 Isolation of Murein Sacculi

Murein samples were obtained following the procedure of Glauner (1988) with some

modifications. The 400 mL retained feed samples were sedimented by centrifugation (18000

g, 30 min, 4oC). The petlet was re-suspended in 30 mL of ice cold water, and added

dropwise to 30 mL of boiting ïVo wlw sodium dodecyl sulphate (S.D.S.). Samples were

boiled for a further 45 min. Distilled water was periodically added to maintain sample

volume. Boiled samples were allowed to cool to room temperature prior to storage as two

separate samples at10"C. Upon completion of all fermentations, the frozen samples (30

mL) were boiled for 5 min to solubilize the precipit¿ted S.D.S. Murein was recovered by

centrifugation (50000 g, 90 min, 25"C) and the pellet resuspended in 10 mL of 47o wlw

S.D.S. This was boiled for 15 min, allowed to cool to room temperature and then

centrifuged (45000 g, 60 min, 25"C). The additional boiling aided pellet re-suspension.

After carefully rinsing the centrifuge tube with distilled water, the pellet \ilas resuspended in

10 mL of distilled \Hater and centrifuged again (45000 g, 60 min, 25oC). This step was

repeated a further three times to remove S.D.S. from the sample. The final pellet was
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resuspended in 5 mL of 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0. The resuspended sample was Eeated

sequentially with cr-amylase (0.1 mg ml-l, 2 h, 37oC) and pronas e E (0.2 mg mL-1, 90

min, 60oC). Pronase E from Streptomyces griseu.s and cr-amylase from' Bacíllus

amyloliquefaciens were supplied by Boehringer-Mannheim, and were stored as stock

solurions (10 mgml.-l in 10mM Tris-HCl / 10 mM NaCl, pH 7.0) at-z}o9prior to use.

Pronase E was predigested at 60oC for 2 h prior to use. Treated samples were added to 5

mL of 8Vo wlw S.D.S., boiled for 15 min, and allowed to stand overnight at room

temperature. Samples were then centrifuged and washed using the described protocol

(45000 g, 60 min, 25"C). The final pellets were re-suspended in 500 pL buffer (20 mM

phosphate, 0.02Vo sodium azrde, pH 6.8).

The existence of sacculi was confirmed by transmission electron microscopy.

Approximately 10 pL of sacculi suspension was air dried onto Formva¡-coated grids. Grids

were washed by floating frlmside down on a droplet of 50 mM glycine-NaOH buffer (pH

9.0). Excess fluid was removed with filter paper. Grids were then floated for 1 min on an

aqueous 2Vo wlw uranyl acetate solution for staining. The stain was removed with filær

paper, and the specimen was air dried. Electron micrographs \üere taken with a Phitips

8M300 transmission electron microscope. Figure 5.1 shows sacculi at a magnification of

27,000 x.

5.L.2 Analysis of Murein Structure

Mr¡rein structure was analyzed using the chromatographic method developed by Glauner

(1988). Sacculi preparations were digested with mutanolysin ftom Streptomyces

globisporus (Sigma chemicals, 275 U ml-l, 16 h,37"C: Dougherty, 1985). Digested

samples were reduced with sodium borohydride (Glauner, 1988) and applied to a reverse-

phase, high-perfoÍnance liquid chromatography ([IPLC) column (Shandon ODS-Hypersil

5-pm-diameter particles, 4.6 by 250 mm, Alltech Australia Pty. Ltd.) with a Waters U6K

injector (20-100 pL reduced suspension). Elution was with a linea¡ gradient (50 mM
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sodium phosphate buffer (pH 4.33) to 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer with líVo methanol

(pH 5.10) over 130 min at a flow rate of 0.5 mLmin-l) using two'Waters 510 pumps

controlled by a Waters 680 automated gradient controller. An additional 16 min period of

isocratic elution was included prior to the gradient. Muropeptides were detected by

measuring the UV absorbance of eluted material at205 nm. Peak assignments were done

using calibration standards generously provided by Prof. J.-V. Höltje of the Max-Planck-

Institut für Entwicklungsbiologie.

The a¡ea under each identified peak in the chromatogra¡n was determined using Delta

chromatography integration software and then corrected for the number of peptide sub-units

(Glauner, 1988). The mola¡ percent of any specific moiety was defined as the corrected area

for the appropriate peak divided by the total corrected area. The degree of peptidoglycan

crosslinkage was calculated using a modification of the procedure of Glauner (1988). The

degree of crosslinkage was taken to be the sum of corrected a¡eas for dimers and higher-

order crosslinks divided by the total corrected a¡ea. This method is preferred in the current

application as it gives the total fraction of peptide crosslinks. A crosslinkage of I00Vo

implies that all disaccharide units are crosslinked to at least one other unit. This conEasts

with the method of Glauner (1988), where crosslinkage is defined as the percentage of cross

bridges of a specified type relative to the total number of disaccharide peptide subunits of

ttris type. With Glauner's (1988) definition, a crosslinkage of 507o implies that all units are

crosslinked to atleast one other unit.
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5.1.3 Analysis of Average Size and Septated Fraction

A sample of each of the retained homogenizer feed cells was photographed using a phase-

contrast microscope with a 100x objective lens. A minimum of eighteen random

photographs of each sample were taken. The developed negatives \ilere mounted as slides,

projected onto a screen and digitized for image analysis. Capnued images were analyzed

using Syzcountru, an image-analysis software package developed by Mr. A.S. Hull and

A/Prof. P.K. Agarwal in the Department of Chemical Engineering at the University of

Adelaide. The program calculates the distribution of maximum chord lengths for the

detected images. This conesponds to the distribution of cell lengths. It also evaluates the

disEibution of cell diameters, where diameter is øken as the minimum cho¡d perpendicular

to the cell length. The package also determines the distribution of cell cross-sectional areas

by direct pixel summation. Cells can be included or excluded from the analysis by

specifying bounds on any of the pararneters calculated by SyzcountN.

The septated fraction of a population is required if equation (2.2) (a bimodal strength

distribution) is to be employed in place of equation (2.1). The effect of representing the true

strength distribution with a bimodal function is investigated in chapter 7. The septated

fraction of the cultures was therefore determined by image analysis for subsequent use in

chapter 7. Rigorous determination of the septated fraction requires that septated cells a¡e

individually identified and counted. This is difñcult to implement given the large number of

cells involved- The following approximate method was therefore employed.

Small cells which were clearly septated were identified and their individual lengths

determined using Syzcountru. From these measurements, an average minimum septated

length, 2rr, was determined for each culture. If cells are approximated as cylinders with

hemispherical ends, equation (5.1) may be written,
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" 
(än3 * T"zrr-n"r) L2Io

where D" is the cell diameter and L is the cell length from pole to pole. As cell diameter is

approximately constant for a given population (section L.5.2), equation (5.2) may be

written.

X,

X,

X,

t (ä p3 * T"'.rL-D"r)

I (o.oo D7 * 
"" 

tt-""lt 
" = \

X (o.oo o? * D" [L-D"])

-(5.1)

-(s.2)

-(s.4)

The projected cross-sectional area of an individual cell is given by equation (5.3),

-(s.3)

which is evaluated directly by SyzcountN. The volume fraction of septaûed cells for a given

population, xs, may therefore be estimated by equation (5.4).

A, = 14 * n" [L-D"] = 0.79 Dl + D" [L-D"]

The error introduced by using 0.79D? (eq. (5.3)) in place of 0.66D1 (eq. (5.2)) is

negligible, particularty as the term D"[L-D"J dominates. Further, the introduced error will

be small compared to ttre error resulting from the initial assumption that cells have perfectly

hemispherical ends.

A large uncertainty is associated with each x, value because of uncertainty in l,r. This

uncertainty is estimated directly by using minimum and maximum likely values for f,, in

Syzcountru, and determining the resultant septated fraction. An uncertainty also results
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from the assumption that all cells greater than ),, will be septated, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Neverttreless, equation (5.a) is retained as a reasonable approximation.

True x.

/

I
>ìo
c)

=d
ci)

IL
I
o

Length 4 T,
Range of À,

FIGURE 5.2 z Apçtrofinatíon of tñe se4ttøtel aolune fraction.
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5.2 Results

Figure 5.3 shows tlpical chromatograms resulting from the HPLC analysis of murein

structure for sample 4 (excess glucose = exponential phase) and sample 5h (late stationary

phase). The chromatograms display a ma¡ked increase in material with a novel crosslink

(Tetra-Tri-ArPm) relative to normal crosslinked material (Tetra-Tetra) as cells enter

stationary phase. This trend has been routinely found by microbiological resealchers, as

stated in chapter 1.

Table 5.1 summarizes the cha¡acteristics of the cultures disrupæd in chapær 4.

Figure 5.4 is a plot of murein crosslinkage and the relative abundance of two crosslinked

murein moieties (Ietra-Tri-Lys-Arg and Tetra-Tri-&ptnl as a function of time since glucose

exhaustion. The significant increase in the amount of bound lipoprotein (as indicaæd by the

relative abundance of Tetra-Tri-Lys-Arg) and crosslinked material during the stationary

phase is clearly apparcnt.
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Samp.

I.D.A

Trme

lmin)b

s

l-)c

L
(um)d

D

(um)e

X,

(-)f

x
l-lc

M

(mol%o\h

la. 5 39.36 2.46 1.0 0.10 - 0.16 0.390t 1.17

1b 20 43.93 2.04 0.96 0.05 - 0.10 0.392 0.6

1c 50 48.90 1.90 1.0 0.06 - 0.12 0.440 0.9

1d 70 49.72 1.85 1.0 0.06 - 0.11 0.466 1.3

2L -5 41.42 2.54 0.87 0.04 - 0.11 0.401 r.3

2b 0+ 40.27 2.70 0.91 0.15 - 0.20 0.403 1.1

2ß 10 44.24 2.35 0.93 0.0s - 0.15 0.394 1.1

2d 20 48.37 2.t4 0.88 0.04 - 0.10 0.440 1.7

3a 5 42.59 2.30 0.86 0.04 - 0.10 0.379 0.6

3b 15 45.82 2.06 0.87 0.03 - 0.08 0.4r7 0.8

3c 30 46.05 r.94 0.87 0.04 - 0.09 0.430 1.0

3d 60 48.15 r.9s 0.90 0.03 - 0.08 0.44t 1.0

4 XS GI. 3t.52 3.69 0.96 0.16 - 0.20 0.390 1.4

5a 0+ 35.87 3.23 0.86 0.23 - 0.30 0.390t 1.1t

5b 45 45.06 2.44 o.92 0.16 - 0.23 0.425 r.6

ft 105 47.87 2.30 0.92 0.09 - 0.18 0.488 2.9

5d 180 48.52 2.03 0.82 0.06 - 0.12 0.525 4.6

5e 240 49.56 1.99 0.84 0.05 - 0.12 0.554 5.0

5f 300 51.02 2.0t 0.83 0.04 - 0.10 0.561 5.6

5e 390 5t.26 2.06 0.85 0.07 - 0.15 0.s68 5.7

5h 480 51.56 2.04 0.87 0.05 - 0.15 0.577 5.4

TABLE 5.L z Cñarø¿teristits d ñonogenizer feel cuftures.

a Sample identification (Iable 4.2).

b Time of sample wittrdrawal afær culhre glucose exhaustion Cfable 4.2).

c Mean effective strength (Table4.7).

d Au"og" length of cells deærmined by image analysis.

e Average diameter of cells determined by image analysis.

f Septated volume fraction of ftre population determined by image analysis.

I Peptidoglycan crosslinkage determined by HPLC.

h R l"tin, abundance of Teha-Tri-Lys-Arg (mol%o).

t Ttt"*" are average values for samples 24 3a and 4,as sacculi were lost during preparation.
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5.3 Empirical Correlation

Figure 5.5 presents a plot of average cell length and diameter versus mean effective strength,

S, deærmined by regression in chapter 4. Also shown is a plot of total murein crosslinkage

versus mean effective strength.

Two distinct mechanisms of wall snengthening are apparent. First, for mean effective

strengths less than = 43, the degree of crosslinkage is constånt and bacteria strengthen by a

reduction in tength. The increase in strength may be pa¡tly due to ttre change in morphology

as cells tend towa¡d a spherical shape. However, it is possible that the thickening of murein

observed by Leduc et al. (L989a) occurs early in the transition to stâtionary phase. I-ength

reduction at constant crosslinkage may therefore indicate strengthening through thickening

(or increased packing density) of the murein layer. Further, the number of fully developed

periseptal annuli (Foley et a1.,1989) may decrease as a population enters stationary phase.

These annuli may represent points of stress concenüation within the wall. Shorter cells with

fewer complete annuli will therefore be ha¡der to disnrpt by homogenization.

In the second phase (S > 43), a marked increase in the degree of peptidoglycan crosslinkage

is observed with a minor or insignificant change in cell length. An approximately linea¡

relationship benveen mean cell strength and the degree of crosslinkage exists. This indicates

that disruptive stresses a¡e resisted primarily by peptide crosslinks between the glycan

chains. Quirk and Wood¡ow (1984) show that cells are disrupted in a plane perpendicular to

their main axis during homogenization. Verwer et al. (1978) present evidence suggesting

that polysaccharide chains are aligned perpendicular to the main æ<is. Combined, these

studies support the present finding that disruption occurs through breakage of the peptide

crosslinks. Furthermore, Verwet et al. (1980) report that peptide links a¡e broken in

preference to glycan chains druing ulüasonication (section 1.5.1).
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Figure 5.5 suggests a correlation of mean effective cell stength with average cell length and

murein crosslinkage. For the cultures examined in chapær 4, no significant variation in the

average cell diameter is apparent. Further, variation in the amount of bound lipoprotein

approximates va¡iation in the total degree of crosslinkage. It is therefore unlikely that

diameter and bound lipoproæin will be signifrcant independent variables.

A multiple-linea¡ correlation of mean effective strength (S, Table 4.7) with average cell

diameter (D), average cell length (t), total murein crosslinkage (X) and mola¡ amount of

Tetra-Tri-Lys-Arg (M) was determined. Regression results are summarized in Table 5.2.

As suggested, average diameter and the relative mola¡ amount of Teüa-Tri-Lys-Arg are not

significant independent va¡iables. A strong relationship between M and X was found

(correlation coefficient of 0.95), suggesting that any effect of bound lipoprotein on wall

strength may be implicitly included in the effect of total crosslinkage.

TABLE 5.2 : tutu[tþíe-fin¿ar regression of tfro futt molef for
ffi.eø.n ffictizte strengtñ. (fugression for att la.tø in lÍø6te 5.7).

I Co"ffi.ient divided by the standard enor estimate
tt Signiñcance level at which the null hypothesis (Ho : "coefficient is zero") is rejected.

Variable Coefficient Std. Error
Estimate

Student's t
Statistict

Prob > tÌt

Constant
x
M

L

D

38.330

63.454

-t09.799

-7.048

-3.499

9.77r

20.548

7r.949

0.9s6

6.200

3.923

3.088

-t.526
-7.375

-0.564

0.001

0.006

0.143

0.000

0.579

Source Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean

Squares

F-Ratio

Model

Error

533.8

24.4

4

16

133.5

1.53

87.4

(P<0.000)

Total 558.2 20
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The regression was repeated with only average cell length and murein crosslinkage included

as independent variables. The resulting correlation is equation (5.5). The results of the

regression are summarized in Table 5.3.

S = 33.0x-8.06L+48.82 -(s.5)

TABLE 5.3 z tututtþ[¿-lin¿or regression of tfre relucel tnolet for
nt¿a.n ffictioe strengtfi. (fugression for at[ lotø in Íø6te 5.1).

Source Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean

Squares

F-Ratio

Model

Error

530.3

28.0

2

18

265.t

1.56

t70.4

(P<0.000)

Total 558.3 20

t Coefficient divided by the standard enor estimate

Significance level at which the nult hypothesis (Ho : "coefficient is zero") is rejected.IT

Figure 5.6 is a patity plot of mean effective stength determined by regression in chapter 4

versus that predicted by equation (5.5). This simple correlation provides an excellent

estimate of mean effective cell strength. Residuals (R) are distributed without bias, and

typically represent less than 6Vo of the regressed value from Table 4.7. This falls within the

range of expected error, given the uncertainty in experimental values for X and L. The

coeff,rcient of determination for the regression is 0.95. The probability that S is not

conelated with each term in equation (5.5) is exceedingly small (t-statistic > 6.9).

Variable Coefficient Std. Error
Estimate

Student's t
Statistict

Prob > ttt

Constant
x
L

48.820

32.993

-8.055

3.246

4.763

0.696

15.039

6.926

-11.581

0.000

0.000

0.000
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5.4 Statistical-Thermodynamical Correlation

Equation (5.5) provides a good estimate of mean effective strength. However, it is an

empirical correlation and cannot therefore be rationalized in terms of the structure of

peptidoglycan. In this section, a correlation for mean effective strength is developed where

the variable groupings can be justifred from statistical-thermodynamics.

NAG

NAN{ NAIVÍNAN{

NAG

NAMNAN{NAT{

NNAG

NAIVINAM

NAGNAG

NAM

NAG

NAMNAM
Two NAM units
crosslinked by
peptide bond

Two NAM units
without crosslinkNAN{ NAN{

FIGURE 5.7 : Simp[ifuf reÍ)resentøtion of a sing[e [oyer of peptilog[ycan.

Çtycon cñ.ains composel of 9{oætyftnaromi¡ øci^l (g{ntuq øú ît
ocetyfg[ucosønti',1¿ (9'{nÐ øre crosstinkl 6y pept'úe 6onls (røpresente.l 6y springs).
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Figure 5.7 shows a simplified representation of a single layer of peptidoglycan. A series of

parallet glycan chains composed of N-acetylmuramic acid (NAM) and N-acetylglucosamine

(NAG) ate connected by peptide bonds (harmonic springs) which are subjected to a common

stress. The free-energy density of a single peptidoglycan layer at fixed stress, s, is given by

equation (5.6) (Blumberg Selinger et a1.,799I),

g(x,s) = -*. - Dx+T Ix lnx + (1-x) ln(l-x)] -(s.6)

where x is the fraction of intact bonds, Ø is the bond dissociation energy, K is the bond

elastic modulus and T is the temperature. The gtobal minimum of the free energy function is

the fracture state of all bonds broken (x{). For low applied stress, s, the function exhibits

a local minimum indicating a metastable state. The tocal and global minima are separated by

a specific free energy ba¡rier, which decreases as stress is increased (Blumberg Selinger ef

al.,I99L).

The derivatives of free energy with respect to the fraction of bonds formed are :

?s
ðx -D+Tflnx-ln(l-x)] -(s.7)

s2 T
--*Kxr x(1-x)

-(s.8)

At a certain limiting stress level, s¡, the free-energy barrier will disappear. A plot of g

versus x exhibits a stationary inflexion located at some point xr. This point, and the

corresponding stress level, can be found by setting equations (5.7) and (5.8) to zero and

solving for x, and sr. Specifically, xL can be determined by solving equation (5.9).

å z#+2,n(,år) =' -(s.e)
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Consider a single layer of peptidoglycan with crosslinkage X. If X is greater than X", the

layer will not fracture until s, is exceeded. Conversely, for X less than Xr, the layer will

disrupt before s" is reached. When the maximum of the free energy ba:rier occurs at X, the

cell is at its stability limit. A further stress increase will shift the free energy ba¡rier Past X.

The peptidoglycan layer will disrupt The critical sEess is obtained by setting equation (5.7)

equal to zero. The final equations for the critical stress which a layer can support, sc, are

therefore:

V/ith the first derivative set to zero, equation (5.8) may be expressed as

s"=X

s"=t-=

z KD - z KT 1n¡ 
¿-ì

u-x/
(X<XL) -(5.10a)

(x>xL) -(s.lob)

-(5.1 1)

For X ( XL, the second derivative is always less than zero and equation (5.10a) guarantees

that the maximum of ttre energy barrier, and not the metastable minimum, is locaæd at X.

Equation (5.10) gives the critical stress which a single layer of peptidoglycan can support.

Leduc et at. (1989a) observed a thickening of the peptidoglycan layer from 6.6 nm to 8.8 nm

during the transition to stationary phase, as stated previously. It is plausible that a reduction

in average cell length is a concomitant of this process. If so, it is reasonable to assume that

the number of peptidoglycan layers opposing the applied stress, u, is related to the average

cell length by equation (5.I2).
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L+Lo

The parameter Lo has been included as a direct inverse proportionality between the number

of peptidoglycan layers and average cell length is unlikely to exist. The total süess resisted

by cells is simply u s". This total stress is assumed proportional to the mean effective

strength of cells, S. Infroducing a proportionality constant gives the frnal form of the

correlation for mean effective cell sfiength, equation (5.13).

11)æ- -(s.12)

(x<XL) -(5.13a)= BX\'--ù- 2KD-2KT1n¡Ã ¡
u-x/L+Lo

(x>xL) -(s.13b)

5.4.L Regression

A FORTRAN program using the IMSL routine DRNLIN (modified Levenberg-Marquardt

technique) was writæn to regress the crosslinkage and length data (Table 5.1) with the mean

effective strength values determined in chapter 4 (table 4.7). The regression gave equation

(5.14) as the final conelation. The critical crosslinkage, X¡, was found to be 0.563 with a

corresponding critical stress level, s", of 2.0.

= 128.1 X\'--ù 1s.23- 10.91 1n¡ ¿ ¡
u-x/

(X<0.s63) -(5.14a)

L+2.99
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A parity plot comparing the regressed suength from Table 4.7 with the predicted value from

equation (5.14) is shown in Figure 5.8. Clearly, equation (5.14) gives a good unbiased

estimate of mean effective strength. There is little improvement over equation (5.5).

However, equation (5.14) is based on a modelling approach to the problem, whereas

equation (5.5) is entirely empirical.

Figure 5.9 presents plots of the system free energy (eq. (5.6)) against crosslinkage for

various stress levels, s. The features previously described are clearly visible. For stress

levels greater th* E , a cell will be unstable regardless of its degree of crosslinkage. Below

s¡, the free-energy mæçimum shifts to higher crosslinkages as the stress is raised. Cells

with a higherpeptidoglycan crosslinkage Qess than XJ will therefore be stronger.

Equation (5.14b) predicts that cells obtain no further mechanical benefit in increasing their

degree of crosslinkage beyond 56.3Vo (S becomes independent of X). A further increase

beyond X, is unfavourable because of the entropy of mixing term in equation (5.6). The

maximum crosslinkage obtained experimentally for this strain is 57.7Vo (stationary

population), which is within experimental error of Xt.

To test the significance of each variabte grouping in equation (5.14a), the equation \ilas

linearized by taking logarithms. Multiple linear regression (using Kl, KD, B and Lo as

above) gave equation (5.15).

lnS = 1.015 ln(128.lX) - 1.074In(r*r.rr)

-(5.1s)

The ma;<imum standard error estimate in each of the three regression coefficients is less than

0.1, yielding a minimum t-statistic exceeding 10. This is a highly significant resulL

. ryrn(r s.zr - 1 o.e 1 t"(Å,Ð
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In conclusion, a correlation for mean effective cell strength based on an understanding of

cell-wall structure has been developed. This correlation provides a good unbiased estimate

of mean effective strength. The f,rnal correlation offers no significant numerical advantage

over the linea¡ relationship (eq. (5.5)). However, it is based on a physical understanding of

the effect which the key measured va¡iables (X and L) have on mean effective strength.
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5.5 Summary

In chapter 4, cultu¡es of widely-varying strength were homogenized, and the disruption

versus pressure data were regressed to the model developed in chapter 2. The four system-

and stain-specific parameters for the specified homogenizer system and bacterial strain were

determined. In addition, the regression provided a value of the mean effective strength, S,

for each culture. In chapter 2, it was stated that this is a property of the culture and should

therefore correlate with cell size and the structr¡re of the cell wall.

Retained samples of the cultures described in chapter 4 were boiled in S.D.S. and feated

with enzymes to recover purified sacculi. These were digested and analyzed using an

established reverse-phase, high-performance liquid chromatographic method. Peptidoglycan

composition and degree of crosslinkage \ilere determined for each of the cultures. In

addition, the average cell length, average cell diameter and septated volume fraction of each

population were deærmined by image analysis.

Plots of murein crosslinkage and average cell length versus mean effective strength reveal

two distinct mechanisms of cell strengthening. In the first phase (S<+¡), peptidoglycan

crosslinkage remains constant and cell sEengthening occurs through a reduction in average

cell length. It is possible that this reduction in length is a concomitant of the increase in

peptidoglycan thickness as cells enter stationary phase. In the second phase, sEengthening

occ¡rs through a large increase in peptidoglycan crosslinkage with a small or insignificant

change in average cell length.

The following empirical correlation for mean effective strength was determined for all

experimental daø (31.5 < S < 51.6) by multiple linear regression,

$ = 33.0X-8.06L+48.82

Strcngth Conclåtions Ouptcr 5
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where X is the degree of peptidoglycan crosslinkage and L is the average cell length. The

amount of bound lipoprotein and the average diameter of non-septated cells were not

signifrcant independent variables in the present study.

Equation (5.5) is empirical. The following correlation was obtained from statistical

thermodynamics,

= 128.L X\ -- t5.23 - 10.91 (x<0.s63) -(s.|aa)

L+2.99

ã 254.9ù =- (x>0.s63)-(5.14b)
L+2.99

and is also valid over the entire range of mean effective strengths obtained in chapter 4.

Equation (5.14) provides little numerical benefit over equation (5.5), but has the advantage

that variable groupings can be justified.

The excellent correlation of mean effective strength with measurable cell properties supports

the assertion that the strength distribution is a propelty of the homogenizer feed material

(section 2.5).

Equations (5.5) and (5.14) allow the mean effective strength of a culture to be predicted

using measurable cell properties (the average cell length and the degree of peptidoglycan

crosslinkage). The four strain- and system-specific constants are given in Table 4.8, and

will be constant for the specified homogenizer and stain. All model parameters a¡e therefore

known or can be calculated. Disruption may thus be predicted with zero degrees of

freedom, as illusEated in the next chapter.
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CH¡.prnn 6

MODEL PREDICTIONS

A predictive model for the disruption of. E. coli B by homogenization has been developed in

the preceding chapters. In the present chapter the predictive capabilities of the model a¡e

tested using the following culnres :

Two E. coli B cultures grown on glucose;

One E. coti Bculture ót* on glycerol;

One E. coli IIÙ{I01 culrure grown on glucose.

Culture characteristics a¡e measured and used to predict the mean effective strength with the

correlations developed in chapter 5. Disruption versus Pressure and disruption versus pass

curves are predicted and compared with experimental data-

a

a

a
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6.0 Introduction

A model for the disruption of E. colí B using a 15M-8TA high-pressure homogenizer has

been developed in the preceding chapters. Disruption for a single homogenizer Pass may be

calculated using equation (2.8),

þ= fD(s) fs(s) ds

where fs(S) and fp(S) are the strength and stress distributions, respectively, and are given

by the following equations.

{
-(2.8)

-(2.r)rs(s)=***r[#]

-(2.6)

The system- and strain-specifrc constânts have been determined in chapter 4, and are given

in Table 4.8 (reproduced below).

TABLE 4.8 z fu[ol¿f ytørameters letermin¿l 6y non-[ineør regrusion.

P¡,nauptpn EQN. V¡,l,up
o 2.t 3.82

m 2.6 18.8

t2.6

P<35MPa
P>35MPa

n 2.6 0.284

0.393

P<35MPa
P>35MPa

d 2.6 7.27

7.85

P<35MPa
P235MPa
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In addition to the model parameters in Table 4.8, the mean effective strength, S, (a culture-

specifrc parameter) is required to predict disruption. This may be calculated using the

correlations developed in chapter 5, namely equations (5.5) or (5.14).

S = 33.0X-8.06L+48.82 -(5.s)

or

15.23 - 10.91 ln (x<0.563) -(s.laa)

(x>0.s63) -(5.14b)

In the preceding correlations, X is the degree of peptidoglycan crosslinkage and L is the

average cell length. Peptidoglycan crosslinkage may be measured using high-perfonnance

liquid chromatography, while average length may be measured by image analysis (chapter

5). Equation (2.8), in conjunction with the selected distributions, calculated constants and a

strength correlation, therefore allows disruption to be predicted for the specified

homogenizer system and bacærial strain with zero degrees of freedom.

The preceding parameters and correlations have been deduced using cultures disrupted with

a single homogenizer pass. In chapter 2, it was stated that repeated application of the stress

distribution on the strength disnibution allows disruption to be predicted for multiple

homogenizer passes. Specifically, disruption can be calculated by equation (2.t1),

oo

ID=1- t1-fD(s)lN fs(s) ds

Modcl Ècdictions Chaptcr 6
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\ilithout the need to inûoduce additional model parameters apart from N, the number of

homogenizer passes. It was further stated that equation (2.11) will only predict the correct

disruption for multiple homogenizer passes if the selected strength and stress distributions

are independent and a close approximation to the true distibutions.

To this point, the thesis has focussed on developing the model and deducing the constants

and a correlation for mean effective strength. The model has not been employed in a tntly

predictive role for either single or multiple homogenizer passes. It is essential that its

predictive capabilities be tested. Traditional models require culture-specific parameters

obtained from the regression of data. As such, they are descriptive rather than predictive.

To test the predictive capabilities of the model, the following are examined :

Two E. coli B cultures grown on glucose;

One E. colí B culture grown on glycerol;

One E. colí IMI01 culture gtrown on glucose.

Cultures arc analyzed to determine the average cell length @) and the degree of

peptidoglycan crosslinkage (X). Mean effective strength (S) is then calculated using

equations (5.5) and (5.14). Disruption versus pressure curves for a single homogenizer

pass are predicted and compared with experimental data. To test the extended model for

multþle homogenizer passes, disruption versus pass curves are pledicteal for three separate

pressure (Vl, 45 and 66 MPa) and up to four passes. These curves are compared with

experimenøldata. It should be stressed that the predicted curyes do not rely on any form

of data regression, and therefore represent t'rc a priori predictions of disruption.

a

a

a
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6.1 Experimental

As indicated in the preceding section, two different sEains glown on two different carbon

sources a¡e examined. Culture properties are measured to allow a prediction of disruption

using the developed model. Predictions are compa¡ed with experimentally determined

disruption versus pressure and disruption versus pass curves.

6.l. L Fermentation

Four fermentations (6-9) were conducted using a L6L (working volume) Chemap CF2000

fermenter. Fermentations 6, 7 and 8 used wild-type E. colí B (strain P903, Dept. of

Microbiology, University of Adelaide). Fermentation 9 used E. coli strain JM101.

Modifred Cl minimal media (Table 4.1) was used for all ferment¿tions with the following

changes: fermentation 9 was supplemenæd with 0.0375 gL-l thiamine; fermentation 8 used

3.125 g L-l glycerol in place of D-glucose. In all cases, inoculation was f¡om shake flask

to give an initial absorbance (Aeoo) of less than 0.0002. Culture pH was automatically

contolled at 6.8 with 4M NaOH. Temperature \ilas controlled at 37"C. Afær exhaustion of

the carbon source (noted by a sudden increase in dissolved oxygen concentration) the

fermenter's temperature set point was adjusted to 5oC. Cultures were stored at 5oC for

various times before homogenization (Iable 6.1).

6.1.2 Homogenization

Broths were homogenized using an APV-Gaulin 15M-8TA high-pressure homogenizer with

a ceramic ceIl disruption (CD) valve (Figure 4.1, chapter 4). The machine is fitted with a

second stage which remained set to zero pressure during all tests. All batches rilere

homogenized by one pass over a range of pressures to a maximum of 75 MPa In addition,

up to four homogenizer passes at pressures of 24,45 and 66 MPa were conducted for each

culture. Disrupted samples were retained for analysis after each pass. In all cases
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homogenizer feed temperature was 5oC. Initial feed pH was 6.8. No pH adjustment was

ca¡ried out between homogenizer passes. Pressr¡res were set using the fitted gauge.

Accurate pressure transients \ilere not measured for the fermentations 6-9. Approximate

ma¡rimum average pressures (P) were therefore calculaæd from the nominal gauge prcssure

(Pr) using equation (4.1).

TABLE 6.L: fernentøtion lotø.

Fermentation E. colí
Strain

Growth
Mediat

Growth
Rate

ft-1)

Final Cell
Density
(A600)

Delay Before
Homogenization

G)tt
6 wildB modCl 1.55 3.0 3.5

7 v/ildB mod C1 1.40 3.4 18

8 wildB mod Cl
Glycerol

r.04 3.5 3.0

9 JM1O1 Mod C1

Thiamine

1.06 3.4 3.5

t Growtfr media is modified C1 minimal media (Table 4.1) supplemented with 0.0375 g L-l
thiamine for shain JM101. For fermentation 8, glucose was replaced with glycerol.

¿¡TT lime between end of fermentation and the commencement of homogenization.

6.1.3 Disruption Analysis

Disruption was determined using the analytical disc centrifuge (chapter 3). For

fermenøtions 6-8, disruption was also determined by soluble protein measurements on

homogenate supernatants (Bio-Rad protein assay, Bio-Rad Laboratories Ltd., Sydney,

Australia). Disruption was calculated using equation (3.1). Ma:cimum protein release was

determined from the asymptote of the multþle pass data at 66 MPa. No correction for the

increase in aqueous volume fraction \ilas necessary, as cell concentrations were less than 5 g

¡-1 lwet weight).
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6.I.4 Analysis of Culture Characteristics

The cell-wall structure of each culture was analyzed by high-performance liquid

chromatography, as described in chapter 5. Culture samples were also photographed using

a phase-contrast microscope at 100x magnification. A minimum of 36 random photographs

of each culture were taken. Developed negatives were mounted as slides, projected onto a

screen and digitized for image analysis. Captured images were analyzed using Syzcountru.

The average cell length (L), average cell diameter Ó) an¿ the fraction of the population

which is septated, xs, were determined as described in chapter 5.
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6.2 Predictions and Results

The cha¡acteristics of each of the four cultures are summarized in Table 6.2. T\e predicted

mean effective strength, S, was calculated using equations (5.5) and (5.14).

TABLE 6.2 z Cuíatre cñarø¿teristíat anl m¿øn effectiae strengtfi. preli"ctiotu

aFermentation number.

b Au"*g" cell length determined by image analysis.

c Average cell diameter determined by image analysis.

d Sepøtea volume fraction determined by image analysis'

" D"g¡." of peptidoglycan c¡osslinkage determinedby HPLC.

f nr¿i"tø mean effective stength using eq. (5.5) or (5.14).

Disruption-pressure curves were predicted using the model and the mean effective strengttl

calculated by equation (5.14). Predicted curves a¡e shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.4 for

fermentations 6 to 9, respectively. Experimentally-determined data are superimposed for

comparison. Disruption versus pass curves were also predicted using the mean effective

sgength calculaæd by equation (5.14). Predicted curves and experiment¿l data a¡e shown in

Figrues 6.5 to 6.8.

Figure 6.9 shows the number of standard deviations (t, eq. (3.26)) separating the

experimenUl (determined with the disc centrifuge) and predicted values versus homogenizer

pfessufe. Figure 6.10 is the equivalent plot for the multþle pass predictions.

Ferm.a L D x" x s s

(pm)b (um)c (-)d (-)e (eq. 5.5)r (eq. 5.14)f

6 2.06 0.72 0.109 0.415 45.93 45.83

7 2.32 0.94 0.084 0.457 45.25 45.59

I 2.25 0.75 0.053 0.418 44.53 44.34

9 2.85 0.79 0.066 0.425 39.87 40.1r
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6.3 Discussion

The preceding figures show the model predicts the d¿ta with good accuacy. The prediction

is excellent considering that no knowledge of the experimental disruption data was used to

generaûs the cuwes. Only measurable population characteristics (fable 6.2)werc employed

in the model.

Figures 6.1 to 6.4 and Figue 6.9 show that the model has no particular tendency to over- or

under-predict disruption for single-pass experiments. Many predictions lie within th¡ee

standard deviations of the experimental value, particularly at high pr€ssures. Much of the

error in the predicted values is due to error in the value for mean effective süength. The

correlations used to predict the mean effective strength are accurate to approximately +6Eo

(chapter 5). The effect of error in S on the predicted curves is examined in the next section.

The results also confirm that the disc centrifuge gives a meaningful measurement of

disruption fot E. coli. The fraction of cells broken correlates well with soluble protein

release. The disc centrifuge has the added advantage that it becomes more accrrate at high

levels of disruption, as indicated in chapter 3.

Figures 6.5 to 6.8 demonstrate an excellent correspondence between the predicted and

experimental disruption values for multiple-pass experiments. This result stresses the

predictive power of the model. No prior information on any multiple-pass experiments was

required in order to generate the predicted curves. This result confirms the signif,rcance of

the selected stess and stength distributions. In particular, it emphasizes that :

f5(S) is a good approximation to the culture's ability to resist disruptive süesses,

fp(S) is a good approximation to the system's stess distribution.

Figure 6.10 displays a tendency for the model to overpredict disruption with multiple

passes. This implies that fewer cells a¡e destoyed than the model predicts. This is to be

a

a
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expected as the selected süess and strength distributions are approximations to reality. In

particular, the tendency to slightly overpredict at high levels of disnrption may be due to the

following:

The stress distribution tnay clúnge ffter the first pass-

The homogenate cha¡acteristics will alter with multiple passes. Specifically, DNA

will be released and subsequently degraded and this will lead to a variable broth

viscosity. Further, debris will be present only after the first pass. Consequently,

the stress distribution may not be the same for each pass as assumed in equation

(2.tr).

Thc stress dístribution may be poorly defined in th¿ limit as S+"" or S-sO.

A small fraction of cells may pass through the valve while it is opening with each

pressure stroke. This transient phenomenon leads to a complication in the

distibution which is not readily char¿cterized-

a

a

a The feed temperature for the tests is 5oC, whereas the mod¿l parameters were

dctermínedfor a 20T feed temperature.

Although the effect of a reduced feed temperature is apparently small for single-pass

studies, it may intoduce a systematic error which becomes increasingly pronounced

with multiple passes.

Thc strength distributíonmay be more complex tlnn tlv selected distribution.

This point win be addressed further in chapter 7.

Despite the tendency to slightly overpredict with multiple passes, the model provides an

excellent apriori estimate of disruption. Figure 6.11 is a padty plot comparing the

experimental and predicted disruptions. It stresses that in most cases the magnitude of the

overprediction is small compared with the actual disruption value. Figure 6.10 shows thatin

a
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some cases the experimental and predicted values are separated by up to six standard

deviations. Combined with Figure 6.11, this stresses the small experimental tolerances on

the measured disruption. Clearly, the existing difference between the experimental and

predicted values would not be discernible using traditional indirect techniçes for analyzing

disruption because of their low accuracy at high levels of disruption (chapter 3). This

emphasizes the need for an accurate measure of disruption such as the disc centifuge.
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6.4 Regression and Discussion

The difference between the experimental and predicted values is partly explained by the

uncertainty in the predicted mean strength, S. The correlations for mean effective strength

are accurate to approximately +67o (chapter 5). To test the effect of this error, the

experimentat disruption data determined with the disc centrifuge were regressed using the

progtam described in chapter 4, but with S as the only regression parameter. Other model

parameters were set to the values in Table 4.8. The reglessed strength values thus

determined showed a maximum deviation of approximately 67o from the predicted values.

This compa¡es favourabty with the accuracy of equations (5.5) and (5.14).

TABLE 6.3 z Conpørison of ß.ggressel anl (helbtel nØo.tl ffictioe strønqtñs,

Ferm.a s S Deviation s Deviation

regressed (eq. 5.5) (eq. 5.5) (eq. 5.14) (eq. 5.14)

6 45.38 45.93 +l.2Vo 45.83 +1,.07o

7 45.18 45.25 0.2Vo 45.59 +0.9Vo

I 42.LT 44.53 +5.87o 44.34 +5.3Vo

9 42.34 39.87 -5.87o 40.11 -5.3Vo

aFermentation number.

Ferment¿tions 8 and 9 show the greatest discrepancy between the predicted and regressed

sEengths. The regtessed disruption versus pressure cuwes a¡e shown in Figures 6.t2 and

6.13. Also shown a¡e the curves obtained using the predicted values for mean effective

strength (eq. (5.1a)) and the experimental dat¿. The frt to the experimental data is clearly

improved by using the regressed value for mean effective strength.
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Figure 6.14 is a plot of the number of st¿ndard deviations separating the experimental and

regressed values and the experimentat and predicted values. This graph clearly shows that

the model predictions were adversely affected by error in the predicted mean effective

strength.
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Figtue 6.15 is a plot of the number of standa¡d deviations separating the experimental and

regressed values and experimental and predicted values for the multiple pass experiments.

Error in the predicted mean effective strength has not affected the tendency of the model to

slightty overpredict disruption for multiple pass experiments. This is emphasized by Figure

6.16, which is a parity plot comparing the experimental and regtessed disruptions for

multþle-pass experiments.

These results suggest that for improved prediction accuracy, more precise measurements

should be devised for crosslinkage and average length, or multiple measurements should be

made. The accr¡racy of equations (5.5) and (5.14), and hence the model predictions, could
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then be improved further. Alternatively, minor variables not included in the correlations

such as the degree of bound lipoprotein and diameter may need to be included explicitly. As

indicated in chapter 5, these were not important independent variables in the crurent series of

experiments. They may become important if more sensitive measurements can be devised.

It should be stressed, however, that the model provides an excellent prediction of disruption

in its current form. It is unlikely that grcater accuracy would be required from a practical

point of view.

Although the correlations for mean effective strength and the model parameters were

determined for E. coli B grown on glucose, the model has provided good predictions for

strain JM101 gro,iln on glucose and strain B grown on glycerol. This work therefore

suggests that the model may be used in a predictive capacity for strains of E. coli other than

wild-type B, and for carbon sources other than glucose. Specifrcally, it suggests that the

distribution variance (o2) may be applicable for other strains. It also indicates that the

correlations include the most significant va¡iables affecting the strength of. E. coli, namely

peptidoglycan crosslinkage and average cell length. Other factors such as ca¡bon source and

strain type influence the disruption primarily through these variables. Further work is

required to confirm these assertions beyondrefuæ.

The homogenizer feed temperature was 5oC in all cases. The model was initially developed

using a homogenizer feed temperature of 20oC. This does not seem to have adversely

affected the model predictions in the current series of tests, except possibly with multþle

passes. Temperature would be expected to affect cell strength and possibly the stress

distribution through changes in viscosity. Further work into the effect of temperature and

concentation needs to be conducted-
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6.5 Summary

A model for the disruption of E. coli by high-pressure homogenization was developed in

chapter 2. Thefour system- and strain-specific model parameters were obtained in chapter 4

fot E. colí B disrupted using a 15M-8TA homogenizer with a CD valve. In chapter 5,

correlations for mean effective sEengttr (a culture-specific parameter) in terms of measu¡able

culture cha¡acteristics were obtained. These allow disruption be predicted with zero degrees

of freedom for the specified strain and homogenizer.

To test the predictive capabilities of the model, four cultures were examined. Culture

cha¡acteristics were measured and used to predict disruption versus Pressure and disruption

versus pass curves. The model provided an excellent a priori prediction of disruption. In

particular, the multiple Pass experiments confrm that :

f5(S) is a good approximation to the culture's ability to resist disruptive stresses,

fp(S) is a good approximation to the system's stress distribution.

Regression studies suggested that much of the enor in the predicted values was due to error

in the predicted values of the mean effective strength. Model predictions can be improved

furttrer given more accr¡rate correlations. However, it is unlikely that greater accuacy is

required from a practical perspective.

The model was originally developedfor E. colí B grown on glucose. However, it has been

successfully used to predict the multiple-pass disruption of E. coli IML01 grown on glucose

and E. colí B grown on glycerol. This suggests, but does not prove, that the strain-specific

parameter (o) may be applicable for other strains, and that the correlations for mean effective

strength include the most significant va¡iables affecting the strength of. E. coli : namely

peptidoglycan crosslinkage and average cell length.

a

a
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CH¡,'prBn 7

THE EFFECT OF CELL SEPTATION

A predictive model for high-pressure homogenization has been developed, explained and

tested in the preceding chapters. Disruption is calculated by coupling a cell-strength

distribution with a homogenizer-stress distribution. The effective-strength distribution is

approximated by a normal function. This does not allow any difference in strength befween

septated and non-septated cells. It is possible that septated cells are weaker, as the division

site may act as a point of stess concentration. In the present chapter, disruption data from

chapter 4 are regressed to the model using a bimodal distribution (eq. (2.2)) in place of the

simple normal distribution. The bimodal distribution allows for a difference in sEength

between septated and non-septated cells. The descriptive and predictive capabilities of the

model are compared for each strength distribution. A culture with an artificially-high

septated fraction is then obtained using cephalexin, a p-lactam antibiotic which inhibits cell

division. Evidence is obtained which suggests, but does not prove, that septated cells a¡e

weaker.
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7 .0 Introduction

A new model for homogenization has been developed and tested in the preceding chapters.

Disruption is calculaæd by combining a cell-strength distribution with a homogenizer-stress

distribution, as outlined in chapter 2. A normal distribution for effective cell strength was

proposed and employed in chapters 4 to 6. The distribution is given by equation (2.1),

r5(s)=#".r[#] -(2.r)

where S is ttre mean effective strength and& is the distribution variance.

A population of E. colí is heterogenous as it consists of cells undergoing division (the

septated fraction of the population) and cells where cross-wall formation has not commenced

(the non-septated fraction). Intuitively, the division site will act as a stress concentrator.

V/all stress will therefore be magnifred at this site, so it appears reasonable that septated cells

should be weaker than those which have not cornmenced cross-wall formation. As indicated

in section 1.5, Engler and Robinson (1981) suggested that bud scars may weaken yeast

ce[[s. Furtherïnore, Thacker (1973) showed that dividing cells of. Saccharomyces cerevisiae

are more sensitive to ultrasound than non-dividing cells. These studies support the

suggestion that population heterogeneity may be an important consideration when modelling

disruption.

Equation (2.1) assumes a distribution of cell strengths about a single mean effective

strengttr, S. It neglects any difference in strengttr between septated and non-septated cells.

Equation (2.2) was proposed as an alternative strength distribution which allows such a

difference.
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-(s-s
2

fs(S) = exp
24

exp -(2.2)

Equation (2.2) approximates the effective-strength distribution with a bimodal-normal

function. The septated volume fraction, xr, is included explicitly. Each sub-population is

char¿cterized by a mean effective strength, S, and a distribution va¡ianca,62, where the

subscripts s and n denote the septated and non-septated fractions, respectively. The use of a

bimodal disnibution in place of equation (2.1) introduces an additional three parameters to

the model 1xr, o., S.).

The effect of cell septation on disruption is investigated in this chapter. First, the disruption

data from chapter 4 are regressed using equation (2.2) nther than equation (2.1). Model

parameters a¡e estimated and correlations (analogous to those in chapter 5) a¡e determined.

A comparison with the simpler model used in the previous chapters is provided. The aim is

to determine whether a bimodal distribution for effective strength allows a superior

description of disruption daø. Secondly, an experimental investigation into the effect of cell

septation is undertaken. A culture with an abnormally-high septated fraction is obtained

using cephalexin. This B-lactam antibiotic binds with penicillin-binding protein Itr (Spratt,

1980). At low concentations it inhibits cell division and causes cells to grow as long

filaments. The culnre is homogenized, and experimental disruption data are compared with

model predictions and descriptions. Evidence that septaæd cells a¡e weaker is sought using

optical and electon microscopy.

f-tr-s,,l''ltq)+
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7 .L Model Regressions

The disruption data obtained in chapter 4 were regressed to the modified model (fB(S)

replacing fs(S) in eq. (2.8)). A FORTRAN program using the IMSL routine DRNLIN

(modified I-evenberg-Marquardt method) was coded to perform a non-linea¡ regression of

the model to the experimental data. Within the program, equation (2.8) was evaluaæd using

Simpson's method, with the limits of inægration set to 5r-6o, and Sn+6o,r. The values of

eight parameters are unknown when a bimodal distribution is employed. These may be

grouped as follows :

Cr¡lnue-relate{ describing the stengttr distibution (Sn, Sr, on, os and xr);

System-specific, describing the stess distibution (m, n and d).

Three regressions (analogous to chapter 4) were conducted.

7.1.L Modified Model : First Regression

The system-specific parameters and distribution va¡iances (m, n, d, o. and on) were

constrained to be the same for a given fermentation batch. The remaining parameters (Sr,

Sn and xr) were allowed to vary for each culture. The regression results are summarized'in

Table 7.!, andsuggest that m, n, d, or, and on are constant for all cultr¡res. The results do

not confirm that S, is constant, but fail to suggest any correlation with S,r. It is likely that

the variation is random, and results from the strong interaction with x.. Figrre 7.1 plots the

number of standa¡d deviations separating the regfessed and experimental values versus

homogenizer pressure.
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7 .L.2 Modified Model : Second Regression

The non-linear regression was repeated with the constraint that six Parameters (m, n, d, Ss,

o, and on) are identical for all cultures. The septated fraction, xs, was set equal to the

average value deærmined by image analysis (Iable 5.1) and Sn was allowed to vary for each

culture. The regression results a¡e summarized in Table 7.2. Figtxe 7.2 plots the number of

standa¡d deviations, t, separating the experimental and regressed values, against

homogenizer pressrue.

7 .L.3 Modified Model : Third Regression

The fina] regression was equivalent to that reported in section 4.3.5, but with equation (2.2)

replacing equation (2.L). Six parameters (m, n, d, S., o, and On) were constfained to be

identical for all cultures. However, the three system-specific parameters (m, n and d) were

allowed to assume different values for homogenizer pressures above and below 35 MPa (i.e-

the stress-function discontinuity described in chapter 4 was introduced). The septated

fraction, xs, was set equal to the average value determined by image analysis (Table 5.1) and

Sn was allowed to vary for each culture. The regression results are summa¡iz.edin Table

7.3. Figure 7.3 plots the number of standard deviations, t, separating the experimental and

reglessed v alues, against homogenizer pres stue.
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Ferm.
I.D.T

m n d o,
(-)

on

(-)
Samp
I.D.f

ss

(-)
s n

(-)
xs

(-)

I 12.4 0.386 8.34 r.76 2.92 1a 16.8 39.36 0.187

1b 27.L 43.25 0.101

1c 16.1 47.39 0.010

1d 23.9 48.t4 0.000

2 t2.4 0.385 7.30 1.63 3.t3 2a, t2.0 39.4t 0.122

2b 23.5 39.r4 0.239

2c 23.4 44.27 0.306

2d 2t.o 47.70 0.2r2

3 t2.4 0.386 7.48 1.87 3.40 3a 10.0 42.75 0.306

3b 27.3 45.78 0.295

k 29.r 46.73 0.334

3d 16.0 46.06 0.074

4 t2.4 0.386 8.10 1..70 3.20 4 17 1 32.03 0.231

5 L2.4 0.387 8.29 1.68 3.t9 5a 18.3 36.51 0.169

5b 18.1 44.82 0.106

5c t5.4 46.92 0.033

5d 32.7 47.72 0.068

5e 16.2 48.39 0.022

5f t0.7 49.66 0.003

5e 12.7 s0.36 0.059

5h 12.5 50.80 0.084

TABLE 7.1 z Cohufatel coeffbiants for tfr.e nolífu{mole[ (first regression).

t Fermentation and Sample Identification from chapter 4.
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TABLE 7.2 z Cahutatel coeffbiznts for tfu moliful mole[ (seconl regression).

m n d o,
(-)

on

(-)

ss

(-)
Samp
I.D.t

sn

(-)
X,tt
(-)

13.0 0.380 7.4r r.7t 3.r7 17.71 1a 38.80 0.130

1b 43.3t 0.080

1c 48.37 0.090

1d 49.18 0.090

2â, 40.39 0.080

2b 40.05 0.170

2c 43.49 0.100

2d 47.6L 0.070

3a 4L.63 0.070

3b 44.62 0.055

3c 45.10 0.065

3d 47.27 0.060

4 31.42 0.180

5a 36.25 0.263

5b 45.22 0.190

5c 47.67 0.134

5d 47.91 0.089

5e 48.97 0.084

5f 50.25 0.068

5e s0.90 0.110

5h 5L.23 0.100

f Sample identification (chapter 4).

tt Average experimental values Clable 5.1).
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TABLE 7.3 z Cøfcu[atel coefficizn* for tfra noliful mole[ (tñ.irl regrusion').

lBrocfuttel Íto.røî¡uters (n, n ønl l) cortuçtonl to prusuru 6e[ou 35 gvtPø.

m n d os

(-)
on

(-)

ss

(-)
Samp
I.D.t

S n

(-)
*rlt
(-)

12.6

(t7.2)
0.39

(0.307)

7.88

(7.s3)

1.86 3.02 18.4 1a 40.t7 0.130

1b 44.37 0.080

1c 49.45 0.090

1d 50.26 0.090

2a 41.88 0.080

2b 41.40 0.170

2c 44.87 0.100

2d 48.74 0.070

3a 42.97 0.070

3b 46.O4 0.055

k 46.37 0.065

3d 48.4L 0.060

4 32.76 0.180

5a 37.58 0.263

5b 46.43 0.190

5c 48.80 0.134

5d 49.04 0.089

5e 50.03 0.084

5f 51.36 0.068

5e 52.00 0.110

5h 52.22 0.100

T Sample identification (chapter 4).

tt Average experimental values Cfable 5.1)
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7 .t.4 Modified Model : Parameters and Correlations

The results of the third regression give the model parameters summarized in Table 7.4.

TABLE 7.4 : tutol¿[ parøm.eters for use utitfi. ø 6inodn[ strenltfL úístritution.

P¿,nrunrnn EQN. V¡.r.un
o

s 2.2 1.86

on 2.2 3.02

s s
2.2 18.4

m 2.6 17.2

L2.6

P<35MPa
P>35MPa

n 2.6 0.307

0.39

P<35MPa
P>35MPa

d 2.6 7.53

7.88

P<35MPa
P>35MPa

Two furttrer parameters are required if predictions of disruption are to be made using a

bimodal strength distribution. The septated volume fraction of a population may be

estimated directly by image analysis (chapter 5). The remaining parameter, Sn, should

correlate with peptidoglycan crosslinkage and average cell length by analogy with the

correlations developed in chapter 5 for S. However, as Sn is the mean effective strengfh of

non-septated ce[s, t is replaced by tn, the average length of cells in the non-sePtated suþ

population. This can be simply determined using Syzcountru, if cells gleater than the

minimum avefttge septatedlength (Àr, chapter 5) a¡e excluded from the analysis. Tabte 7.5

summa¡izes the characæristics of the cultures.

Multiple-tinear regression yields equation (7.1), which is analogous to equation (5.5) for use

with a normal effective strength distibution.

S,, = 33.0 x - 8.50 Ln+ 49.72
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This correlation has a coeffîcient of determination of 0.94.

Non-linea¡ regression gives the following alternative conelation, by analogy with equation

(5.14).

r27.5 X
15.66 - 11.25 ln (X<0.s62) -(7.2a)

Ln+3.047

256.9 (x>0.s62) -(7.2b)

Ln+3.047

Equation (7.1) or equation Q .2) may be used to predict the mean effective strength of non-

septated cells. Disruption may therefore be predicted using either of the preceding

correlations, plus a measure of the septated volume fraction, xr, and the parameters in Table

7.4. This is analogous to the model used throughout this thesis. The only difference is that

the normal strength distribution (eq. (2.1)) has been replaced with a bimodal distribution

(eq. (2.2)).

nS

S n
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TABLE 7.5 : Cfrarscteristits of ñorugenizer feel cu[tu.res etamin¿l in cfiøpter 4.

Samp.

I.D.A

S

(-)b

sn

l-)c

X

(-)d

L
(um)e

Ln

(um)f

D

(um)f

La 39.36 40.r7 0.390 2.46 2.33 1.0

1b 43.93 44.37 0.392 2.04 L.99 0.96

1c 48.90 49.45 0.440 1.90 1.83 1.0

1d 49.72 50.26 0.466 1.85 r.79 0.99

2a 4L.42 41.88 0.401 2.54 2.46 0.87

2b 40.27 4t.40 0.403 2.70 2.54 0.91

2c 44.24 44.87 0.394 2.35 2.27 0.93

?À 48.37 48.74 0.440 2.r4 2.08 0.88

3a 42.59 42.97 0.379 2.30 2.24 0.86

3b 45.82 46.04 0.4t7 2.06 2.02 0.87

3c 46.05 46.37 0.430 r.94 1.90 0.87

3d 48.15 48.41, 0.44r 1.95 t.9L 0.90

4 3t.52 32.76 0.390 3.69 3.45 0.96

5a 35.87 37.58 0.390 3.23 2.94 0.86

5b 45.06 46.43 0.425 2.44 2.31 0.92

5c 47.87 48.80 0.488 2.30 2.21 0.92

5d 48.52 49.O4 0.525 2.03 r.97 0.82

5e 49.56 s0.03 0.554 L.99 1.91 0.84

5f 5r.02 51.36 0.561 2.Or r.96 0.83

5g 5t.26 52.00 0.568 2.06 1.98 0.85

5h 51.56 52.22 0.577 2.04 1.97 0.87

a Sample identification (Iable 4.2).

b M."n effective sEength for a normal strength distribution (Table 4.7).

c Mean effective strength of non-septated cells for a bimodal sEength dishibution (Table 7.3).

d Peptidoglycan crosslinkage Ctable 5.1).

e Average cell length determinedby image analysis Clable 5.1).

f Au.*g" length or diameter of cells in the non-septated sub-population.
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7 .2 A Comparison of Regression Results

A comparison of Figures 7.1 and 4.9 suggests that the introduction of a bimodal distribution

has improved the accuracy of the model in describing experimental disruption data- This is,

however, hardly surprising as an additional three parameters are introduced in the first

regtession.

A comparison of Figures 7 .2 and 4.11 shows that the intoduction of a bimodal distribution

provides no numerical benefit when the system-specific parameters and some culture-related

parameters are constrained to be identical for all cultures. The same bias of disruption with

pressure is apparen! justifying the introduction of a stress discontinuity as in section 4.3.5.

The introduction of a stress discontinuity improves the model's descriptive accuracy, as

shown by Figrre 7.3. A comparison with Figure 4.13 shows that no benefit is obtained by

intoducing a bimodal distibution.

The regression results suggest that the complexity introduced by a bimodal distribution

(three additional model parameters) is not warranted, as no significant change in the model's

accuracy results. Examination of the data in Table 7.5 reveals that the key culnue-specific

pararneter (mean effective strength) is relatively insensitive to the selected form of the

süength distibution (value of S and Sn ar" almost identical for each culture). Both S and 5n

correlate well with culture properties. The use of a bimodal distribution only introduces a

correction to the calculated disruption at low pressures. The model developed in earlier

chapters is therefore sufficient for the experimental data examined in this thesis. This point

is discussed fu¡ther in the next section.
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7 .3 A Comparison of Models

The regression results suggest that no advantage is gained by introducing a bimodal

distribution for effective strength. In this section the two possible effective-strength

functions, and the corresponding stress distributions, are compa¡ed. The disruption versus

pressure and disruption versus pass descriptions by each model are also compared, in an

attempt to identify situations where a bimodal strength distribution offers advantages over a

simple normal representation of mean effective strength.

Correlation of the mean effective strengths in Table 7.4 suggests the following relationship

between mean effective strength (eq. (2.1)) and the mean effective strength of non-septated

cells (eq. Q.2)):

S = 0.986 S. (R2 = 0.993) -(7.3)

Figure 7.4 shows a typical bimodal strength distribution with a ten percent sepøted fraction

and Sn = 40. A simple normal representation is also shown, where S is calculated using

equation (7.3). Figure 7.5 shows the stress distribution function for use with either the

normal or bimodal strength distibutions, at various pressures. No significant differences in

the two sEess functions are apparent. It is unlikely that the differences would be measurable

even if an independent method of determining the stress distribution function were available.

This is to be expected, as the stress distribution should be a property of the system and

hence independent of the selected stength disfibution. Figure 7.6 compares the disruption

versus pressure curves predicted using either a normal or a bimodal representation of wall

strength, for a culture with an assumed septated volume fraction of ten percent and various

values for Sn. Values for S (conesponding to a particular value of Sn) were calculated by

equation (7.3). No significant differences in the curves are apparent at high pressures or for
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'weak' cultures (Sn less than approximately 45). The only significant differences in the

predicted curves are at very low pressures with 'tough' cells. The differences will be

diffrcult to detect experimentally for the following reasons :

. Pressures below approximately 9 MPa cannot be accurately obtained and maintained

using the 15M-8TA homogenizeç

. The analytical technique for measuring disruption is least accurate at low levels of

disruption.

l00Vo

75 Vo

Io

50Vo
¡r
v)

Ã
25Vo

0Vo

0 20 40 60

Homogenizer Pressure (MPa)

80

Bimodal

Normal

35
4

4

5

5

Curve Discontinuity
Results from the

Discontinuous Stress Function

FIGURE 7.6 : thelirtel Disruption oersus (hessure cun)es for o cu[ure u¡ítfi.

ø 70% septatel fractíon, ruing eitñ.er s. norîns.[ or ø íimolaf øpprofinøtíon

to tñ¿, true stretlgtñ- listriíufioz (Numbers are 3,, S ftot eq. (7.3),

Model parameters from Table 7.4 (Bimodal) or Table 4.8 (Normal))

Figrue 7 .7 is analogous to Figure 7.6, but for a population with an assumed septated volume

fraction of thirty percent. Cultures with Sn > 45 have not been shown, as they will be

diffrcult to obtain with such a high septated fraction. Noticeable differences in the curves a¡e

apparent. However, these differences can be reduced by altering the value for S slightly.*

* 
Equation (7.3) was employed to estimate values for S (conesponding to a paficular value of 5n) Uut it

likely to be accurate only for tow septated fractions similar to those obtained experimentally (i.e.x;IOVo).
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Regression studies a¡e therefore unlikely to reveal whether a bimodal distribution is

wa¡ranted, and hence whether septated cells a¡e weaker.
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FIGURE 7.7 : thelí"ctel Dísruptíon aersw (hessure cuves for ø. cu[ture aritñ

ø 3096 septl.tel frortíon, usitrg eitfrer ø noftfl^ø[ or ø 6imolo[ øypro4itnation

to tfi¿ tru.e sfeflgtfr. listríSufrotr (Numbers at" So, 5 from eq.(7.3),

Model parameters from Table 7 .4 (Bimodal) or Table 4'8 (Normal)).

Figure 7.8 shows disruption versus pass curves predicted for various cultures with a

septated fraction of thirty percent at a homogenizer pressure of 24 MPa. The differences

between the curves are not significant enough to permit simple experimental differentiation

between a bimodal and a normal strength distribution The differences may be further

reduced by altering the value for S slightly (see preceding footrote).

The preceding considerations stongly suggest that in most situations of practical interest a

normal representation of the effective strength distribution will be adequate. Further, it is

unlikely that regression studies similar to those conducted throughout this thesis will be able

to confirm that septated cells a¡e weaker than non-septated cells. This is, of course, a
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specifrc statement for the homogenizer (i.e. sfess distribution) used in this work. Figure

7.4 cleafly shows distinct peaks for the septated and non-septated cells in the bimodal

representation. For a system with a stress distribution approaching a step-function, the

septated volume fraction will be an essential model parameter if septated cells are

significantly weaker. For other stress distribution functions, it may therefore be necessary

to know whether septated cells a¡e weaker.
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cu[tu.ru uitñ. o. 30c)6 septøtel frøction, Ltínú ei.tfr¿r ø norlnn[ or ø 6inoln[

ryrytrofinntion to tfri true sîenútfl listríSutioz (Numbers ate Sn, S from eq.(7.3),

Model parameters from Table7.4 (Bimodal) or Table 4.8 (Normal)).

A culnre with an artificially-high septated fraction is examined in the next section to furttrer

investigate the possibitity that septated cells are weaker. The culture is homogenized and

compared with predictions and descriptions using both a normal and a bimodal distribution.

As such studies a¡e unlikely to reveal whether septated cells are weaker, cultures were also

examined before and afær disruption by optical and electon microscopy.
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7 .4 Experimental

7.4.1 Fermentation

A single fermentation (fermenøtion 10) was conducted using a 16 L (working volume)

Chemap CF2000 fermenter. Wild t¡pe E. coli B (P903, Department of Microbiology, The

University of Adelaide) were inoculated from a shake flask into 16 L of modifred Cl

minimal media Clable 4.1) containing 6.25 g L-l of D-glucose to give an initiat absorbance

(A.OO) of approximately 0.06. Culture pH was automatically controlled at 6.8 with 4M

NaOH. Temperafiue was contolled at 37oC. Cephalexin (5 pg ml-l, Sigma chemicals)

was added when the broth reached an optical density of 0.8. The culture gro\ilth rate

remained approximately constant at 1.12 h-1. At an absorbance of 3.3, the fermenter's

temperature set point was adjusted to 5oC. Additional gowth while the broth was cooling

gave a final absorbance of 4.4.

7 .4.2 Homogenization

The broth was homogenized at va¡ious pressures up to 75 MPa using an APV-Gaulin 15M-

8TA high-pressure homogenizer with a ceramic cell disruption (CD) valve (Figure 4.1,

chapter 4). Homogenizer feed temperature was 5oC. The machine is fitted with a second

stage which remained set to zero pressure during all tests. Pressures were set using the

fitted gauge. Accurate pressure transients were not measured. Approximate maúmum

average pressures (P in eq. Q.6)) were therefore calculaæd from the nominal gauge pressure

(Pr) using equation (4.1).

7.4.3 Analysis

Disruption was determined using the analytical disc centrifuge (chapær 3).
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The cell-wall structure of the culture was analyzed by high-performance liquid

chromatography, as described in chapter 5.

The undisrupted culture was photographed using a phase-contrast microscope at 100x

magnifi.cation. Developed negatives were mounted as slides, projected onto a screen and

digitized for image analysis. Captured images were analyzed using Syzcount. The average

cell lengths G and tn) and the fraction of the population which is septated, xs, were

determined-

7.4.4 Microscopical Examination

Culnues homogenized at low pressure were examined using a phase-conEast microscope at

100x magnification. Disnrpted cultures were also examined by transmission electron

microscopy. Formvar-coated grids were floated filmside down on 50 pL drops of diluted

suspension. Grids were then washed by floating filmside down on a droplet of 50 mM

glycine-NaOH buffer (pH 9.0). Excess fluid was removed with filter paper. Grids were

floated for 1 min on an aqueous 2Vo wlw uranyl acetate solution for staining. The stain \ilas

removed with filter paper, and the specimen was air dried. Electron micrographs were taken

with a Philips EM300 transmission electon microscope.
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7 .5 Results and Discussion

The results of the culture analysis, and the mean effective strength predictions, are

summa¡ized in Table 7.6. Note that the culture is cha¡acterized by a very high septated

fraction of frfty-five percent. This is a result of the action of cephalexin (SpratÇ 1980).

TABLE 7.6 : Cñ.ørøcteristícs of tfu cu[ture groun in tfii presence of cepñattaín.

Characteristic Symbol Value
(normal stength

distribution, eq.2.L)

Value
Oimodal strength

distribution, e,q. 2.2)

Septated Volume Fraction xo not required 0.55

Peptidoglycan Crosslinkage X 0.452 0.452

Average Cell I-ength (pm) L 5.2t not required

Average I-ength of non-

septated cells (pm)
tn not required 3.65

PredicædMean Effective

Streneth
s 21.8 (eq. 5.5)

29.4 Gq.5.l4\
not applicable

Predicæd Mean Effective

stensth of non-septated cells
S,,

not applicable 33.6 (eq. 7.1)

36.3 (eq. 7.2)

The predictions of mean effective sfength allow disruption versus pressure curves for the

culture to be predicted. These are shown in Figure 7.9, with experimental data

superimposed for comparison. Figure 7.10 plots the number of standa¡d deviations

separating the experimental and predicæd values.

Experimental data were regressed to each model using the previously-described non-linear

regression packages. In both regressions, mean effective strength (S or Sn) was the only

par¿rmeter allowed to vary. Other parameters were set to the values in either Table 4.8

(normal distribution) or Table 7.4 (bimodal distibution). For regression with the bimodal

distribution the measured septated fraction was employed. The results are Presented in

Figures 7.Il and7.l2.
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The preceding regression results suggest that the bimodal distibution provides a marginally

improved description of the disruption data at low pressures. This suggests, somewhat

tentatively, that septated cells may indeed be weaker. For predictive purposes, however,

the normal and bimodal distributions have virtually equal accuracy due to the error in the

prediction of S and Sn. As well, equation (5.5) provides an extremely poor prediction of S

for theprcsent culture (5=21.8 predicted by eq. (5.5), 5=31.2 by regression). Equation

(5.14) is therefore preferable when using a normal distibution.

Figure 7.13 presents size disüibutions of the undisrupted culture and a sample homogenized

with a single pass at 9.6 MPa. The undisrupted sample exhibits a definite bimodal size

distribution, presumably due to the presence of filamentous cells. The disrupted sample

exhibits a single mode at a smaller Stokes diameær than the undisrupted culture. Again, the

results suggest that septated cells may be weaker.
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Figure 7.14 shows a photograph of the undisrupted feed sample and a control sample.

Filamentous cells are clearly visible in the cephalexin-ûeated culture. Figure 7.15 shows a

cephalexin-treated sample disrupted once at 9.6 MPa. Some septated cells a¡e still visible,

but at a considerably reduced frequency. Filamentous cells were not present. Disrupted

cells are also clearly visible, and generally exhibit fractures perpendicula¡ to the main axis of

the cell (i.e. cetl fragments have the same diameter as intact cells but are considerably

shorter). This observation supports the finding in chapter 5 that peptide bonds are the weak

point in the cell (provided peptide bonds are aligned perpendicular to the main axis as

proposed by Verwer et al. (1978)). Figure 7.16 shows a photograph of a cephalexin-

treaûed sample disrupted at24MPa. No clearly-septated cells could be found. Figure 7.16

reveals debris of a smaller size than Figure 7.15. This may be simply due to the harsher

homogenization conditions or to a different disruption mechanism.

Figues 7 .t7 to 7 .20 arc photographs of the culture homogenized at 9.6 MPa taken by

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Figure 7.17 reveaJs a clear fracture at a division

site. This is also shown for a different view field in Figure 7.18. Note that all cells in

Figure 7.18 a¡e arguably broken at a division site. Whether fracture at the division site is a

general phenomenon cannoq however, be deduced from such limited evidence. Figure 7.19

is a magnification of Figure 7.1.8, showing a fracture site. Figure 7.20 ís a further

magnifrcation, showing both ends of a disrupted cell in Figure 7.18. There appears to be

some evidence of stress on the polar cap of the cell. This may be due to the sudden pressure

release during homogenization or may simply be an a¡tefact of the preparative procedure.

Combined, the evidence supports the suggestion that septated cells are weaker. The

assertion is not proven. For the cultures examined in this thesis, the normal approximation

to the true strength distribution provides sufficient predictive accuracy. It is likely that this

will be true for most situations of practical interest. However, in cases where a different

stress function is used (e.g. a homogenizer having an almost step-function stress

distribution), the septated volume fraction may be a critical model parameter, and a more
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accurate approximation to the true süength distribution (e.9. a bimodal representation) will

be required.

In conclusion, the bimodal representation of the effective strength disnibution would apPear

to be a closer approximation to the true effective strength distribution. However, for

modelling purposes, a simple normal approximation is sufficient. The normal distribution

also has the following advantages :

Ð fewer parameters are required to predict disruption, and

ü) a measure of the septated fraction of the population is notrequired-
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FãG{JR.Ð }.L4 : Cepí,*[ø;rin-treatef cufture íefare f,omogenízatíon (toy)
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zuitrtout trte øl{ition of cøpf"øfeajru (6ottorn).
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FIG{JR.E V.Í5 : Cepñaføfin-trea-ted cuftule fr"omageniøøl once øt 9.6 gvLPø.

fPhofograph lalien with phase-contrast rnicroscope using a 100x objective]
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FåÇURÐ 1.L6 : Cøp{zafz;xin-treøtel cu[turø ñomogenizel ttnce øt 24 fl{Qø.

[Photograph taken with phase-contrirsf microscope using a l00x objective]
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FIGUR.Ð 7.â7 : Ðisrugteé eefk (t gass at 9.6 fr{-Pø; 'fu{rynifbøtían 27,0AA x),

lTaken with a Philips EM300 Transmission Electron Microscope]
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FIGURE 7.18 : Disrupte{ cøík (l Qqss øt 9.6 9[9ø; fr{øgnífkøtinn 12,500 x)

lTaken with a Phiåips EM300 Transmission Elcctron Microscopcl
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FIGIJRE 7"19 : Dísruptø{ ce$s (t Qass øt 9.6 tu{?ø; tu[øgnifr"cøtion 27,AA0 x).

(En{ørgement of figure 7.1S)
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FXGURÐ 7.20 : Dísrupte[ ce{k (1. {Pass øt 9.6 h{Êa; tu{agnifícøtínn 55,000 x).

(Eø[argemnnt of figure 7,15)
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7.6 Summary

A new model for disruption was developed in the preceding chapters. This was based on a

normal approximation to the true effective strength distribution. The normal approximation

does not allow for a possible difference in strength between septated and non-septated cells.

Such a difference is possible as the division site may act as a point of stress concentration.

An alternative distribution was therefore presented in chapter 2. This is a bimodal

approximation to the tnre stength distibution. It allows for a difference in sEength between

the two sub-populations (septated and non-septated).

Experimental disnrption data presented in chapter 4 were regressed to the model using the

bimodal approximation in place of the normal distribution for effective wall strength. The

model parameters summarized in Table 7.4 were determined.

TABLE 7.4 : tu{ole[ pørarn^eters for use a¡itfi o 6imolo.f strengtñ. listríûution.

PARAMETER EQN. V¡,r,up
o, 2.2 1.86

on 2.2 3.02

S s
2.2 18.4

m 2.6 17.2

12.6

P<35MPa
P235MPa

n 2.6 0.307

0.39

P<35MPa
P>35MPa

d 2.6 7.53

7.88

P<35MPa
P>35MPa

In addition, the correlations for the mean effective strength of the non-septated sub-'

population (Sn) were determined (eqs. (7.1) and (7.2)). The final model parameter, the

septated volume fraction of the population, can be measured directly by image analysis

(chapter 5). Consequently, disruption versus pressure and disruption versus pass curves
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can be predicted for a given culture using equations (2.8) and (2.11), with a bimodal

approximation for effective strength, fB(S), replacing the normal disnibution, fs(S).

The introduction of a bimodal distribution provided no significant improvement in the

model's descriptive accuracy for the dat¿ in chapter 4. A detailed comparison of the two

models was therefore undertaken in section 7.3, It was shown that a simple normal

approximation to the true strength distribution is sufficiently accurate for most situations of

practical importance.

A culture with an artificially-high septated fraction was examined in section 7.4. The

description obtained with a bimodal approximation is marginally betær at low pressures than

with a simple normal distribution. However, for predictive purposes the normal and

bimodal distributions result in virtually equal acclrracy due to the error in predicting S and

Sn. Equation (5.5) yielded an extemely poor estimate of S, suggesting that equation (5.14)

should be used for predicting the mean effective strength of the normal distribution.

Microscopical examination of disrupted samples produced qualitative evidence that septated

cells may be weaker, and that fracture may preferentially occur at a division site.

In conclusion, the bimodal representation of the effective-stength distibution appears to be

a closer approximation to the true effective strength distribution. The possibility that

septated cells a¡e weaker is supported but not proven. For modelling purposes, a simple

normal approximation is suff,rcient for the present homogenizer system. The normal

distribution also requires fewer parameters. In cases where a different stress function is

used (e.g. a homogenizer providing an almost step-function stess distibution), the septated

volume fraction may be a critical model parameter. It will then be necessary to approximate

the tn¡e strength distribution with a more accurate function (e.g. bimodal).
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CHnprBn I

DISCUSSION

The modern biotechnology industry is currently commercializing products targeted at high-

volume markets demanding a low-cost product. Bioprocess simulation will play an

increasingly important role. Unfortunately, present simulation packages are severely limited

by the models currently available to describe biochemical unit operations.

One of the key operations in many processes is disruption. The high-pressure homogenizer

is commonly employed for large-scale product release. Equation (1.1) and its derivatives

(eqs. (1.3) and (1.a)) are the only models available to describe the homogenization process.

-(1.1)

In equation (1.1), D is the disruption (i.e. the volume fraction of cells destroyed) and has

replaced \, the fractional release of soluble protein.

Equation (1.1) includes the two key operational parameters, namely homogenizer pressure,

P, and the number of disruptor passes, N. However, the two parameters (a and kt) are

culture- and system-specific. They vary with changes in the feed cells (the culture) and the

type of homogenizer and valve ¿urangement (the system). There is also some evidence that

the exponent, a, may change with pressure @unnill and Lilly, 1975; Engler and Robinson,

19S1). Some dependence on operational parameters such as temperature and feed

h(åt = kr NPa

t
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concentration has also been reported (Hetherington et al. (L971), Sauer et al. (1989)).

Culture specificity is a particular problem, as the pararneters vary significantly with the type

of microorganism and also the growth conditions of the specified microorganism. It is

therefore impractical (if not infeasible) to catalogue values of the two parameters for va¡ious

microorganisms and systems. At the very least a third parameter, namely the history of the

culture (a non-quantitative concept), must be introauced. I

As stated in the introduction, Sauer et al. (1989) examined the disruption of recombinant

and non-recombinant E. colí in a Microfluidizer@ (a specific system). Disruption was

characterized by equation (1.3) which is a derivative of equation (1.1).

"(*-J = qNbra -(1.3)

The introduced exponent, b, correlated with cell concenfiation and the dilution rate in

continuous studies. However, no systematic effect of gfowth rate and concenEation on the

remaining parameters (a and Ç could be determined. This is despite significant variations

in these paftrmeters (the exponent a va¡ied from 0.6 to 1.7;þ varied between 0.27x10-3 and

16.0x10-3 MPaj. Average pararneter values were presented for specific strains at specific

growth rates which allowed the disruption data to be described to !207o. The studies

reported in this thesis also show significant variation of the Parameters a and k, for a specific

microorganism with a specific homogenizer (fable 4.3, chapter 4). The exPonent, a, vaties

between 0.64 and 1.79 depending on the time for which the culture had experienced glucose

sta¡ration. The constant k, varied over two orders of magnitude (between 1.2x10-3 and

380x10-3 MPa-a). These examples emphasize that equation (1.1) is presently incapable of

predicting the disnrption that will be obtained with a given homogenizer system, unless the

history of the culture is known and a culture with exactly the same history has been

previously homogenized. Furthermore, the probability of obtaining two cultures with
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precisely the same history is very small considering the typical batch to batch variations

encountered in bioprocessing, thus highlighting the limited utility of equation (1.1).

Many of the deficiencies in equation (1.1) a¡e a direct consequence of its structure. It was

developed from descriptive rather than prescriptive considerations. The model has no

physical basis. Culture- and system-variation affect the same two parameters.

A new model has been developed in this thesis. It represents a significant departure from

previous homogenizer-modelling approaches. As outlined in chapter 2, a cell-strength

distribution, f5(S), is combined with a homogenizer-stress distribution, fD(S), to predict

disruption using equation (2.8).

þ= fD(s) fs(s) ds -(2.8)

The approach is easily extendable to multiple passes through repeated application of the

stress distribution, resulting in equation (2.11).

D=1.- tl-fD(s)lN fs(s) ds

I
0

I -(2.t1)

This approach is based on the actual processes occurring during homogenization. Passage

through the homogenizer applies a süess distribution to cells. These resist disruption by

virtue of their strength (which is conferred by the cell wall). A complete description of

homogenizer performance is predicated on functions describing the strength and stress

distributions, coupled with a knowledge of how these functions vary with culture, system

and operational parameters.
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The philosophy underlying equations (2.8) and (2.11) will be discussed before further

consideration of the work undertaken in this thesis. The homogenizer-shess distribution

wilt vary with the system used, and operational parameters such as feed concentation, feed

temperature and homogenizer pressure. The snength distribution will vary with the tlpe of

microorganism and the characteristics of a specified culture. Ideally, the following are

required:

An expression for the true homogenizer stress distribution as a function

homogenizer and valve design (the system variables), feed temperature, feed

concenEation and homogenizer pressure (the operational variables).

An expression for the true culture strength distribution as a function of the type of

microorganism and the culture parameters identified in section 1..5, namely wall

strucflue, cell size and population heterogeneity.

a

Realistically, it is unlikely that completely general expressions for the strength and stress

distributions will be easily obtainable. Their development will certainly require a massive

and expensive effort considering the large number of parameters involved. The following

a¡e therefore realistic requirements for modelling disruption with equations (2.8) and

(2.1t):

An expression approximating the true stress distribution for a known system

(homogenizer and valve) as a function of the key operational parameters

(homogenizer pressue, feed temperature and feed concentration);

a

a

a An expression approximating the strength distribution for a specified

microorganism in terms of measurable culture cha¡acteristics (wall structure, size

and heterogeneity). )
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Given such expressions, disruption can be predicted when the system and microorganism

are specified. Culture specificity is removed as the strength distribution is predicted using

measurable culture characteristics. The effect of different systems or microorganisms can be

investigated provided the appropriate expressions a¡e known. This approximation provides

a more realistic approach than the ideal. Libra¡ies of functions can be easily established for

the most commonly-employed systems and microorganisms. A further simplification arises

if the expressions have the same general form but a¡e differentiated on the basis of certain

system- and microorganism-specific parameters. It is then only necessary to know the

appropriate constants for the system and microorganism under consideration.

The value of the selected approach must be emphasized. The function describing the

strength distribution is system-independent provided that it is a true property of the

microorganism. Likewise, the function describing the stress distribution will not vary

despite signifîcant changes in culture properties if it is a valid system cha¡acteristic. The

separate physical effects are clearly identifiable and will act on separate parts of the model.

This contrasts with cwrent practice (eq. (1.1)), where culture and system variability affect

the same parameters. A correlation of the key parameters (a and kr) with culture properties

may be possible. However, there is no reason why such a correlation should be system-

independent. Any correlation of the key parameters with culure properties will therefore be

a property of the specified system and microorganism.

The model requires approximations for the strength and sEess distibutions, as stated above.

Ideally, these should be measured independently. However, such experimental

measurements are impractical for the following reasons :

The stresses which cause disruption a¡e unknown. Hence, it is not clear which

experimental measurements are required to determine the stess distibution;

a
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a It is impractical to place "sFess" measuring transducers in the closed homogenizer

system. Such devices, if they can be defined, will probably alter the actual

distibution;

It is not clear which strength characteristics of the cell provide resistance to

disruption, so it is not clear how to measure cell strength;

The strength of materials often depends on the rate of the applied sÍess. It is

therefore possible that any independent measurement of strength will not be

representative of the true resistance to disruption (e.g. sfength measurements done

at low rates of deformation may not be representative the cell's response to sudden

impact or decompression).

It may not be possible to determine the strength of bacteria considering their size. In

some excellent work, Zhang et al. (1992) have measured the strength of animal

cells using a micromanipulation technique. These are however, considerably larger

than bacteria (ca. 10-15 pm diameter). Furthermore, they lack a crosslinked

peptidoglycan layer and may therefore be modelled using a simple isotropic surface

tension approach.

a

a

Clearly, the ideal of independently measured stress and strength distributions appears

unachievable at this stage. However, the ideal is not necessary to provide a workable model

which is capable of predicting disruption. The problem may be approached by proposing

logical choices for the stress and strength distributions, and then showing their

independence. This is the approach adopted in this thesis, and will now be discussed

further.

A normal or Gaussian distribution was selected to represent the strength distribution (eq.

(2.1)).
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-(2.r)

This seems justifiable considering the large number of bonds which must be involved in

providing cell stength. Furthermorc,Zhang et al. (1992) have shown that the membrane

surface tension for mammalian cells has a Gaussian probability distribution. The

distribution is cha¡acterized by two parameters, the mean effective strength, S, and the

disribution variance, o2. They a¡e referred to as the culture-related parameters. The choice

of stress distribution is less clear. Obviously, cells will not all experience the same stress

druing homogenization. Some will pass through the valve as it is opening and closing, and

even at constant pressure a distribution of stresses is expected because of different cell

trajectories through the valve. It is therefore itlogical to select a Dirac-delta function for

stress. Studies have demonstated that impact may be a major cause of yeast disnrption. A

function was therefore selected which describes the experimental distribution of stresses

resulting from the impact of small cylinders against a plane surface (eq. (2.4)).

r5(S)=#*r[#*]

-(2.4)

While impact is unlikely to be the sole cause of disruption, it is likely that equation (2.4) will

fit the stress distribution independent of the exact mechanism. This follows as equation

(2.4) describes a general function, which will be capable of describing the stress distribution

without reference to the underlying mechanism. In equation (2.4), S- is the median

ma¡rimum süess experienced. This witl be a function of the operational parameters defined

above, namely homogenizer pressure, feed temperatute and feed concentration. The

determination of how S- (and hence the süess distribution) varies with these parameters is a

considerable task by itself. Only the key operational parameter, homogenizer pressure, was

therefore considered in this work. The other operational parameters (temperature and
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concenEation) were mainøined constant. A power-law dependence of maximum stress on

pressure was proposed, yielding equation (2.6).

-(2.6)

The distribution is characterized by three parameters which will be system-specific. The

pressure-related parameters (m and n) determine how the maximum stress varies with the

homogenizer pressnre. This is the key operational parameær. The exponent, d, determines

the distribution width, or how the probability of disruption varies with stength. Equation

(2.6) does not include the other operational parameters identified above, namely feed

temperature and feed concentration. A more complex function including these parameters

should obviously be sought.

Reasonable stress and strength functions have been proposed. The choices are largely

empirical. Consequently, there is no reason why the two functions should be independent,

and little justifîcation why they should be representative of the true distributions. However,

if they are independent and representative the following will be true :

The stress distríbutíon will not change with signifícant clønges in the culture.

This was proven in chapter 4. Twenty-one cultures with widely varying strengths

were examined and the constants for the stress distribution were almost invariant

despite large changes in the culture cha¡acteristics.

a

a The strength dístríbutíon wíll not change wíth the stress distríbution.

The best way to significantly change the stess distribution is to use an alternative

homogenization system. This was not practical in this study, but will be examined

subsequently. However, significant variations in the sEess distribution were

obtained simply by varying the homogenizer pressure (see Figure 7.5). The
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strength distribution for a given culture was constant despite these significant

changes in stress disnibution.

The mean effective stength will be a good indicator of how well a gíven culture

resists homogenization. It should correlate with measurable culrure clnrøcterístics

ín a logicalfashion.

Mean effective strength increases as the disruption decreases (i.e. as the cells

become stronger). Excellent correlation with cell properties has been demonstr¿ted

in chapær 5. Furthermore, the form of the statistical-thermodynamic correlation can

be justified in terms of the cell characteristics. Specifrcally, mean effective sEength

increases as the peptidoglycan crosslinkage increases. It also increases with a

reduction in average cell length, which may be a concomitant of the thickening of

the peptidoglycan layer observed by microbiological researchers.

The strengthvaríance, 6, ís constant despite large clnnges in the stress distríbution

and mean strength, S.

There is no logical reason why the distribution variance should not be constant. It

was shown to be so in chapter 4.

The preceding points relate directly to the model assertions stated in section 2.5. In

addition, the following should be true :

The model will predíct multiple-pass dísruption datawithout any prior regression

studiesfor multíple pass data.

Good predictions were obtained in chapter 6 for multiple-pass studies, although

there is a slight tendency for the model to overpredict disruption after the fust pass.

This may be due to the reduced feed temperature (5oC compa¡ed with 20"C)

employed in the multþle-pass studies. Another cause is probable inaccuracies in

the limiting conditions for the stress distribution (i.e. as S+0 and S+-). It is also

a

a

ç
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possible that the stress distribution is different for each pass due to changes in the

nature of the feed material (e.g. broth viscosity changes due to released DNA;

cellular debris is present only after the first pass). Regardless, the magnitude of the

overprediction is small and of little practical consequence.

Other supporting evidence that the selected stress distribution is a reasonable approximation

also appears in chapter 4. It was noted that the shape of the pressure transient varied

significantly below 35 MPa. As stated, one of the reasons for employing a distibution in

place of a Dirac-delta function was to account for the variation in stress as a result of the

pressure transient (i.e. cells experience different stresses as the valve opens or closes). A

change in the transient shape should therefore be accompanied by a change in the stress

function. This was observed.

The above considerations suggest that the selected distributions are reasonable

approximations and may be independent. Certainly, the predictions obtained in chapter 6

are acceptable. It should be noted that chapter 6 studied a different strain and the same strain

grown on glycerol instead of glucose. Furthermore, the homogenizer feed temperature was

5oC whereas the model parameters were determined for a feed temperature of 20oC.

Reasonably accurate predictions were obtained despite these changes. This results from the

fact that the model employs measurable culture characteristics to predict the mean effective

stength, and hence the disruption that will be obtained for a specific system.

The correlations developed in chapter 5 provide a prediction of mean effective süength

which is within +6Vo of. the regressed value. It was shown that the accuracy of model

predictions could be improved by reducing the error in the mean effective strength

estimation (either through improved correlations or better measurements of cell properties).

However, it is unlikely that model accuracy needs to be improved in any practical sense.

The disruption predictions in chapter 6 were within six standard deviations of the

experimental values. At a disruption level of.97Vo, the predicted value is therefore within
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L.87o of the experimental value (Table 3.2 shows the standard deviation of the experimental

measurement is approximately 0.37o at this level of disruption). A standa¡d deviation of

approximately 2.7Vo results in the experimental value if disruption is determined by soluble

protein measurements (Iable 3.2). Currently, most researchers rely on soluble protein

measurements. The error in the prediction is therefore less than the typical error in the

measurement. Consequently, the predictive accuracy of the model is sufficient for most

practical pu{poses. This example also illusEates the value in using the disc centrifuge to

determine disruption (chapter 3). Accurate comparisons of model predictions and

experimental daø could not be made without the use of the developed method.

The model possesses several advantages compared to the kinetic model (eq. (1.1)). Its

primary advantage derives from its sEucture, as previously explained. Culture and system

variability affect distinct pafts of the model (i.e. distinct model pammeters). Conelation of

the strength parameters with culture properties is possible independently of the system

parameters. It is possible to predict how a specified culture will respond to changes in the

stress distribution using the developed model. Such a prediction is not possible with the

kinetic model as the model's parameters a¡e both culture and system specific, rather than

just system specific (i.e. system-variability confounds the correlation with culture

parameters in the kinetic model, while such confounding is not possible in the developed

model because of the separation of the culture and system effects). The developed model

also has a simplistic advantage over the kinetic model even if philosophical questions

regarding model structure are ignored. Specifically, culture-variability affects a single

par¿rneter: the mean effective strength, S. gV contrast, both kinetic parameters vary with

changes in the culture (Table 4.3). Consequently, the number of parameters which must be

correlated with culture characteristics is halved.

A comparison of the kinetic model with the developed model suggests a non-trivial

relationship between the parameters. Equation (8.1) may be written by substituting D in

equation (1.1) using equation (2.8),
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1

ln ln = ln(kr) + aln(P) -(8.1)
1- fD(s) fs(s) ds

where fD(S) and f5(S) are the proposed stress and strength distributions (eqs (2.6) and

(2.I), respectively). A linear plot of the left hand side versus In@) therefore yields the two

kinetic pÍrrameters, a and kr. Figure 8.1 presents several such plots for various values of

mean effective strength, S, with all other model parameters set equal to the values

determined in chapter 4 (Iabte 4.8). The plots are non-linear, indicating that the kinetic

model is not some limiting case of the proposed model.

2

0

2

-6

-8

0t2345
Ln(Homogenizer Pressure, MPa)

FIGURE 8.1: lPfots of equøtion (5.1) using tfte pørømeters in Íø6te qS.

lDiscontinuity results from the discontinuous stress function]

t

-4
S = 30.0

S = 36.0

S = 43.0

S = 55.0

-
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Figure 8.2 shows the va¡iation of the two kinetic parameters with mean effective strength.

Also shown on Figure 8.2 are the relationships which result when the stress distribution

parameter (d in eq. (2.6)) is doubled. This emphasizes that the relationship between the

kinetic parameters (a and kr) and the culrure properties (X and L) depends on the particular

stress distribution acting. Conversely, the correlation of mean effective strength with the

culture cha¡acteristics is independent of changes in the sEess distribution (assuming the

selected stength and stress disributions are truly independent as suggested).

3.0 1E+00

1.5

1.0 tE-}4

0.5 1E-05

30 35 40 45 50 55

Mean Effective Strength (-)

FIGURE 8.2: lIfi.e re(ationsfr.þ íetuteen tfu, ftnztit po.rømeters (o ønl Q)
anl meøn ffictíoe sfretlútfr. Døsfr¿l [in¿s sfiou tñz effect of ø cfrnnge in tfr¿

opp[iel stress listrííution (see te4t for letaíts).

Þetermined using only daø for homogenizer prcssures in excess of 35 MPal
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Figure 8.2 clearly shows an increase in the pressure exponent, a, as the cells become

stronger. Previous work has illusEated an increase in the exponent as cells become harder

to disrupt (e.g. Sauer et al. (1989) for E. coti NM989 at20'gL-1 (dry weight); Present

study, chapter 4). Similarly, a large decrease in the rate constant, k1, is observed with

increasing strength. Poorer disruption is usually accompanied by a reduced rate constant

(e.g. Sauer et al. (1989) for E. colí NM989 at20 g L-l (dry weight); Engler and Robinson

(1981) for Candída ¿¿filis during impingement; Gray et al. (1972) for E. coli ML308;

Present study, chapter 4). The proposed model therefore rationalizes previously reported

and incompletely understood trends. Specifrcally, it confirms previous assertions that the

kinetic model's parameters a¡e somehow related to the strength of the organism.

The nanue of cell "strength" warants further detailed discussion. Strength is defined as an

abilþ to resist an applied disruptive stress in chapter 2. If sûength had been determined by

independent experiments as for the ideal case, it would be dimensional. The mean strength

of a population could be expressed in Newtons or Pascals. In the present tests, S is a

measrre proportional to the true dimensional strength with the constant of proportionality

indeterminate. For this reason, S is referred to as effective strength and S is the mean

effective strength of the population. In fact, effective sfrength may be considered to be a

dimensionless ratio, as in equation (8.2),

$= S' -(8.2¡

where S' is the true dimensional strength and $ is some unknown base strength (the

inverse constant of proportionality). This is shown in Appendix A. The approach is clearly

valid as effective strength is proportional to the true dimensional cell strength.

The model has several advantages over existing models, as previously stated. However,

measurements of peptidoglycan crosslinkage and average cell length are required to predict

mean effective strength and hence disruption. These measurements are tedious and not yet

st
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amenable ûo on-line measurement. This is, however, a limitation of the available analytical

techniques rather than a reflection on the modelling technique. With further work, it may be

possible to develop simple on-line assays. It should be noted that ten years ago the analysis

of wall structure with the accuracy shown in chapter 5 was not possible. It may become

automated in a further ten years. To develop a truly useful model the important variables

must be identified and then a method for measuring or inferring them must be est¿blished.

Traditional modelling efforts have neglected the key culture characteristics, and

consequently the model parameters (a and kr) must be guessed based on previous

experience. Naturally, a simila¡ approach could be used with the culrent model, which has

the advantage that only one parameter (S) must be guessed if the available correlations are

ignored!

A further point must be stated regarding model utility. It is likely that the model will be

employed in optimization and simulation studies where on-line measurements of the culnre

cha¡acteristics are not required. In such cases it will be necessary to know how the key

culture characteristics (X and L) vary with fermentation conditions. It will then be possible

to simulate changes in the fermentation conditions, determine the effect on the culture

characteristics and hence establish the effect on the homogenizer. Therefore, the real need is

not for rapid on-line assays of crosslinkage and length, but rather for generalized

correlations of these characteristics with fermenter design and operating procedures. It

might be argued that strength should be correlated with fermenter operating cha¡acteristics

directly. However, it is likely that any such correlation will be highly fermenter specific.

Expressing mean effective stength in terms of culture cha¡acteristics has the advantage that

the homogenizer and fermenter may be isolated from one another.

To demonstrate the model's utility, let us consider the flowsheet shown in Figure 8.3. A

continuous fermentation is conducted to produce a soluble intracellular enzyme. The

fermenter effluent is centrifuged to collect the cell mass before disruption. The desired

(frctitious) production rate can be achieved with a 10 m3 fermenter if complete product
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release is obtained during homogenization. A simple optimization problem can be stated as

follows :

"What is the optimum number of homogenizerpasses to minimize the process

capital cost for the partial flowsheet shown in Figure 8.3? The production

constraint must be satisfied."

Clearly, some product will be lost if complete disruption is not achieved. To compensate

for this loss a larger fermenter must be employed. Consequently, the size of the centrifuge,

compressor and sterilizer will also be increased. The trade-off lies between fermenter-

associated capltal and homogeniznt capital.

Exit
Supematant

STERILIZER Gas

Feed

Sæam

HOMOGENIZERS

CENTRIFUGE
Air

FERMENTER
COMPRESSOR

FIGURE 8.3; fypbøt ftoarfraet for tfi¿ continuous-f[out iso(ation of
a so[u6íe intrac¿ffuls.r enzyme fron lF-scfrerícfiiø cofi.

First, the disruption characteristics of the broth must be ascertained. Continuous studies

have not been conducted in this thesis. Regardless, mean effective strength should be

correlated with peptidoglycan crosslinkage and average length independent of the exact
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fermentation protocol. The only requirements to estimate the ease with which a broth will

be disnrpted are a measr¡re of its cha¡acteristics CX and t) and an appropriate correlation of

mean effective strength with these parameters. Driehuis and Wouters (1987) report the

cha¡acteristics of E. colí W7 grown with glucose limitation at two different gowth rates.

These cha¡acteristics and the predicted mean effective strengths are summarizedin Table

8.1.

TABLE 8.Lt Cfrnratteristícs of E.cofi'vl7 in continuotts cufture.

PARAMETER SOURCE tr=0.1 ¡-1 F=0.8 ¡-r
Crosslinkage (-)t x Driehaus and

'Wouters (1987)

0.483 0.46L

Average I-ength (pm)Ìt Ln Driehaus and

Wouters (1987)

1.30 2.4L

Mean Effective Stength

(non-septated)
sn

Eq. Q.2) 57.4 45.0

Mean Effective Suength s Eq. (7.3) 56.6 44.3

t Crosslinkage has been calculated as described in chapter 5 using the dat¿ published by Driehaus

and Wouters (1987).
tT Dtiehaus and Wouters (1937) measured only non-septated cells. The calculation of mean

effective strength is therefore done using equations (7.2) nd (7.3) in place of the chapter 5

correlations.

The prediction is that cells glown at a lower dilution rate will be substantially stronger,

prima¡ily because of the reported reduction in average cell length. Consequently, disruption

will be lower for strains grown at a lower dilution rate. Such a dependence of disruption on

dilution rate has been previously reported (but not rationalized) for recombinant,E. coli

NM989 and non-recombinant E. cotí H8101 in a Microfluidizer@ (Sauer et a1.,1989). The

model developed in this thesis therefore predicts the correct trends for continuous culture

although no continuous studies were conducted.

Disruption was predicted for strain W7 at 60 MPa using the data in Table 8.1 for p4.1h 1

and the model developed in this thesis. The disruption and capital cost versus homogenizer
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pass curves are shown in Figure 8.4. The calculations are outlined in Appendix B. Figure

8.4 shows that two homogenizer passes are optimal, colresponding to a disruption of 897o.

FIGURE 8.4: tPreli¿tel lisruption aersus prcs ønl cøpitø[ cost oersus

Í)oss curúes for lE. co[i strøin ú/7 grown continuousty øt ¡t4.1 h-1.

This example is, of course, highly contrived. The following assumptions a¡e made to

estimaæ the disruption, andmay be incorrect:

The correlations for mean effective strength developed in this thesis are applicable

for E. coli stain W7 cultivated continuously* ;

The homogenizer used in the process has the same stress cha¡acteristic as the

homogenizer examined in this thesis.

In addition, simplifying assumptions have been made in the analysis, such as the

independence of the downsfeam unit operations on the homogenization process (Appendix

B). However, the example has been presented to emphasize the following point:

* 
Not" that the correlations developed for E. coli B grown on glucose have been successfully employed in

this thesis to predict the disruption of E. coli JM101 and E. coli B grown on glycerol. It is therefore
possible that the prediction of mean effective strength in Table 8.1 is reasonable.
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The ease of disruption of a strain can be estimated provided its characteristics are

known. Driehaus and'Wouters (1987) make no statement on the "disruptability" of

their strain.

Obviously, if a library of strength correlations and súess functions were available, the exact

equations could be selected for the microorganism and system under investigation. Accurate

predictions of disruption could then be made.

In concluding, it is clear that the model developed in this thesis is capable of removing the

requirement for culture-specific parameters. It provides accurate a priori predictions of

disruption as a function ofpressure and passes for the specified system and strain despite

large culnre variations. It is therefore capable of accounting for the interaction between the

fermenter and homogenizer. However, many different factors influence the disruption

obtained during homogenization, and complete characterization of the effect of all

parameters is beyond the scope of a single thesis. Regardless, the developed model has the

capacity to be readily extended with further work, as its structure is based on a premise of

the actual processes occurring during homogenization (a stress is applied and this is resisted

by the wall). To maximizethe usefulness of the model, the following investigations should

be conducted:

Tests for many different strains of E. coli.

The study on E. coli JM101 (chapter 6) suggests that the correlations presented in

this thesis may be applicable for strains other than E. coli B. This needs to be

proven or alternative correlations developed. The ultimate aim must be to establish

the generality of the correlations developed in chapter 5 for other E. colí strains, or

to establish a library of correlations for different strains. It is also possible that the

distribution variance, 02, is strain-specific. This needs to be tested. Many

industrial processes have the product expressed in E. colí as an inclusion body.
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The influence of protein over-expression on mean effective súength should be

examined for this practically important case.

Tests for dffirent homogenízer systems.

A library of different sfess functions (or the appropriate parameters) needs to be

established. Further work will confirm whether the proposed strength distribution

is truly independent of the homogenizer system, as the initial work in this thesis

suggests. In particular, systems charactenzed by a step-function stress distribution

should be examined to determine whether a bimodal strength distribution is required

as suggested in chapter 7.

Tests wíth different operatíonal parameters.

The effect of feed temperature and feed concentration on the stress distribution

needs to be examined. A general correlation of maximum stress with these

va¡iables must be determined. It is likely that these va¡iables affect the sEess

distibution by altering the liquid viscosity.

Tests with dffirent mícroorganisms.

These tests may reveal different forms for the sEength distribution and snength

correlations. Specifically, microorganisms such as yeasts have a completely

different wall structure to E. coli and should be examined to determine the culture

characteristics which confer strength. It is also possible that the stress distribution

function will change for different microorganisms, as different microorganisms

may be sensitive to different stresses. For example, yeasts may be disrupted by a

different mechanism to E. coli, and hence a different stress distribution will be

required in the model. Regardless, equations (2.8) and (z.Lt) will be applicable,

and it will only be necessary to establish the appropriate functions and correlations,

similar to the work conducted in this thesis for E" colí.
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Initially,libraries of stess and strength functions (and the appropriate correlations) may be

established. It will then be a matter of selecting the appropriate functions for the specified

microorganism and homogenizer system. Culture and operational specificity will be

removed. Ultimately, it may be possible to develop functions for the sfress distribution in

terms of the specific valve and homogenizer characteristics.

Further work is also required to fully address the question of unit interactions. These are of

paramount concern if simulation and optimization studies are to provide useful information

in bioprocessing. Specifically, generalized correlations of culture cha¡acteristics (X an¿ f)

with fermentation conditions should be sought. It may be necessary to develop a library of

such correlations for different fermenter designs. In addition, the present model only

addresses the influence which culture variability has on disruption. To date, no models

add¡ess the question of downstream interactions, although some work has been presented

by Siddiqi et al. (L991). Homogenizer models which return debris size distributions as a

function of operational, system and culture parameters are required to optimize subsequent

downsteam unit operations such as cenEifugation.
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AppnxorxA

THE NATURE OF CELL STRENGTH

AIM

To demonstrate that effective strength, S, may be considered to be a dimensionless ratio of

true cell strength, S', and some indeterminate base cell stength, Sf, as in equation (8.2).

-(8.2)

ANALYSIS

Let S' be the true strength of a cell, which can be independently measured in the ideal

case. For the purpose of ttris analysis it is defined as having units of force (mN), although

stress (Pa) may also be selected. The true strength will be distributed. Hence, define :

True cell stength mNs'

fri(S') Volume-strengthfrequencydistribution

Normalizing the strengttr distribution gives f¡(S'), the strength density function :

pm3 cells of strength S'
mN
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f!(S') Snengh density function ¡rm3 cells of streng[S'
pm3 total cells x mN

Now let fò(S') be the volume fraction of cells of strength Sr disrupted during

homogenization (the probability of disruption). This is termed the homogenizer stress

distribution. Hence :

f;(S') Probability of disruPtion ¡rm3 cells of stength S'disnrpæd
pm3 cells of strength S'

The volume fraction of cells of süength S' to S'+dS' is simply f!(S') dS'.

The fraction destroyed during homogenization is obtained by multiplying by f;(S')

Hence:

dD = volume fraction of cells of srength S' to S'+dS' disrupted

= fò(S') fs(s') ds'

The total disruption is determined by integration, giving equation (41).

oo

þ=

The dimensions of D follow from above :

Jotôts'l f3(s') ds'

xmN

-(A1)

trm3 cells of strength S' disrupted Pm3 cells of strength S'

pm3 cells of stength S'
X

¡r-3 total cells x mNldDl =

or

Integration over all possible values of S' gives :

[dD] = [rm3 cells of strength S'disrupted
pm3 total cells
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which is consistent with the defrnition of disruption.

It is proposed that tme strength is normally distributed, and that the true stress function is

described by equation (43). This follows from the considerations outlined in chapær 2.

Hence:

r¡(s')=;#*n[

(m,Pn)d
fi(S') =

(S')d + (m'Pn¡d

(o')2

where

Defining

s'- s'
2(o')2

-(42)

-(43)

st

P

mt

Equation (42) may be rewritten as follows :

Variance of true (dimensional) stength distribution

True mean strength

Homogenizer pressure

parameter, equation (43)

(mÐ2

mN

MPa

MPa-n mN

-(44)

s' srq-q
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S = effective (cell) strength = ü

S = mean effective (cell) strengüt = ü

o2 = distriburion va¡iance of effective strengths = (si)

gives

-(s-s
2ê

Defining

and effective strength as before gives :

2

where fs(S) is the distribution of effective strengths, as defined in chapter 2.

Equation (43) may be witten as follows :

fi(S') =

rm't-

Is;
r')u

_ fs(s)
S;

-(A5)

-(A6)

-(A7)

-(48)

(üI.ffi*)u

S = m = modifiedparameterwith units MPe-n
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Hence, the true stress distribution is equivalent to equation (2.6), where the parameters for

use with each form (dimensional or dimensionless) are related through equation (47).

Equation (Al) therefore becomes :

ooæ

þ=

From the definition of effective strength :

So

æ

Ioti<s'¡ f¡(s') dS' = rotsl$as'

1

S

dS
ãs

I
0

00

-(Ae)

-(410)I
b

þ= -(A11)

Equation (A11) emphasizes that dimensionless distributions may be employed in place of

dimensional distributions. The form of the functions will remain the same: the model

parameters will assume different values. Model parameters for the dimensional and

dimensionless forms are all related by a sole parameter, the base strength Si. This will be

indeterminate if regression studies are solely employed to determine the model

parameters. To determine the true strength, independent measurements must be

conducted. As outlined in chapter 8, these may be difficult to implement. More

importantly, such measurements are unlikely to improve the utility of the curent model.

This follows as effective strength is proportional to the true strength for all cases.

Effective stength therefore has physical meaning and should correlate with cell properties

Iorors') fð(s') ds' = Iotort> rs(s) ds
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(as in chapter 5). The fact that the constant of proportionality is unknown does not detract

from the model as it is not included explicitly in equation (411) (i.e. it is an unnecessary

parameter).

From the above analysis it is clear that the true strength will be indeterminate using

regression studies. Effective strength in this thesis may therefore be viewed as a ratio of

the true dimensional strength to some unknown base strengttr.
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ApppNurx B

BXAMPLE

Consider the partial flowsheet shown in Figure 8.3

FIGLJRE E.3: Íypicaíftoutsfuetfor tfu con'tirutottsftw isoktíon d
øso[u6[¿intraæffufarenzytrufronE-scfr ¿rí¿fi .iacotL

Cell mass is produced by continuous fermenøtion at an assumed dilution rate of 0.1 h-1.

Fermenter feed is continuously sterilized and air is supplied at L v.v.m. (1 fermenter

volume per minute). Cell mass is concentrated after leaving the fermenter prior to

homogenization. Homogenization is conducted by a series of homogenizers providing

one discrete pass per machine (other configurations such as recycle are not considered).

The desired product rate can be achieved with a 10 m3 fermenter provided complete

Eút
Supernatant

STERILIZER Gas

Feed

Steam

HOMOGENIZERS

CENTRTNUGE
Air

FERMENTER
COMPRESSOR
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disruption is obtained during homogenization. The optimization question is posed as

follows:

"What is the optimum number of homogenizer passes to minimize the process

capital cost for the partial flowsheet shown in Figure 8.3? The production

constraint must be satisfied."

At a fxed production rate, fermenter volume must be increased above 10 m3 if incomplete

disruption is obtained. Specifically, the required fermenter volume is given by equation

(81),

-(81)

where D is the disruption obtained during homogenization neglecting any loss of bacæria

to the centrifuge supernatant. The compressor capacity at 1 v.v.m. is therefore :

L

% L min-l -(82)

The required capacity of the continuous sterilizer is simply pV, or 0.1Vr L h l for a

dilution rate of 0.1 h-1. This is also the feed rate to the disc centrifuge. The centrifuge

may be sized using data reported by Petrides et al. (1989). E. colí JM101 containing

recombinant inclusion bodies were collected with 98Vo efficiency at a feed rate of 1600 L

h-1 using a centrifuge with an equivalent settlin g Lrea (>) of 120,000 m2. This

corresponds to a volumetric flux (Q/E) of 0.0133 L h-l m-2. The required centrifuge size

for this normalized flowrate is therefore provided by equation @3).

10 000
= -D-

Exmplc

',m"
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The required homogenizer flowrate is assumed constant Lt 250 L h-1, independent of the

fermenter volume. This is equivalent to stating that the centrifuge operates with a

minimum concenûation factor of 4.0 (i.e. a 10 m3 fermenter produces 1000 L h. 1 of broth,

and with a concentration factor of 4.0 this gives a homogenizer feed rate of 250 L h-1).

Petrides et al. (1989) report a concentration factor of 4.0. Higher concentration factors

will also be easily obtainable (e.g. Higgins et al. (1978) report a concentration factor of

6.7). It is therefore reasonable to assume a constant discharge rate and a variable

concentration factor, yielding a constant homogenizer size.

Equipment capital costs may be estimaæd with the following relations :

Fermenters @y regressing data from Petrides et al., (1989)) :

1987US$ = 194.35e W.313 -(B4)

Sterilizers (Assumed relationship based on a single cost by Petrides et al., (1989)

1 e87us$ = 2235ooerrrr)'

Screw Compressors (From manufacturer's data) :

1987US$ = 1¡0.4302 q1.018

Centrifuges (From manufacturer's data) :

1987US$ = 193.588 20-32e

Homogenizers (From manufacturer's data):

1987US$ = 193.4e5 q0.a2s

= 193.495 2590.425 =32,668 per unit

-(85)

-(86)
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The cha¡acteristics of E. coli W7 grown at 0.1 h-l are given in Table 8.1. Disruption may

therefore be estimated using the developed model, assuming that the correlations

developed for E. colí B are applicable and that the homogenizers in the process have the

same stress distribution as the system studied in this thesis (see comments in chapter 8).

The capital cost may therefore be estimated (Iabte A1).

TABLE Al : Cøpitø[ Cost Lçtination

Homogenizers 1 2 3 4 5

Disruntion 69Vo 89Vo 96Vo 98Vo 99Vo

Fermenter Volume (L) 14,47L 1 1,198 10,427 r0.r73 10,070

Centrifuge > (m2) 108,500 84,000 78,200 76,300 75,500

Fermenter Cost 458,400 423,000 4L3,700 410,500 4¡/9,200

Compressor Cost 46,300 35,700 33,200 32,300 32,000

Sterilizer Cost 89,100 76,400 73,200 72,100 71,7N

Centrifuge Cost 175,700 161,400 1.57,700 156,400 156,000

Homogenizer Cost 32.700 65,300 98,000 130,700 163,300

TOTAL (1987US$) 802,200 76L,900 775,800 802,100 832.2N

These results are plotted in Figure 8.4 (chapter 8). Capital costs downsteam of the

homogenizer are not considered in the present analysis. This provides a reasonable first

approximation, as the product flowrate downstream of the fermenters will be inva¡iant

with fermenter volume. However, the analysis also neglects any effect which the

homogenizer has on the debris size distribution. Harsher homogenization will lead to a

smaller average debris size. The effect of this on downstream capital costs (e.g.

centrifugation) will not be considered, as no adequate models account for such

interactions.
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a

al

Azeo

Ai

B

b

c

NowTBNCLATURE

Ouþut from the analytical disc centrifuge (* absorbance), (-)

Pressure exponent for the kinetic model (eq. 1.1 or eq. 1.3), (-)

Pressure exponent (eq. 1.4), (-)

Absorbance at260 nm, (-)

Projected cross-sectional area of an individual cell, {Ifl?)

Constant (eq. 5.13)

Exponent (eq. 1.3), (-)

Concentration of soluble protein in the aqueous phase, (kg *-3)

Cell concentration dry basis, (kg m-3)

Total Kjeldatrl Nitrogen content of supernatant (kg m-3)

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen content of whole cetts (kg ktl ¿ry wÐ

Disruption (volume fraction of cells destroyed during homogenization)' (-)

Average cell diameter, (pm)

Cell diameær, (pm)

Coefficient determining the süess disnibution width, (-)

Mærimum diameter of a cell sunriving homogenization (eq. 1-5)' (ttm)

Stokes diameær, (¡rm)

Mean particle size in the disc centrifuge detection zone, (¡rm)

Maximum Stokes diameter of intact (i.e. undisrupted) cells, (pm)

Minimum Stokes diameter of intact (i.e. undisnrpted) cells, (pm)

Force at impact (eq. 2.3), (N)

Area-frequency distribution of und.isrupted cells, (pm-l)

Volume-frequency distribution of undisrupted cells, (p--1)

Effective strength volume-frequency distribution assuming a bimodal-

Gaussian function (eq.2.2), (-)

Cc

cN

cNo

D

D

Dc

d

d_

E

ds

d.rno

dr^i'

F

f2(d,)

f3(d,)

fB(s)
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fD(Ð

fD(s)

fs(s)

Fm

('
Þ

Cumulative fraction of impacts with force greater than F (eq. 2.3), (-)

Cumulative fraction of events during homogenization with a sEess gfeater

than S (i.e. the probability of disruption), (-)

Force at which 507o ofthe impacts have a mæ<imum force greater than F,r,

(eq.2.3), (N)

Effective strength volume-frequency distribution (or effective strength

disnibution) assuming a Gaussian function (eq. 2.1), (-)

Free energy density of a single peptidoglycan layer (eq. 5.6), (energy per

bond)*

Valve lift, (m)

Dilution factor (i.e. sample volume after dilution divided by sample volume

before dilution), (-)

Bond elastic modulus, (energy per bond)*

Valve inlet loss coefficient, (-)

Modified extinction coeffrcient (Kp/d.), Gr--l)

Valve exit loss coefficient, (-)

Rate constant for the kinetic model (eq. 1.1), (MPa-a)

Rate constant for the modifiedkinetic model (eq. 1.3), (MPa-a)

Rate constant for the release of DNA fromA. eutrophtts (eq. 1.4), (MPa-u)

Particle extinction coefficient (eq. 3.13), (-)

Overall loss coefficient, (-)

Extinction coefficient for polystyrene spheres (eq. 3.19), (-)

Cell length from pole to pole, (Pm)

Average cell length, ([rm)

Parameter (eq. 5.12), (Pm)

Relative abundance of a Tet-Tri-Lys-Arg, (mol%o)

Internal moisture mass fraction of cells, (-)

* 
Unit are arbifiary @lumberg-Selinger et at., l99I).

h

J

K

k

K'

kr

k1

\
k3

K"

kL

\
L

L

Lo

M

Mc
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Nn"

m

m

N

n

P

p

PF

Const¿nt (eq. 2.5), (MPa-n)

Dimensionless gap width (eq. 4.5), (-)

Number of discrete homogenizer passes, (-)

Reynolds number (eq. 4.4), (-)

Exponent (eq.2.5), (-)

Homogenizer pressr[e**, çMPa¡

exponent (eq. 3.17), (-)

hessure loss due to friction across the valve face, @a)

Nominal gauge pressrue during homogenization, (MPa)

Stagnation pressure at the impact ring, (Pa)

Flowrate of suspension through the homogenizer valve, (m3 s-l¡

Fractional release of an assayed component, (-)

Actual measured concentration of the assayed component, (kg *-3)

Fractional release of absorbing material at260 nm, (-)

Fractional release of DNA (eq. 1.4), (-)

Detector radius (eq. 3.10), (m)

Fraction of cells ruptured as determined by Kjeldahl Nitrogen analysis, (-)

Particle sta¡t radius (eq. 3.10), (m)

Fractional release of soluble protein, (-)

Valve radius, (m)

Valve inner radius, (m)

Effective strength, (-)

Mean effective stength, (-)

Stress applied to a single peptidoglycan layer, (energy per bond)*

Critical stress at which a single peptidoglycan layer disrupts, (energy per

bond)*

P
E

P

a
R

Rr

Ror*

R'

Íd

RK

fo

\

\

\o

S

S

s

sc

** 
D"fin.d in ttris study as the ma,rimum average pressure recorded during the Eansient (see Section 4.2).
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sL Limiting stress at which the free-energy barrier disappears, (energy per

bond)*

Median ma:<imum stress experienced during homogenization (i.e. the stress

at which 507o of. the events have a stress greater than S,rr), (-)

Temperature (eq. 5.6), (energy per bond)*

Number of st¿ndard deviations (eq. 3.26), (-)

Fluid velocity, (- s-1)

Fluid velocity at the valve inlet (i.e. at \J, (m s-1)

Sample volume, (m3)

Degree of peptidoglycan crosslinkage (Section 5.L.2), (-)

Fraction of intact bonds (eq. 5.6), (-)

Limiting peptidoglycan crosslinkage, (-)

Fraction of intact bonds corresponding to the stationary inflexion at an

applied stress level s¡, (-)

Volume fraction of the bacterial population which is septated, (-)

Distance between the valve exit and the impact rittg (eq. 1.6)' (m)

Aqueous volume fraction, (-)

Volume of intact cells, (m3)

Bond dissociation energ'y, (energy per bond)*

Density difference between particles and fluid (eq. 3.10), (kg m-3¡

Volume fraction of cells surviving the homogenization process, (-)

A conceptuat wall strength (eq. 1.5), (-)

Average minimum lengfh of septated cells, (pm)

Fluid viscosity, (Pa s)

Empirical homogenization factor (eq. 1.2), (-)

Density, (kg m-3¡

T

t

u

sm

Greek Syrnbols

uo

v
X

x

xL

xL

X,

Y

v

x

D

Âp

a

T

Às

n

eH

p
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&
T

1)

ú)

tl

Va¡iance of the effective strength distribution, (-)

Time taken for a particle to reach the detector (eq. 3.10), (s)

Number of peptidoglycan layers opposing the applied stress, (-)

Angular velocity of the disc centrifuge, (s-1)

Bacterial growth rate, (h-1)

Aqueous phase

Cells

Diluent or diluted sample

Homogenate sample (i.e. the sample after disruption)

Lower limit

Mæ<imum concentration corresPonding to l00Vo disruption

Non-septated sub-population of bacteria

Feed sample (i.e. the sample before disruption)

Sepøted sub-population of bacteria

Upper limit

Subscripts

a

c

d

h

L

m

n

o

s

U
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